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YOUNG WILD WEST'S CLOSE CALL
- OR - . -

THE RAIDERS OF RAWHIDE RIDGE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
ORGAXIZIXG A VIGILAKCE COMMITTEE.

There was considerable excitement in the little border town
of Steuben, ~ryoming, one afternoon late in August a few
years ago.
It was during the period that the great West was in a very
unsettled state, when railroads were few and far between, and
when prowling bands of Indians and rascally whites took
every chance they could to get to plunder the honest ranchers
and miners who worked hard to make a living and accumulate something for a rainy day.
The cause of the excitement in Steuben was that a meeting
was to take place that afternoon for the purpose of organizing
a vigilance committee, the sole purpose of which should be to
hunt out a dangerous gang of raiders that had for the past
month or two been doing about as they pleased in that particular section.
lDvery ran(;hman within a radius of fifty miles had been
invited to come to the meeting, and they had been dropping
in gradually ever since early in the morning.
The meeting had been scheduled to begin at two o'clock, and
when it lar·. ked but ten minutes of that hour every man who
owned a ranch in the territory mentioned was there and ready
for business.
Of course there were those who did not own property there,
such as the cowboys and other help belonging to the various
ranches.
The ranchman wbo had been one of the prime movers in
bringing about the meeting was Dan Merril.
He had been a resident of that part of the country but a
few months, but he took a great interest in things in general,
and he seemed to be just adapted for a sort of leader for the
rough but honest men.
When it came two o'clock Dan Merril stepped through the
crowd that had assembled in the center of the open plot of
ground that formed a sort of square in the very heart of the
village.
"Boys," said he, "l s'pose we will have to open ther meetin'.
I reckon everybody what owns a ranch is here but one. That
one is Young ~Tile! West, an' I want to see him more than any
of tiler rest of you. He is ther proprietor of Roarin' Ranch,
which is as big a concern as any in our district, an' he is jest
ther right kind of young feller to tell us what to do in formin'
this Yigilance committee. 1 have an idea that he will make
ther raiders git a hust!le on 'em. if he comes out here an' takes
ther notion. Well, l'm sorry he ain't here, but as his man,
Aleck Spofford, is, we will go ahead with ther meetin'. Ther
tl.rst thin2: to do is--"

:Merril was interrupted by a shout that went up from the
crowd, gathered at the east side of tl1e square.
"Here comes Young Wild West!'' some one cried, and then
all was in confusion.
Merril looked down the road that led to Roaring Ranch and
saw four horsemen riding swiftly toward them.
He knew them at a glance, and taking off his hat, which
he put on his head at the interruption, he bawled out:
"Here he comes, boys, sure enough!"
It was Young Wild West coming; Dan Merril had made no
mistake about it.
The handsome young prince of the saddle, deadshot and
wealthy mine owner, was urging his swift sorrel steed Spitfire
forward now, as he reaUzed that the meeting had begun.
Young Wild West was accompanied by his three inseparable
companions and partners in business, Cheyenne Charlie, Jim
Dart and Jack Robedee.
All were mounted on fine horses, but there was not one of
them that could catch Spitfire when he let hims0lf out.
And that was what the sorrel was doing now.
His master was late, and when he got the word to hurry
from him the noble horse darted off like a rocket.
'·Welcome to Young .,Wild West!" cried Merril, as the crowd
made a passage for the dashing young horseman to ride
through into the center of the open.
The young fellow must have been a great favorite with the
majority of the raJtchmen, for they swung their hats in the
air and gave him a rousing cheer as he reined in h1s spirited
steed and bowed right and IPft.
"l am sorry I am late, gentlemen,·• he said in his easy-going
manner. "I got the word in time, but, owing to a little pressing business we had in Weston. I could not get here before. I
am very happy to be with you, and so are my friends. We
always enjoy ourselves when we are in Steuben among the
good people of the earth. Now, then, I don't want to interrupt
the meeting. so go right ahead. "
But the meeting did not go right ahead.
There were too many there who wanted to shake hands
with the handsome young prince of the saddle first.
And they were allowed to have their way about It.
Young Wild West had been but a few days in the vicinity of
Steuben on two or three occasions, but he had become acquainted with about all the leading citizens and had made
good friends of them.
It was something like half an hour after our hero's arrival
before the meeting was again called to order by Ranchman
Merril.
"Now, then, boys, we are all here, so we·n proceed to business," he observed. "You all know what ther meeti.n' has been.
<:aalled fur. We propose to organize a vigilance committee, an•
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do it in ther right way, so's we kin hunt down ther raiders
that lire stealin' our cattle an' horses an' makin' so much
trouble for us. We have learned enough to know that we have
got a hard gang to deal with. They are about as foxy a lot
as has ever showed up, I reckin, an' that should make us all
ther more determined to git rid of 'em. We know just about
where they have their headquarters, too. It is up in ther
Rawhide Ridge, about ten or eleven miles from here. It is a
mighty hard place to rout 'em out of, I'm quite sartin, but 1t
has got to be done, or we will all be put out of business afore
long. Now, then, boys, ther first thing to be done to make
this meetin' run along proper-like is to elect a permanent
chairman. Boys, who will you have for chairman?"
'·Young Wild West!" shouted the man who kept the grocery
and supply store.
There was a roar of approval from the fifty odd throats belonging to the crowd.
''Yes, yes! Young Wild West is ther feller for chairman!
He knows what he's. doing every time."
It was Merril who said this when he was able to make himself heard.
Our hero had not expected anything like this.
He had simply come over from Weston because his foreman
had written that the meeting was to be held, and that it was
the desire of the other ranch owners interested in driving the
raiders out that he should be present and have his say in the
matter.
But as far as being chairman of the meeting, he did not
want it, nor did he want to take any more than an ordinary
part in the forming of the vigilance committee.
But when it came to hunting down the raiders and ridding
the country of the rascally gang, he meant to take full part
in it.
Nothing suited him better than to work for the good of
honest people.
Many were the crooks he had brought to terms, and he
hoped that there would be many more for him to attend to.
As soon as he saw that there was nothing left for him to
do, but to take the position of chairman, he dismounted and,
tossing his bridle-rein to his chum, he got upon the barrel
that Merril pushed out for him.
"Gentlemen, since you have made me your chairman, I
will ask what is your pleasure?" he said.
"I make a motion that ther chairman app'int a committee
to look for the raiders of Rawhide Ridge an' deal with 'em
when they do find 'em as ther majority present at ther time
says," cried Riveley, who had suffered about as much as any
of the ranchmen f,rom the raids of the villains.
,
"Second that motion!" called out a man from Gobbler Turn,
a small place about five miles distant from Steuben.
"All right! Now, gentlemen, it has been regularly moved
and seconded that the chairman appoint a committee to hunt
fer 'the Raiders of Rawhide Ridge, and deal with them as the
majority says. Are you ready for the question?"
"Yes.."

"Let her go!"
"Question!"
The last rang out from at least a dozen in almost the same
breath.
Wild put the question, and it was carried unanimously.
When this was done, he appointed them all members of the
"':igilance Committee, much to their satisfaction.
",Veil, the committee is appointed, gentlemen," he remarked,
as he got down from the barrel, "so that ends the meeting.
What you will have to do now is to elect a captain and lieutenants, and then decide on what course you are to pursue."
"S'pose we write ther name of the feller we want for captain
on a slip of paper, and then drop ther slips in ther hat?" said
Merril. "Ther one what gits ther most votes will be captain.
That is square, an' it will give every man a show, as he kin
vote for himself if he wants to."
This just suited them, and soon the slips of pa.per were
being distributed around.
It took them about ten minutes to prepare their ballots, and
then Merril took off his hat and deposited it on the barrel the
chairman had been standing upon.
"Come up an' drop your votes in ther hat, boys, " he called
out.
vVild's three partners did not want to take part in the voting, but the ranchmen insisted on them doing it, and they
did so.
Riveley offered to look at the s lips and announce the result.
It did not t ake him a great while to do it.
"Gents!" he exclai::ned, holding up his hand for silence,
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"there's been jest fifty-three votes cast. Of them Young Wild
West gits fifty-two an' Tom Sparkle one! I declare Young
Wild West elected captain of the Steuben Vigilance Committee! Now, boys, give him three cheers!"
The cheers were given with a will, and though the majority
of the rough, honest men were surprised at there being a
single vote against the hands·o me young deadshot, they said
nothing just then.
Tom Sparkle was a personage Wild did not know, but Merril pointed him out to him, saying that he had got there just
in time to be appointed one of the committee.
"He's a putty tough customer, I've heard," he added. "But
I don't know as any one has got anything partickler agin
him. He calls himself ther boss rider an' horse-breaker of
Wyoming."
"Oh, he does, eh?" and our hero at once became interested.
Pretty soon the man in question came up to our hero.
"I'd like to shake hands with you, Mr. West," he remarked,
with a smile on his rough countenance. "Some one was fool
enough to vote for me jest now, an' I want to tell you that it
was no doin's of mine, as I voted for you myself, jest because
I heerd ther rest of 'em say they was goin' to do it. My name
is Tom Sparkle, an' I'm a man what always means what he
says."
,
"Well, I am glad to make your acquaintance, Mr. Sparkle,"
Wild retorted.
He was not at all fav.o rably impressed by the fellow, but he
was bound to be as polite as he was.
"I've heard a lot about you, Mr. West," went on Sparkle.
"They do say as you are a great horseman an' a deadshot
with ther rifle an' revolver."
"Well, I know a little about a horse, and I can shoot pretty
good."
'' So kin I. I reckon we'll make a pretty good team in
huntin' out ther raiders, won't we?"
"No doubt you will do your share of the work."
"See here!" exclaimed the man, suddenly. "You dori't seem
to take much to me. Maybe you think I voted for myself,
an' that I've been lying to yer."
"I didn't say so, did I?"
"No; you didn't say so, but you act so. Well, I want to tell
you one thing, Young Wild ·west. If you don't believe what
I sajd, you needn't; do you understand that?"
''Perfectly," retorted Wild, keeping as cool as though he was
simply joking with the fellow. "But now that you have said
a whole lot that there was no cause for saying, let me tell you
something, Tom Sparkle. If I am any judge of human nature, you are a pretty mean sort of man, and an untruthful one
at that. What you have just said is quite enough proof to
show me that you did vote for yourself. You don't seem to
like it because these men have elected me to lead in the fight
against the raiders, and if you have got anything more to say
on ·the subject, just spit it out, and b.ave done with it."
The face of Tom Sparkle turned all colors at this.
His hand elipped toward one of the revolvers in his belt,
and then a dangerous look came into his eyes.
It was more than evident that he expected to be elected captain of the Vigilance Committee, and that Young Wild West
had, by arriving on the scene, cut him out of the honor.
Wild did not say another word till his fingers clutched the
butt of the revolver.
Then he simply said in that same calm tone of voice:
"Let go of that!"
·
"What do you mean?"
"What I say. Let go of that shooter-quick, now!"
It was wonderful to see how quick the man obeyed when
that ringing command came to his ears.
His hand dropped to his side with amazing rapidity, and
yet Young Wild West had not even reached for his revolver.
Tom Sparkle stood there for a moment, and then walked
away.
"You have made an enemy," said Merril. "I never liked
that fellow, for I always had an idea that he w·a s not what he
seemed. I could see nothin' but a look of hate in his eyes as
he turned away,"
"Well," I am sorry I have made him an enemy to me," replied Wild, "especially if there is any good in him. If he is
a scoundrel, which I can't help thinking he is, I am g-lad I
have made an enemy of him. 1Vhen a man knows who his
enemies are, he can better look out for them. That fellow
is so sore over me getting elected captain of the committee
that he could not keep it in. If I had not received all the
votes cast but one, I would not serve ; but as the one put in
against me was voted by Tom Sparkle for himself, I feel moro
like serving than ever. Sparkle wants to look out for this

.
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And now the boy was making him darrce the "hot lead
dance," as the bordermen called it.
When Wild had exhausted the six chambers of his revolver
he told the man to stop.
"Now, I want you to keep out of my sight as much as you
can,•· he calmly remarked. "You ought to know what is for
your own good, and if you don't, I am n.ot going to tell you
anything further."
Sparkle made no reply,, but started for his horse, which was
·
hitched to an adjacent tree.
He mounted, and .then, without so mu ch as looking at anybody, rode away.
The excitement being over, the rauchman went into Bill
Dill's Mill again and had the refreshments they had started
for . .
Young Wild West and Jim Dart each took a glass of some
new sweet cider, and Charlie and Jack tried something
stronger.
Neither of them drank much, but they were in the habit of
taking something strong occasionally.
"We are now waitin' ther captain's orders for ther fust
m.ove to make agin ther raiders, " observed Riveley, as he
wiped his mouth after swallowing his drink.
CHAPTER II.
"Very well," Wild answered. "As soon as it is dark tonight we will take a ride over to Rawhide Ridge, as you call
ARIETTA IS MISSING.
it, and see how the land lays."
"That's ther ticket!" exclaimed Merril, and the rest joined
Tom Sparkle was the picture of rage and hate when he him in expressing this sentiment.
thrust his revolver close to the face of Young Wild West.
"What is ther p-lace called Rawhide Ridge for, any·way?''
It was plain that the man was itching to press the trigger of queried Jack Robedee, who was rather inquisitive sometimes.
the weapon and send the dashing boy into eternity.
"I kin tell yer that in a few words," answered Riveley.
'·You've got to take back what you said out there," he re- "Six or seven years ago, when I first located here, a band
peated. '' If you don't I'm going to drop you!"
of Snake Indians caught a half-breed who had stolen their
Ninety-nine out ot a hundred would have turned pale and horses from them. They took him back to their camp,
made an apology to the man.
which was right on ther top of what we call Rawhide Ridge,
Wild was the one who would not.
an' when they got him there they got ready to punish him.
He was not the least bit frightened.
They cut some strips of rawhide from a fresh bufller Rkin,
True, he had been surprised to have the villain coniront an' after they had tied his hands an' feet so'R he couldn't
hini in such a ferocious manner.
move, they made a noose of the ru whicle 1ariat an' put it
But he was not at a loss for what to do.
around his neck. Then they fastened the other end to ther
of
those
like
him
at
glaring
While the eyes of Sparkle were
limb of a tree above, and drew it .inst taut enough to let
caught
and
fist
right
an angered mountain lion he let fly his
his heels touch. This vvas done in lher rnornin', just afore
him squarely between the glaring orbs.
sunrise. You all know how fresh rawhide will sbrink when
Wild dropped and grabbed the fellow's wrist at the same tiler ]Jot sun gits at it? Well, wheu tiler hot sun come out
time.
ther horse tbief began to git lynched by degrees. I su11pose
And so quickly did he do it that the weapon was not dis- you kin call it, for tiler rawhide kept shri ukin' an· liftin'
·
charged .
him off his feet. In an hour's time be w~1s standin' on Lis
A sharp wrench and the revolver was in his own hand.
toes , an' was gittin' b1ack iu tiler raee. .~n· in another hour
him
Tom Suarkle had dr.opped to his knees, and grabbing
he was as dead as a doornail, with bis feel four ind1e~ from
by the collar, Young Wild West jerked him to his feet almost ther ground. It was an awful punishment for ther bor:;e
before half of the inmates of the room knew what had hap- thief, but I reckon he· deserved it. for all lhat. It was ther
pened at all.
rawhide what hung him by inches. an' that's why ther plaee
'
got ther name of Rawhide Ridge,"
Cheyenne Charlie was right behind him when he did this.
"A very appropriate name, 1 should think,·• said Wild, who
Wild and Merril had been two of the first to enter the door.
And as Sparkle had been waiting for him, he must surely had been listening to the stoTy with no little interest.
"That's what I think," spoke up Robedee, who was now
have thought he was g.oing to have it all his own way.
perfectly satisfied witll the explanation giYea.
'·What's ther trouble here?" demanded the scout.
"Nothing much," answered our hero. "This fine fellow was
Our bero now went outside aga:u.
just going to mix a little lead with my system-that's all." . Turning hL,; gaze in the diredion of the road they hao come.
for
way
making
men
the
outside,
Wild now led the villain
he gave a nod of satisfaction.
him.
"Here come,; tlle wagon train!" be exclaimed. "I suppose
he
coward?"
sneaking
you
out,
it
fight
to
·'Do you want
tbe girls are safely installeu at Roaring Ranch now."
cried, for the first time showing a sign of anger. "Here is
Young Wild West and bis three partners had started with
your revulver; now begin to shoot as soon as you get to that a train of ten wagons from Weston three days before.
stone over ti.Jere. Hurry up, now!"
Those in charge of the train were a little scared about
being attac!rnd by outlaws or hostile Indians, and he had
Tom Sparkle was now us white as a sheet.
'· I don't want to fight you," he faltered. "I'm satisfied to agreed to stay with them until Steuben was reached.
The four had brought their wives and sweethearts over to
let it di-op."
'·Well, ·you may be satisfied, but I am not. You have either the ranch with them.
The girls wanted to pay another visit to the place before
got to fight or dance. Whicb will it be now-quick!"
the cold weather set in, and Young 'W ild ·west was not the
·· I'll dauce! "
"Begin, then!" and whipping out his revolver, Young Wild one to say them nay.
The ladies consisted of Arietta Murdock, Wild's sweetheart;
We3t l.Jegan shootiug at the heels of his boots.
So well could he do this that he chipped off a piece of Eloise Gardnel', ,Jim's gil'l; Cheyenne Cbarlie's wife, and
Martha, the better half of Jack Robedee.
leath<=r at every shot.
,,hen they lacked but two miles of Roaring Ranch, vTild
Tom Sparkle danced as he had never before in his whole
had consulted bis watch and founa tbat they bad to hustle
·
life.
He was so terribly in earnest at it that the ranchmen and if they wanted to get to tile meeting on time.
So tbey rode on ahea d, lt:avlng the train to proceed in it,
cowooys falriy howled with merriment.
They had 3een exhibitions of the kind before, but this was slow way to Steuben.
The girls were to quit it at Roaring Turnell, and the train
the best they had ever seen.
Here was a scoundrel, who, mad with jealousy, had first in- was to keep right on till it reached its destination,
In a few minutes the wagon came to a halt in the square
sulted a boy, and then, after being brought to terms, he had
the meetlng had been held in.
waited for a chance to shoot him.

committee, too. It may be that he wanted the position of captain for a purpose. Well, he must not bother me-that's all I
can tell him."
Several of the men standing around heard this, and they
were united in giving the boy credit for what he had said and
done to Tom Sparkle.
Then some one called on the, newly elected captain of the
•
newly organized committee to make a spee.ch.
Wild responded in a few well-chosen remarks, and received
no small amount of cheering for it.
"Let's go over to Bill Dill's Mill now and have some refreshments, " said Riveley, in a tone loud enough for every one to
hear.
That was just what the majority of the crowd wanted.
Riveley got a cheer, and then all hands made a bee-line for
the saloon on the north side of the square.
Our friends went along as a matter of courtesy.
As Wild entered the place, Tom Sparkle stepped before him
with a leveled revolver.
"You've got to take back what you said out there!" he
hissed.
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There were forty men. "·omen and children in it. and they to ha,·e such a good time OYer here at the ranch. and now
something has happened to her. It can't b that her horse
all felt thankful at getting to Steuben safe ancl sound.
got frightened at something and threw her; i:;be is too good
Wild walked over to the men in charge of the outfit.
'· \Vf>ll. you came through all right, and· not so far behind a rider for that. And tben if tllat happened wouldn't the
horRe be liable to come here to the· ranch? Xo; it ·was not
ns. after nll. T see.,. be olwerve(l.
"Yes," was the reply. "I'm glad we found you here. 'cause that! Can it be that there are an:v Jmrl redRkinR about, orI want to thank yon. on behalf of nll bands, for stayin' with the raiclers! \\:bat if ROme of 1'hem. Wel'P lying fll'Oll11cl wl.Jen
us 011 thf>r jonruey. 'iVe are much obliged to you an' your 8be started . after us?"
'I'his thougl.Jt strnrk our hero so forc,ibly tlrn t he urged his
parclR for your kinclneRR. rm· anything we kin do for you at
Rteed into a faster gait.
any time we'll only be too glacl to clo it."
His rompanions bad no ideas, nor had t11ey ans ·snggestions
"Don't mention it, my clear sir. I assure you that both
myself and friends are always glad to accommodate any one. to make.
They simply left it all to the young prinre of the saddle.
It only delayed us a few hours. and as we got here on time,
If be was not able to figure out the existing puzzle they
it is all right. If you regard our staying with you as any
certainly felt that they could not.
service. you are more than welcome."
'.rhey kept right on, and soon neared the bend they remem"-n'e do regard it as a se1·vice. · But, say! Did the young
llerecl having rounded when they "left the wagon train.
lady catch up to you?·•
There was quite a bunch of tTees and undergrowth here
"The young lady catch up to us! 'iYhen?" and Wild showed
which extended back to a strip of timber.
Sil!;ns of surprise.
):oung Wild West brought Spitfire to n halt.
"Why. when yon rode off to git here in time for ther meetin'
Here must be the spot where she had last been seen by
yon wanterl to be at. The young lady called Miss Murdock
started to catch you just as yon four got out of sight around Anna ancl the rest.
Wm! wanted to see if tbere was anything like a trail thnt
the llend in ther roacl. · She said she wanted to tell you somei·an off into the bushes.
thing.··
In just thirty seconds he discovered one.
"Xo; she clid not catch us." replied the boy, wondering
He conld see some weeds and small 1Jushes slowly straightwhat .Ariettn could have wanted to tell him. "She must
ening to their former positions.
have giYen it up and stopped at the ranch."
But that was not all.
"Well. we left tl.te other three ladies at the stockade gate.
As he got upon bis knees and looked closely at the ground
I suppose mebbe -she rode ahead, so's to git there ahead of
be saw the unmistakable pi'ints of horses' hoofs.
'em.
"I have founcl a clew. boys!" be cried. "Come here and
··Probably.''
As probable as it was. 'iVilcl could not help feeling uneasy. take a look."
The three clicl so, finding that there was n trail leading· to"I can't understand it." he said to his three companions,
as they mounted their horses to ride over to the ranch. "It ward the timber strlp. sure enough.
And it was a fi.'esh one, too. 'rheir practical eyes told
seems to me that it v.as a rather queer thing for Et to do.
'
I wouldn't hardly think she would ride away from those them that at a glance.
"What do you think has happened, 'iVild?" Charlie asked
11eople without bidding them good·b:v."
"It is a little peculiar," Charlie ndmitt cl. "Though I don't anxiously. "Some one carrietl Et off, do you think?"
"I don't know what else to think," was tbe repl~-. "Tt looks
suppose she tbo1,1ght about it at the time. She did it to
very much that way; doesn't it?"
fool thel' rest. no doubt.''
"It does. for a fact," spoke np Rol1edee, shrugging his shoulJim antl .Jack said nothing, but it was plain that they
thought it rather strange about Arietta doing such a thing. ders uneasily.
''Let's follow the trail." exclaimed ,Tim. "'iVe will soon
She was one of the most polite girls in the West, and though
there was nothing queer about her riding off to catch Wild. fincl out. If Et rode this way of her own accord and got
there was something peculiar about her not coming back on lost. we will find her pretty quick.•·
"There are tracks of two horses.'' said Wilcl. shaking his
the train, or waiting for them at the gate of the stockade.
· bead. "She did not come · tbis way of her own accord; you
.-H a smart gallop the four rode to the ranch.
'iVhen they entered the gate they · saw Anna. Eloise and can depend on that."
:\iounting their horses, they starte,l to follow the trail
:\fartba on the Yem ncla with :\Irs. P.pofford, the matron in
through the bushes.
charge of the house.
There waR but one thought ln their mindR now, and that
Arietta was not there.
was to find the missiug g·irJ.
Young 'iVild West 1elt hi~ heart sinking within him.
The four had i10t pushed their way through thP tangled
It struck him very forcibly now that something had hap- growth very far . before Wild gave a Rtart nnd pointed to nu
pened to bis pretty sweetheart.
object a few yardR ahead of them.
'· She's hlclin'. I bet,•· remarked Charlie.
It was a blue ,;ilk haudkPrcbief.
Yl'hen they rode np and came to a halt near the veranda,
"That is what .bJt started to bring me.'' be R!lid Radly. "Poor
a minnte or two later. those there in waiting seemed to be
little girl, there must have been n villain biding at the roadsurprised.
side, and when she came along. he caught her and made her
"Where is .Arietta?" asked Anna.
a prisoner before she coulcl cry out. She wns not ,thinking of
'iYild knew now that bis worst fears had been realized.
I suppose, and whoever it wa s must baye af'ted verv
"Don't you know?'' he asked, speaking as though a joke danger,
·
quickly. Come on! We haven't a moment to ,;pare...
was being played on him.
rode along. and catching np th e bnndkPr<· hief. thrust it
"'iYhr, no. She started to catch up 1'"itb you.'' Eloise in He
bis pocket.
answered. "She bad your blue silk handkerchief, and she
Then the four determined riclerR hmTiPd nloug the trail.
wanted to give it to you to tie about .your neck."
which was plain enough for a noYire to follow without the
This was said with no little surprise. .
"·\\'ell. we haven't seen her since we parted with you back least difficulty. the strip . of timber, and thence along to the
On It !eel to
on the trail. If you are not joking with us, something has northeast
to a low range thnt ran off in :1 7.igrng; fashion
happenecl to Et."
from tlle mountains in the diRtance.
"'iYe are not joking."
"We are bencl'in' straight for Hawbitle Ridge." Raicl .Tack
'l.'hl:' faces of the girls were nothing if not serious now.
Robeclee. "That's it ove1· there. :\Ienil ]Jointed lt ont to
\Yild turned his bol'se around.
,me, an' J remember exactlr how it looked."
"I am going to look for her," be said.
"Arietta. bas been cl,lrriecl off hy tbP rniders. then!" and
1
"And n·? will go with you." exclaimed Jim.
Young Wild \Yei:'t's face set into nn expression of grim de"You I.Jet! Arietta must be found before we sit down to n. termination.
mouthful of grnb." nYerred Charlie.
"'iYe won't come lmPk till we do find her.'' .Jack hastened
CHAPTER III.
to say.
WHAT HAPPEXF;o TO ARTETT..\..
Wi.th no further Joss of time, the four galloped a way.
"i' ilcl made right for the spot _where he had parted comTo account for the d'isappearanre of prett~· Arietta :\lurpany with the train.
dock we must go back to thE' timl' site ~et out to c:atc:b Young
Wild West and give him the blue ~ilk handkerchief.
so '1;~1\;.,~:n~a~~~~1\~bt~~a~~itl~1:c!e~/~fs~fs had seen ·Arietta,
'iVhen the girl started her spiritecl liorse on n gallop she
"Poor little Et!" our hero muttered. "She was planning did not dream of s,1ch a tping as danger beiug near at lianu.
0
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She thought that all danger was pasRed when they came
·1n sight of Roaring Ranch.
She had .Just rounded the bend, and could see the four
partners riding a long rapidly perhaps an eighth of a mile
ahead of her, when a horseman suddenly emerged from the
bushes ancl exclaimed:
"I beg your pardon. misR!"'
Arietta reined in her . teed with surpri ·ing quickness.
She was taken completely by surprise, and did not think of
asking herself whether the i-trauger was a friend or foe.
At that very instant her horse came to a standstill the
horseman. who was of medium build and dark visaged. caught
the animal by the head and thrust a revolver against her
temple at the same time.
":Yiy pretty one, if you make the least bit of au outcry I
will blow your head off!" were the startling words that came
to Arietta's ears.
Though a very brave girl. she was pretty badly frightened
for the time being. and before she could recover herself her
horse had been led from the road into a bunch of undergrowth.
It seemed as though the villain bad been prepared to make
her his captive, for he quickly pulled a handkerchief from his
pocket and wound it about her face, covering her month so
she could not utter a cry.
Then he whisked her from the saddle to his own horse, holdIng her tightly while he made the improvised gag secure.
Instead of fainting at this sort of treatment, Arietta began to fight to get away from him.
She came near doing It, too, but he was too strong for her,
and soon had a lariat wound about her body, pinioning her
arms.
"You are a regular she-cat!" he muttered. panting from
his exertions. "But I wil1 tame you down a little, I reckon.
Ah! Here comes the wagon, train! vVe will get safely out
of hearing. I don't know what made me do this, unless it
was your pretty face and figure. my dear. I was simply waiting for the wagon train to get past before I came out on
the road, and when I saw you come galloping along with that
blue handkerrhief in your hand, it just struck me to take
you to Rawhide Ridge with me . .It might be that I could induce you to consent to become my bride; and If I could not
do that I might bold you for a ransom. i\Iy dear, I have the
most snug quarters you ever saw! And the best part of it is
that uo one cnn ever see them without my permission. I
have a finely furnished room that will just do for you. so
don't fret and struggle; we will be there in less than an
hour's time."
This was all said in n low voice that might have sounded·
musical had it not come from such a villain as the man was,
and once more the captive girl struggled to free herself.
But it was useless for her to do so, and she soon came to
the conclusion that she bad bettel' save her strength for a
more opportune moment.
At a sharp trot the man rode through the bushes, leading
his captive's horse by the bridle rein, which h,e had thrust
his left arm through.
He was in no particular hurry, knowing full well that no
one had seen him make the capture, and that those belonging to the wagon train would surely think the girl bad gone
on ahead.
When fifteen minutes bad elapsed, the villain was In the
heart of a thick woods, and be began looking for a trail that
he knew was somewhere around that part of the woods.
A minute later he struck it.
Then he brought his bor e to a bult.
"See here. my pretty one." he said to bis prisoner, "I am
getting rather tired of holding you on my horse with me,
so I am going to put you on your own horse. If you wlll
promise me that you won't try to get off I won't tie you
there; if you agree to this, shake your bead."
Arietta paid uo attention to the remark whatever.
"Very well; if you desire to be obstinate, all right. It will
only be the worf'e for you. Now, then, I am going to dL'lmount and put you on your own horse."
The villain allowed the helpless girl to slide lightly to the
ground, and then got down himself.
Then he lifted her upon her own horse.
There was plenty of the lariat left, and taking the coiled
end ln his bands. he remarked:
"If you are going to sit quietly in the saddle and not attempt to drop off, nod your head."
Arletta nodded this time. She thought It would be better
to not be tied to the ·horse, and she knew, anyhow, that she
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could uot hope to get away from the man if she did slide
to the ground.
One thing that gave her courage wnR tbnt she had a small,
silver-mounted six-shooter in the bosom of her dress.
Her captor did not know this. and if she could manage to
keep him in ignornnre of It she might have a chanee to eHcane a little later.
Arietta ::IIurdoe:k had nerYe enough to ,;hoot the scoundrel,
and if she got the opportunity she wonlcl ,-mely do it.
She 1,ns a ·western girl of the true type.
It took the villain fully five minutes to arrnnge things tu bis
full satisfaction.
But he appeared to be in no partic·ular huny, and uctect as
though he might be waiting for some one.
"I tell you what I am going to clo, RiR." be said. as he
mounted his horse. "I am going to take that handkerchief'
away from your mouth. It is needless to say that I don't
want you to go screaming at tbe top of yonr voice for help
and all that sort of thing, and if yon do I promise you that\
you will wish you had not before I get through with you.
If you are foolish enough to cry out am! make a fool of
yourself, I might as well tell you that no one will hea1· you
who would offer to interfere. I am :Halvern Knox. the captain . of the famous Raiders of RawhitlP Hidge. am.I on]~, people
who are friendly to me dare to travel this trail. All others
are afraid to come this way, I am happy to say.··
There was a boastful ring in the man's voice ns he uttered
the last sentence, and with that be remo,ed the gag from
Arletta's mouth.
Pale and not a little f1·ightened, the girl plucked up sufficient courage to answer him defiantly.
"You must not be too su1·e that no one will travel this
trail who is not a friend to you. l know one who has the
courage to travel it and face you and your minions singlehanded. You ;,;·ill meet him before long. and then vou will
wish' a thousand times that you bad ue,er touched 'me."
"Aha! I like to hear you talk that way. You ha,e more
spirit than I imagined. and if thel'f• iR anything I do like it
is a pretty girl with plenty of ~pirit. You don't know how
pretty you looked when you just spoke. But,•· and he showed
signs of being deeply interested. "who is the one you refer
to who will dare come this way?"
"Young ·wild West."
"Ab! I have heard of him. He is the owner of Roaring
Ranch. is he not?"
"He is.'' answered Arietta, gaining coura_g-e as she talked.
"You think he will dare to face me. then?'"
"I know he will. and he will drop you with a bullet inst
as sure as you nre ,sitting on that horse."
This was said so earnestly. nnd wilh Ruch a ctegree or co,:,fidence that the captain of the raiders looked at her curiously.
"I ha,e heard considerable of foung \\' ild We ~t nnd his doings," he ;yeut on to say. "'l'o tell you the t1·uth. <;ls. I would
like to meet him. [f he i~ anything like wlrnt he is reported
to be. I shou ld like to haye the honor of being the one to end
his career."
·
·
Arietta smiled scornfully.
She could not help doing this, since she was firm in her
belief that the villain would stand no show whateYer with
her hanrlsome y,oung lover.
· Captain }Ialvern Knox, ns he c:-illed himself, could not fail
to notice her smile.
An uneasy feeling crept over him.
Was this Young Wild West such a clangerous young fellow after all?
He bad heard that be was almost invincible and was the
quickest man with a shooter that bnd ever been seen In th"'
~'est.
He bad also hearcl that he took delight in 1·idding the world
of all the evil-doers he came across.
But Captain Knox bad always considered that he was invincible himself. and as he thought o,er it for a moment hP.
broke into a laugh.
·
The idea that Young \\'ild \\' e,it was quicker to shoot than
be was struck him just then as being rnther amusing.
"Well, sir," he said, after a rather lengthy pause, ·'I guess
we will go on now. This trail !Pads direct to Rawhide Ridge.
I will be on the lookout for Yonng "\Vild West, and if he
does show up I will put him through such a ronrse of sprouts'
as he never dreamed of going through. Then I will give him
a chance to show what be is made of and wind up by putting
him to death in a very novel manner. I am gifted with, a 1
great imagination, sis, and what I can't create in tbe Hue
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of wonderful things are not worth being created-not for
the business I am engaged in, anyway. Come on, now, and
remember all I ha,e told vou. ·•
'· And you just remember \vbat I hn,e told you," was the
defiant rejoinder.
'l'l1ere was no hope of her getting away, even if she were
to slide to the ground from her horse,ltas her hands were
bound, so Arietta allowed her horse to be Jed away on a
shn r·p trot without a word of remonstrance.
For nbont ten minutes they rode along. and then the sounds
of i:,;alloping hoofs suddenly came to the captain's ears.
The girl prisoner heard the sounds at the same time, and
a look of hope shone in her eyes.
'· Don ·t get excited,'' the villain remarked, noticing her look.
"Tlint is not the great and only original Young Wild West
who is coming. It is a trusted f1iend of mine; I was to meet
him somewhere in this section."
But in spite of what he said, the man turned to the left
!!ml brougbt tlle horses to a halt behind a clump of bushes.
And there be sat in the saddle, a revolver In each hand.
One was leveled at Arietta and the other was ready to cover
the l1eart of the approaching horseman, in case it became
necessary.
'l'wo seconds later foe horseman appeared.
('aptaln Knox gave a nod of satisfaction, and then as tbe
ri,ler was passing called out:
"Ho, my brave Tom Sparkle, what is your hurry?"
'·Oh. i~ that you, cap?" and the man promptly came to a
halt. and turning, rode back to the clump of bushes.
"res; it is I. And see the fair companion I -have with me,
Tom."
'·.Terusalem! Where did you get her, cap?"
"Frnm a wagon train that passed along the trail for Steuben a half hour ago. What do you think of her for the Queen
of Rn w hide Ridge?"
,"I don't know, cap. A. woman ain't ther right sort to"have
arpund in a place like ours-that is, unless she is perfectly
willin' to stay; an' this one don't appear as though sbe would
be willin', or you wouldn't have her tied up like that."
"Oh, sbe will be willing enough to stay when she sees
what a nice place we have in our snug headquarters, mark
ruy word for that."
"You know what you're doin', cap. It ain't noue o' my
business. "
'·Yuu speak the truth when you say that, Tom. Well, did
the,v hold the meeting at Steuben?"
'·Yes. I just come from there, an' I have been rid.in' hard,
to o."
"I didn't expect you back so soon."
:'\\'ell," and the horseman shrugged his shoulders. "I didn't
intend to leave quite as soon as I dld, but it was kinder
cowpulsory on me to do so."
"Compulsory! What do you mean?" and Captain Knox
.
looked surprised.
'·l'i·e11, cap, I kin tell yer ther ' whole thing in a few
words. You see, I had it pretty well fixed to get elected
ca1Jt:1in of the Vigilance Committee when it was formed,
but along comes the young feller they call Young Wild
l'i' est. an' he just sets the gang a-shoutin' an' a-yellin' for
him. They made him chairman of the meetin', an' then
tumecl around an' elected bun captain of the Vigilance
Committee after it was organized. I only got one vote, an' I
put it in myself. There was at least a dozen I expected was
goin' to vote for me, but when it come to the test they all went
for Young Wild West."
''The dickens!"
"Yes. Well, then I thought I had better pick a muss with
Young Wild West, an' I done so."
"And what then 'r"
"Oh, he got ther best of me too easy for anything. He is
the coolest card I ever stacked up against. He made me out
a liar before the whole crowd, an' then when I went in Bill
Dill's mill an' laid for him to come in, he knocked me down
with his fist before I could shoot. Then he led me outside
an' made me dance, while he shot the heels off my boots. See
here! " :incl the villain held up one of his feet for the captain
to see the evitlence of what had happened.
"lie did all that, did he?"
'·Yes, an' then he tolcl me to keep out of his sight as much as
I could, an' knowing what he meant, an' seein' that the whole
crowd was with him, I lit out for here."
'·Well, it seems to me that if I had been in your place I would
not have left without letting him have a bullet or two. Why,
he is only a boy, they say."

"Yes, that's what he is. But lie i>' worse than a dozen men,
cap; that's what he is.''
Arietta had been drinking in every word of tbis eagerly.
Io spite of the position she was placed in, her heart was
fairly leaping witb joy when she hearcl the villain tell how
Wild had got the best of him.
"He will make you dance in tbe same way," she co,1ld not
help saying. "Just wait until he meets you and learns what a
~coundrel you are, Captain Malvern Knox!"
"vYe will see, my dear," retorted the captain of the raiders
with a bland smile. "You have an awful lot of confidence, it
seems. One would not have to be told that he is yer lover."
"I "·ill admit that, and that will only make it the wo1·se for
you."
This was said with flashing eyes, and it is safe to say that
if the girl's hands had been free at that moment she would
have drawn her revolver and shot the scoundrel, thus saving
Wilcl the trouble of attending to his case.
But she was helpless and could do nothing but talk defiance
to hun.
She knew, too, that her words had considerable weight and
this was sufficient to make her keep up her courage.
As they rocle along she began to think that possibly she bad
made a mistake in talking so much about Wild.
The captain of the raiders would be doubly prepared for
him. now that he had been put on his guard.
"But," thought the girl, "he will never prove a match for
Wild. Ko villain ever has, and I guess my bold and handsome
hero with the flashing eyes and the long chestnut hair will
make this scoundrel bite the dust."
The ridge was now right ahead _o f them, and in a few minutes they reached a perpendicular wall of rock that ran upward to its top about a hundred feet.
Such gangs usually choose a rendezvous near a running
brook, so they can hide their trail in getting J;o it, and so it
was with the Raiders of Rawhide Ridge.
Arietta's horse was made to walk ankle-deep into a stream
of r1.1nning water for about two hundred yards and then she
was conducted through a maze of hanging vines into a large,
roomy cave.
The retteat of the villainous band bad been reached.

CHA.PTIDR IV.
WILD I!! CAUGHT NAPPING.

The trail being im easy one to follow, Young Wild West and
his three partners made pretty good headway.
Our hero was in anything but an easy frame of mind ns he
rode along, and imagining just how he felt over the mysterious
disappearance of his sweetheart, neither Charlie, Jim nor Jacl,
offered to say anything.
In a little while tliey reached the trail that Captain Knox
and his fair captive bad st111ck . something near au huur previous.
"I wonder where this trail leads to?" Jim asked.
"Look straight ahead an' you can see," answel'ed Robedee.
"It p'ints directly to Rawhide Ridge."
"That is right," said Wild. '·Now. the question is, which
way did the horses we have been following go?"
They hnd come to a halt, and as they leaned from the saddle
and looked around they soon saw that they had turned straight
for the rldge.
"I knowed it," nodded Jack. "It's one of the raiders what's
caught Arietta an' carried her off, I'll bet. WiJcl, you was
right when you said you bet she didn't come this way of her
own accord."
"I felt sure of it," was the reply. "Aud yet I can't see how
it can be possible that she was carried off without those in
the wagon train knowing it. Et has plenty of nerve for a
girl, and it surprh,es me why. she didn't c1·y out."
"She must have been taken completely by snrprl se, " ,entured Jim, who was g!nd to have the oppurtunit:,- or expressing
his opinion on the subject.
"There is only the print of two horses," Charlie o1Jser,ed,
"though it does look to me as though ti.Jere was more than two
that passed along here lately.''
"That could ea.~ily be," replied our hero. "TI.Jis trail lool:s
as though it might be traveled considerably. If, Ds Jack says,
it keeps on straight to the ridge over there, it mu~t han• lJcen
made by ti.le raiders we organized to run do,, n tliic; afternoou.
Well, come on! ·we will learn something before lcng. I Dru
going to find Et."
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At a swift gallop they set out to follow the,,.trail.
In a few ruinutes they were right at the "Toot of the ridge
and then they slowed down to look around for some signs of a
habitation.
But there IYl\;: not a thing that looked like one.
• ·othi11g hut bleak·looking rocks, tall pines and stunted oaks
eonld be seen outlined against the blue sky.
They allowed their horses to walk a little further on and
then they suddenly came upon a running brook.
Here the trail came to an abrupt termination.
":\.h ! ·· exclaimed Young Wild West, quickly dismounting.
"I h;we an idea that we are pretty close to the place where Et
ha:; been taken. You fellows stay here and keep Spitfire for
me. I am going on a tour of investigation. I have an idea that
it i:,; best to proceed with a little caution. We can't tell what
sort of people n·e may strike."
"That's right!" Jim agreed.
The other: nodded.
All three of them were anxious to go with him, but he had
not asked them, and they knew they were not wanted.
Anyhow, one could steal about among the rocks and bushes
a g-reat deal easier than two or three could.
"If I want you to come to me I will,sound the call of the
quail t\\'ice in succession," said Wild. ':And should you hear
a shot fired, you will know that I am in trouble, or some one
else is. In case I clo not return in half an hour you can think
that I baYe be('n captured by the villains who have got Et ih
th ei r clutches."
The three understood him perfectly.
They drew back behind a big boulder and prepared to wait
while the daring boy crept along under the coYer of the fringe
of bushes that lined the river bank.
Wild was very anxious to find his pretty sweetheart, but he
was none the less cautious how he proceeded.
He followed the stream for a hundred yards or more, but
could see noth.i ng on either side that would indicate that any
one bad been there lately.
'l'here was not the sign of a hoofprint or the mark of a man's
foot.
He kept on, not being the least <liscouraged.
He was non· fully conYinced that it 1Yas the Raiders of Rawhide Ridge be was dealing with, and he had heard that
they 1Yere experts at covering their tracks.
Pretty soon -the boy saw the almost smooth face of the cliff
ahead of him, but on the opposite side of the brook.
He remained crouching behind a bush for a minute or two
and took a good look at the surroundings.
Just as he was about to move on a little further he noticed
a thin column of smoke rising from the top of the cliff.
.
. ·where it came from he could not tell, but to all appe~rances
1t .~ame from the uneven gro~nd at the top of the nd~e.
That ~eans that I am pietty close to a . campfire, h~
thought.
Now to get across the brook and chmb up there.
There was no way to cross the brook without showing himself, in case any ~ne wa_s looking t~at way, but he was ~etting
~-espe_rate from his anxiety for Arietta, and he determmed to
1
isk it.
.
k
h
So he got upon his fe_et and wal ed boldly t rough the shallow water to the opposite _bank.
. .
.
.
He. scarcely made a particle of noise m domg_ this, so he was
rertam that he would not attract the attention of any one
th at way.
Once on the other side of the stream of water Wild moved
up close to the cliff, looking for a way to ascend where the
smoke could be seen.
.
.
. ~here seemed no way to get . up there m the immediate v1cimty, so he star~ed along the irregular way that led along at
the foot of the cl!ff.
He was passing a mass of dense hanging vines when something happened that he was hardly looking for.
A pair of sinewy hands caught him by the arms and whisked
him through the vines almost before he could realize that he
had been interfered with.
"I've been cai.ight napping," was the thought t'li.at flashed
through his mind, and then he made an effort to discharge his
revolver to let his waiting friends know that he was in trouble.
But the weapon was taken from his hand before he could
press the trigger.
"Ha!" exclaimed a voice near him. ''So you came, as your
sweetheart said you would, Young Wild West. I am more
than pleased to meet you."
It was quite light in the cave into which he had been
qragged so suddenly, and Wild could see that a number of
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evil-looking men were gathered about him, while two of them
held hiJll down on the ground.
He threw his head around as he was addressed and saw a
dark-faced, sinister-looking man.
He was the captain of the raiders .
He had been on the watch for Young Wild West ever since
be had brought his fair captive to the cave.
And he had captured him, sure enough.
"Who are you?" the boy calmly asked, looking the villain
straight in the eyes.
"I am Malvern Knox, captain of the Raiders of Rawhid1:1
Ridge," was the tejoinder. "You are Young Wild West, the
captain of the Vigilance Committee, so I heat. Ha, ha, ha!
You did not expect to meet me so soon, did you? You must
be a pretty cute on.e, too, or you wouldn't have been able to
find our hang-out so quickly. I suppose you came after your
sweetheart?"
"Yes," answered Wild. "I came after her, and I propose
to take her away when I go."
"One would think you were very brave, to hear you talk.
and long this time. "When you go! Well, that sounds rich!
Do you have an idea you are going to leave this place alive?"
"If I don't leave this place alive it will be queer."
"One would thirik you were very br ave, to heaer you talk.
I am surprised at you. You, a mere boy, and acting as though
it was all a joke that was being played on you. The Raiders
of Rawhide Ridge don't play jokes, do they; boys?"
"You can bet they don't!" came from half a dozen of the
men simultaneously, while the rest grunted in the negative.
Young Wild West realized that he was in a pretty tight place.
He figured that it was a cool head alone that would fetch
him out of it.
Therefore he put on his most careless and indifferent manner.
• "Let me up and we will talk this matter over," he said.
"Certainly. Boys, just relieve him of his shooters and his
knife. Now tie his hands behind him. Ah! that is it! · Now,
Young Wild ·west, you can get up."
"Thank you for that much," and Wild arose and looked
around for a seat.
There was a big log lying near the mouth of the cave, and
walking over to it, be sat down.
"Now, then," be observed, fixing his gaze on the face of the
captain in a fearless manner, "I want to know why you captured the young lady this afternoon and brought her here?"
"You do, eb.? Well, I will tell you, then. Just because I
happened to take the n~tion. She is to b_e my wife, I mie:ht
add. I expect the ;"eddm~ to tak~ plac~ m a very,, few days.
I am sorry you wont be allve to witness it, though .
This kind of talk was maddening to our hero, but he did
not show that he was the least bit disturbed .
''No. I am quite sure of that. And you will not live to take
part in any such affair."
"You think so?" and a frown crept over the outlaw's face .
" Yes I think so. I know for a certainty that your hours
are nu~bered."
"You must be gifted with second sight if you know that."
"No. 1 am not gifted with second sight. But 1 know that
much, just the same. In a few hours from now you will die
the death you deserve. The plans are all laid for it."
Wild's remarkable coolness was standing him in great stead
now.
He was getting decidedly the best of the talk.
And what he said not only made an impression on the captain of the raiders, but on the men as well.
They began to think that a plan to consummate their downfall had really been laid, and that the appearance of Young
Wild West was but the forerunner of some great danger.
Captain Knox started to walk away, but our hero stopped
him.
"You have got a chance to avert the danger that threatens
yoii," be said.
"Ha ha!" lauo-hed the villain though it was plainly a
forced' one.
"
'
Then turning to the man who acted as a sort of lieutenant,
he said·:
'·Take him and put him in the dark chamber. I am going
to study out a plan to put him to death in a few minutes. I
want to arrange it so his sweetheart can see him make his
leap into the other world."
The ring in the man's voice made Wild think that he meant
just what he said.
"Do your worst, you swarthy scoundrel!" our hero cried.
"But rest assured that if you kill me you will not live long
after doing it. As I said before, your days are numbered.''
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"Seize him and put him in the dark chamber!" cried Knox,
becoming angered.
Half a dozen men sprang to do his bidding, and Wild was
seized and carried toward the rear of the cave.
A door that was made of heavy planking was opened and
then the helpless boy was thrust in a place that was as dark
as the grave itself.
The door slammed shut and was fastened with a heavy padlock.
Then Captain Knox moved a few feet to tbe right and
opened a similar door.
This Jet him into the handsomely furnished apartment that
was lighted by an oil lamp that hung from the rocky ceiling.
The richest of carpets and rugs were in the apartment, and
there were couches, chairs, and a handsome center table in it.
The walls were covered by costly hangings, and here and
there an oil painting could be seen.
It seemed almost incredible that such a fine apartment could
exist in the wilderness of that part of the country, with not a
house or a building o{ any sort in sight.
The apartment was occupied, too, for when Captain Knox
entered, a girl, whose face was pale and whose eyes flashed
dangerously, arose.
It was Arietta Murdock.
"Your lover has arrived,., said the villain, with one of his
bland smiles.
"What do you mean?" she asked, an eager look appearing
for just an instant on her face.
"I mean just what I say, sis. Your lover is in this very
cave at this moment."
" I wlll not believe it!"
"Well, I will show him to you by and by. I am telling you
the truth when I say he is here. He came right to the entrance
of our secret retreat a few minutes ago and we invited him In.
That is the way it was.,.
''Do you mean to my that Young Wild West is here in this
oave?"·she demanded, almost fiercely.
"He tells you the truth, Et! I am here!" came a muffled
voice from the adjacent apartment.
It was the voice of Wild, sure enough, and Arietta burst
in to a flood of tears.
''Ah!" exclaimed Captain Knox, a smile of triumph on his
face. "So, my pretty one, you believe it when you hear him
say so himself? I told you he would come, and that he would
not drop me, as you said he would. Why, he is nothing but
a boy, and if a.II men around here were as easy to get along
with as he is, we would have no ca.use for alarm at any time.
I find that Young Wild West has been very much overestimated. Still, I think he might prove a trifle dangerous; so,
in a couple of hours from now I am going to put 'him out of
the way. And I want you, whom he calls Et, to see it done.
It will be a novel sort of an execution, of that you may be
assured. And after it is all over you will become my bride."
"Never!" shrieked the girl.
Her hands had been unti ed the moment she had been placed
in the handsomely furnished apartment, and she now made a
move to grasp the revolver concealed in the bosom of her
dress.
But she checked herself.
It struck her that if she were to shoot the captain of the
villa.Ins, Wild would be killed anyway, then, and perhaps
she would suffer a fate worse than death.
When ~he clutched her bosom, Knox thought she was simply
pressing her hand to her heart.
·• I thought you was going to faint, sis," he said, tantalizingly. ·' But you are altogether too brave for that. What a
fine bride you will make for the daring Captain Malvern
Knox, who fears naught and laughs at all his enemies. The
next raid we make I will see to it that something nice is
brought home for you. If ever there was a fiery beauty, you
are one. I don·t blame Young Wild West for losing his life
for you."
'·He has not lost his life yet,·• answered the girl, curbing
her anger slightl y. ''You will die before he does!"
"Hardly, I think! You just wait. You will not have to
wait very long, either. I could not spare his life, not if you
were perfectly willing to become my bride if I did. He ca.me
here of his own arcord, and he can never leave the cave alive.
Calm yourself, now. When I get ready for the execution, I
will rail for you.·•
With these words the sco undrel went out.
Arietta threw herself on one of the couches and burst into
a violent fit of weeping.
"Wild--Wild!" she moaned. "You must not die! I "ill
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not let you die. I will kill the man that makes a move to take
your life."
"Keep up your courage, little one," came the faint words
from the other side of the rocky partition. '"I am not dead
yet! Never give up! That is my motto, and always will
be! "
"Yes, Wild. For your sake I will keep up my courage. I
will stick it out until I can bear it no more, and then--"
Arietta did not say any more, as she did not want them to
hear that she had a revolver.

CHAPTER V.
A CLOSE CALL.

How long it was that he had been in the dark chamber
Young Wild West could not tell.
But it seemed as though hours had passed when he heard
some one tampering with the hea.vy padlock on the outside.
Dark as pitch in the pent-up place, and damp and noisome,
it was anything but an agreeable place to spend a few minutes in, let alone hour~.
Wild's hands were still bound behind him.
Many times he had tried to get them free, but each time
he found it was useless.
'
The man who had tied the knots knew his bus,i ness, and
they could not be slipped.
When the door swung open, the light from a lantern flashed
upon him, and blinking like an owl, the brave boy looked to
see who it was entering.
His eyes soon became accustomed to the light, and then he
saw six gowned and masked figures glide into the place.
Wild had the use of his feet, and he was upon them in an
instant.
"We have come to take you to your doom!" said the unmistakable .voice of Captain Knox, though he was trying to disguise it somewhat.
"Oh, you have?" answered the boy, calmly. "Well, captain,
I think if you know what is best for you, you will release me
and the girl captive at once and then light out for parts unknown as fast as you can get there. I am giving you the best
piece of advice you ever received when I say this. "
"I didn't come in here to get advice," was the quick rejoinder. "Attendants, do your duty!"
The other five masked men threw themselves upon the boy,
and becoming desperate, Wild put up a fight.
Though he could not use his hands, his head was free, and
he butted the foremost villain in the pit of the stomach, sending him to the floor with the wind completely knocked out of
him.
He tried the same thing on another, but missed, and then he
received a stunning blow on the back of his head that rendered him unconscious.
"I didn't want you to do that, confound it!" exclaimed
Knox. "I wanted the boy to have his full faculties now. Pick
him up and bring bim out."
The four who were able to do any lifting just then took hold
of Wild and carried him from the dungeon-like place.
Right past the door of the apartment where Arietta was
confined they went, and finally into another apartment that had
been rudely fashioned into shape from a natural aperture in
the earth.
·
In one end of this square apartment was a stone slab resting on legs of wood about three feet from the floor.
The unconscious form of Young Wild ·west was placed at
full length on the slab, and then the captain set the lantern
he carried on the floor.
"Now fetch the girl and tie her to the ring in the wall, so
she can look right at the face of her lover!·· he exclaimed.
"Get a move on you. I want to have everything in readiness
when he comes to.•·
·
Three of the masked villains went out, and a minute later
they came l:)ack bearing the struggling form of Arietta.
She was screaming at t)le top of .her voice, for she now felt
certain that the critical moment had arrived.
But the masked men did not seem to mind her cries in the
least.
At a word from their leader they tied her hands behind her
and then passed the rope through a ring in the wall.
Then, as one of them set another lantern down beside the
one the captain had placed on the floor, the girl saw Wild for
the first time.
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He lay sci s till tbat sli.e thought be had been killed already
·w ith one slash of the knife she liberated him. and then
ancl she came very near swooning.
droppi11g to the floor, the dashing boy who bad experienced
'"rake it easy. sis,'' remarked Knox; and then he reached such a clm,e call seized the weapons from the belt of one of
for a roJJ~ that hung .in a loop over his head.
the men the girl had shot.
Then it was that a cry of horror came from the lips of
'l'hough liis bead ached him from the blow he had rethe l;m1ve girl.
ceived, he did not seem to notice it now.
A square block of stone was being lowered from the ceilHe was Young Wild West again. full of fight and as cool
ing. and if the sc:01mq.rel were to let go it would fall squarely as could possibly be.
upon her lover.
.
"Opeu the door. Captain Malvem K11ox!'' he cried. "Open
The masked men who had ueen selected by their leader to the door, ancl I will show you what a boy and a girl can do
assist bim in his fiendish work gathered in a line on the with a crowd of·scoundrels. I dare you to open the door!"
side of the slab opposite to him, and then a deathly silence
A mocking laugh was the only reply, a11d losing his temreigned. ,
per momentarily, i-Vild flung bis weight agai11st the door.
Knox appeared to enjoy the situation immensely.
But it scarcely bulged under the strain.
He would lower the massive block a few inches and then
Again there was a mocking laugh.
pull it up again by means of the rope which ran over a pulley
Then the voice of Captain Knox said:
somewl1ere above.
'·Listen to what I say, Young ·wild \Vest '. I am goin°· to
\'i'ith staring eyes, the girl stood motionless. gazing straight leave you and the girl in there with the bodies of the two
at the face of the hand ome young fellow she had learned to men she shot. I will keep you there for bQurs-aye, days!
love so fondly.
When you get hungry you can eat human flesh. A pleasant
It was an appalling sight. and it certajnly could not last prospect. is lt not·! I could easily open the door and kill
long.
.
you both. but I clon't want to hurt the girl. \\'hen you both
get to starving you will no doubt come to the terms I will
One second later the climax arrived.
'l'he deathly silence was broken by a scream from Arietta offer. I have a great iroaginatio11, and if the block of stone
as the captain of the raiders seized the rope to let the block failed to crush the life out of you, I , will find n. way that
of stone fall with crushing force upon the unconscious form will. , I would not have you die instantly now, anyway. You
of Young ·wild West! As the girl uttered the scream she have got to die a lingering death', and when you are dying the
leaped forward with such force that the knot that held her girl shall become the b1ide 01 Captain Malvern Knox , the
leader of the dashing and reckless Raiders of Rawhide Ridge.
to the wall gave way.
Even as the heavy weight was falling she pushed it with I am a patient man, Young Wild West, and I can wait for
her hands and it swung out and landed on the stone floor clays."
"You are afraid to open that cloor!" retorted Wild. "You
\Yith a thucl.
know that I would clrop some of you before I went under;
At tbat instant om· hero openetl bis eyes.
Arietta caught him about the neck with one band, and if you did."
with the other she drew the revolver sbe bad concealed on
"You might do more than that. since I would not allow
her person.
my men to fire at you for fear of hitting the &irl. I am de.rust then one of the maskecl men darted forward and termined that she sba!l not be harmed."
seized her by tile shoulder to pull ller bnck.
"All right. If y,ou a.re satisfied to have it that way. I
The re ,ms a quick moYement 011 the part of the girl, the am."
r eport of a pistol rang out, and the villain dropped to the
"I have an idea that you are satisfied-very much so."
floor.
. ·
This was followed by a sneering laugh, and then receding
·'Stand back. you fiends in human form!" she cried, her footsteps came to the ears of Wild and Arietta.
eyes blazing with determination. "Leave the room instantly,
"Now, little one," said Wild, "just be brave; cheer up. We
or I will shoot the rest of you!"
are going to get out of this; see if we don't."
The silyer-mounted revolYer flashed in her hand as its
"Oh, Wild," said the girl, "how came they to catch you?"
muzzle turned toward the breast of' the captaiµ .
"'.rbey caught me napping; that's all I know about it.
.. Unless you command these men to get 01,1t of here in- Charlie, Jim and .Tack were ·not far away when they caught
st:rntly, I will shoot you as I would a dog!" she added.
me, either. I can't imagine what has become of them. for
'· Go on out, boys," said Knox . quailing before the weapon. I know they would not leave this vicinity without me. We
The villain::s s tarled to obey, but one of them made a swift found your trail as soo11 as we got to the spot where A.nna
stroke of his ha11d a11d knocked the revolver from A.rietta's and the rest last saw you. Then it was not 1011g before I
band as he was passing.
picked up the blue silk handkerchief you started to overIt seemed as if it was all up with her now. ancl, a laugh of take me ancl give to me. But. say. how ca11.1e you in here,
triutnph came from the lip.· of the cap tain as he made a grab anyway. and what were th!:' villains trJ·ing to do?"
·
for her.
"Oh. Wild, .YOU were 11eYer AO near death as you were a
But ;;he was not done yet.
few roinuteA ago!" and then she relalecl Just what had oc:r.,il;:e a tigress lighting for her young, she gave him a violent cunecl.
pusb ancl seized the knife that stuck from bis belt at the same
"So you saved my life, then'! Well, I'm awful glad. Et,
time.
that they brought yon iu to witness my execution. ~1y!
·' Stand J)ack! .. s he cried. "Stand back! Don't one of you but what a scheme that i,;. Just look at that block of stone.
dare to touch roe!''
It must weigh fifty or sixty pounds!"
'file masked ruen stood ·stock still in their tracks, evidently
One of the lanterns had been left in the place when the
aclmil'ing her wonderful courage.
!'aiders bad made their hasty exit, and it was still burning.
This enabled them to see pretty well.
Her revolver was lying almost at her feet, and while they
"Et, you stan<'I at the door witb your revolver ready to
stood looking at her in silence, the girl suddenly stooped and
shoot the instant any one opens it. I am going to take a
got il 111 her ba11d again.
As she was i11 the act of rising one of them ca "Qgbt her by look around."
The girl obeyed him, and then the first thing the boy did
the shoulder.
was to take hold of the block of stone and lift it.
Crack!
It was not so heavy as he bad at first thought, but it
Ouc·e more the weapon spoke, and ,_.itb a gasp the villain
would have certainly hurt him fatally if it had dropped
clropped.
.
Then. move:! by a strong desire for liberty for herself and upon him while he lay unconscious on the slab.
·wild, she began emptying the chambers of the weapon at
"This is a rather curious 'contrivance," he thought, as he
took bold of the rope and begau to haul the block toward
them.
·when she bad tired two more shots · the four remaining the ceiling. No 011e but a fiend would talre the trouble to
se:oundrels were out of tile room, two of tliero badly wounded. construct such a trap. The captain of the raiders savs be
A sharp clic:k and the door was locked on the outside.
bas a great imagination. and I guess he has.,;
'
Then it was that the brave Arietta burst into a flood of
"Don't pull it up to th e ceiling, Wild. It makes roe shudtears and fell forward on her lover's breast.
der to look at it. I will never forget how the block of stone
But W'ild bad regained his full senses by this time, and looked when it started to fall upon you. That masked vilhis voice brought het· to action again.
lain gave a sudden jerk and then let go of it. Then the
"Cut me loose, little one!" be said fn a whisper. "Hurry! block came down, and-and I was just in time to save you."
They might co me back , sou know '. " ·
"It was a wonderful piece of work for you to clo, Et. Therel
,
She understood him perfectly, and she acted, too.
I I will let the block lay on the slab in just the place where
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think
my head was when it started to fall. I am glad I was un- either the call of a quail or a pistol shot, they began to
conscious when it took place. for I must confess it was such a that something had gone \\Tong 'l\' ith the boy.Jim, shaking bis
"He's got caught, depencl upon it," said
close c:nll that I W0l\ld not have wanted to see it."
"Aud now they are going to keep u s in llere with- with head.
"Maybe not. He may have stumbled into a hole, or somethese bodies," Arietta faltered.
"Well, that is a great deal better tban being dead- re- thin' like that, " suggested Cheyenne Charlie.him," spoke up
'·Well, it is time we went to take a look for
member that, little one. While t!Jere is life there is hope.
That is an old saying, but it ls a true one, nevertheless. I am Robedee. "He was headin' for that thi.n column of smoke,
not worrying a particle now. for something tells me that we so we'll do ther same."
"'Ve will tie our horses further away from ther trail first,"
are going to get out of here before long. \\' e have weapons
you
to defend ourselves with, anyway, and that reminds me that said Jim. "Just take a peek around, Jack, and see if
I bad better relieve this other fellow of his shooters. My! can locate a good spot."
Jack did as he was told, and he soon saw that the brook
but you shot straight when y.ou fired the first two shots!"
"I hardly knew what I was doing when I fired the last would be a good place to lead them up a way, and then tie
ones," replied Atietta. "I simply made up my mind to kill th em in a clump of alders on the other side.
H e reported to this effect, so it was done, and done at
them all. and it made no difference who went first."
'·1Yeil, you could not have accomplished anything better; once.
The three felt that they had been too long already in set·
you drove them out of here in double-quick time, and that
ting out to find Wild, but as he always had a way of turning
was .Just what I wanted to see."
rrhe t'l\o were carrying on the conversation in low tones, up when least expected, and when they were really worried
.
so it' any of the raiders were listening at the door they could about him, they had kept putting it off.
When they got on the other side ot the brook and bad
not hear what they were talking about.
With a heart that was wonderfully light, considering their safely tied their horses in a good hiding-place, they looked at
position. Young Wild West began making a thorough ex- each other, waiting for a suggestion.
amination of the vault-like place.
It fell to Jack to do this.
Though th ey were not aware of it, this was the place used
"I don't think we ought to all go in ther same direction,"
by the villains to initiate members.
he observed. "I mean, of course, for .us to head where we
The block of stone and slab bad been arranged by the seen tber smoke on ther top of ther cliff, but not all to take
as
sprouts,"
of
"course
a
captain to put candidates thrnugh
the same course in gittin' there. We might go a little roundhe called it.
about in doin' it."
"That's it!" exclaimed Jim. "Well, I'll strike out this way,
He would have the man undergoing the initiation to be laid
on the slab, bound hand and foot, and then let the block of an' see if I can find a way to git up there. You an' Charlie
stone slowly c9me down toward him, while the oath of al- can go ther same way, or do as you like, only remember that
' we are all beadin' for the same point."
legiance to the band was administered.
It was also fo be used to crush the life out of traitors,
"Go ahead, Jim; we understand each other. We'll use
·
in case there should ever be any.
tber quail call for a signal, if it is necessary, ther same as
It would easily break all the bones in a man's body if let Wild said."
fall on him.
With this understanding they parted, each taking a differWild got upon the slab and held the lantern above bis ent route, not to meet for several hours.
head.
Dart beaded directly away from the spot where they bad
He wanted to see where the rope went through the pulley seen the thin column of smoke rising, hoping to find a place
and what the pulley was attached to.
to climb to the top of the ridge at no great distance off.
He could see a bole in the ceiling, but it was so high that
Charlie started right along close to the face of the rugged
it.
be could not reach
heading straight for the hidden entrance to the retreat
cliff,
block
the
upon
step
to
him
to
Then it suddenly occurred
of the raiders, though, of course, he was not aware of it.
of stone.
J ack recrossed the brook to follow Wild's trail.
He did so, and found he could just reach the edge of the
It occurred to him that be would be apt to learn something
9p2ning with the point of the knife he took from the belt of his disappearance if be was able to follow hi.s footprints.
of one of the dead raiders.
,ve will folluw Jim Dart for the present.
He began to pick with the knife, and, much to his satisJim walked for perhaps a quarter of a mile before he found
faction, the loosened dirt came down in a shower.
a place to climb to the top of the ridge.
'·Et," said he In a whisper that had a great deal of hope
As soon as he found it be lost no time in getting to the
in it, "I believe I have found a way to get out of here."
jagged and uneven top.
"Do you think so, Wild?"
Once there he paused to regain his breath, and while he
"I do. Something tells me that I am on the right track. was doing it he took a look around.
,Ah?"
The sun was getting low and the distant prairie was bathed
A big piece of stone came loose, which he caught in the in a mellow light that made it look beautiful, indeed.
floor.
the
to
crashing
from
it
keep
to
nick of time
In spite of his anxiety, Dart could not help noticing this.
The piece of stone happened to be comparatively flat on
"There is a fine view to be had up here," he thought. "So
then
and
block
square
the
on
it
placed
two sides, §0 he
this is Rawhide Ridge, is it? I wonder where it was that
i,tepped upon it.
the Indians punished the horse thief in such a horrible and
This raised him a few inches, and he was now able to work peculiar fashion? But I have no time to think of such things
l;lette1·.
now. Wild must be :round. "
Wild had just succeeded in loosening a big clod of clay and
That spurred the brave boy on.
di.rt when a startling thing happened.
Lying flat upon the ground, he looked carefully in the diThat portion of the ceiling suddenly gave way.
rection the smoke bad been seen on their arrival at the brookIn trying to dodge the shower that came down he lost his side.
balance :rnd tumbled to the floor.
None could be seen now, so there was nothing to guide him
But he held fast to the lantern, and was quickly on .his save the fact thal it came from the top of the ridge.
feet again.
Jim measured the dis tance in his mind and guessed it to
Then a low cry of as tonishment came from his lips, for be a little less than a mile from where be was crouching.
protruding through the ceiling were a pair of booted feet!
Then he got up, and, revolver ill lland, ready for use at arr
instant's notice, he proceeded along the hilly top.
'l'here were plenty of rocks and boulders there. and here
and there a pine tree pointed toward the blue sky overhead.
CHAPTER VI.
It migbt be tliere would be some one lurking behind these
things who would not give him a very plea,,ant t'e1.:eption,
$EARCH FOR WILD,
so Jim woved with caution.
On be kept, making bis way slowly but surely for the obYoung Wild ·west's three partners waited long and anxjective point.
iously for h.im to come back.
Though he looked carefully about, be could see nothing of
· Tbey l;Jegan to irow uneasy, in fact, before the half hour
or J ack.
C!Jarlie
was up.
But he tl1uug!Jt nothing of this.
When a whole hour had elapsed and they bad not heard
\
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They were keeping well under cover, the same as he was
trying to do.
The boy kept on, getting more anxious the further he
went.
"W4at happened to Wild, anyway?" he asked hin;iself. "Is
it possible that be got caught? And I wonder where Arietta
is? It may be that in his anxiety to :find her he has become
i't little rash and fell into the hands of the villains who hang
a bout this ridge. Well, I hope he has not. It might be,
though. that he bas located the place where Arietta is confiued, and lt waiting for darkness to come and help him.
But in that case, wouldn't he have come back and told us
about it? Well, I don't know what to think, so the only
thing', left is to do the best I can."
This conclusion removed just a little of the weight that was
upon his mind, and he crept forward with a more hopeful
feeling.
Pretty soon he reached a spot where a fallen tree lay.
Beside the rotting trunk was a fissure In the earth, and
'
toward this Jim crept.
Beaching the tree he peered over it into the fissure.
Then an expression of satisfaction suddenly came over his
face.
He had struck the place where the smoke had been seen
ri sing.
H e knew this the moment his eyes rested upon it, for the
s ide of the tree next to the fissure was blackened from the
smoke, and the · unmistakable smell of it came to his nostril,;.
While ,Tim was peering down 1n an effort to discover something further, the call of a quail sounded very close at hand.
He raised his head quickly and then saw two figures moving
toward him.
They were Charlie and Jack.
'rbere was no necessity in bis answering the signal, so he
w11ited till they came up.
"It seems we all got here at about ther same time," observed .Tack. "Well, I re.ckon we have found where some
.
·
one hangs out, anyway."
"And tbat means that those that bang out around here
ha·, e not only gotten Arietta a prisoner, but Wild as well."
"That is about ther way I figure it."
""\"Vell, we must find out just where the hang-out ls, then.''.
"I reckon it. is jest about under where we're ,stand!n',"
Charlie remarked.
"But the en trance 1s not up here."
"Xo. 'T a in"t likely it is. But we might find a way to git
in fr om up here."
" Yo u mea n by going down the smoke-hole here?"
" ~ o: there· s a better place than that right over where we
w11 ,; w hen you first seen us. "
" L ef s go and look at it," Jim suggested.
They had been carrying the conversation on in very low
tones . as they did not want to run the risk of being heard.
The three made their way to the spot Charlie had spoken
of. and then .Jim was satisfied that he was right.
A rrP,ice extended along the ridge for a distance or perhap>" two hundred f eet, and this appeared to be about the
widest pa rt of it.
" Xo w . n1 tPll you what my idea is." whispered Cheyenne
Chiulie. the scout. "We'll stay right here till it gits dark,
a nd thPn " ·e'll go down into this here hole."
"How long have we been here. anyway?'' Robedee asked.
"It was a bout half-past four when we got to the brook
below there. :rnd it is now a quarter-past six; we have been
here in the vicinity an hour and three-quarters."
"An' Wild has been missin' ther biggest part of that time?"
"Yes: nearly all of it."
""\Veil. if it was the raiders what got him, an' they didn't
kill him on tber go-off, I reckon he's all right yet. Such
felle;i;s rlon't generally kill any one they find prowlin' around
an vh1lw that i s. not right away. I'd like to see one of the
gai:ig. so's to git some kind of a line on him to see what he
WUJ-:: . "

Jack was to get his desire right away, though he had no
idea of it.
He had scarcely spoken when Charlie seized him by the
arm and pointed below .
A llorsemnn ~n i:: riding up the brook on a walk.
Thi' tlll'ee looked at him with intere~ t, for they recognized
him a s being Tom Sparkle, the man 1Yilc1 had had trouble
with at th., meeting that afternoon.
l'Where did he come from, I'd like to know'/" Jack exdaimed.
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"If we only knew, we would be all right," Jim answered.
"One thing, I'll bet all I am worth that he knows what happened to Wild. He is a revengeful fellow; I could see that
when he slunk oft', after Wild told him to make himself
scarce."
"I wish I was down there now," said Charlie. "I'd soon
find out where Wild is. I'd make tber feller own up an'
tell all he knew. or else I'd strangle ther life out of him!"
"Ah! he's comln' back!". exclaimed Jim suddenly. "He
must have forgotten something."
"Boys, I'm goin' to see if I can't catch him," said Charlie,
and with that be started te leave the spot.
"If you get as far as the place where we left the horses,
bring a lariat back with you. We wlll need lt," said Jim.
"All right."
Cheyenne Charlie lost no time in making for the point
where he had ascended to the top of the ridge.
He ran, regardless of the fact that he might be seen by
any one.
Meanwhile Tom Sparkle bad come across the brook and
disappeared.
The scout was not aware of this, so he kept right on.
Charlie got down to the level where the course of the brook
ran In less than three minutes.
In two mi?futes he was in the bushes very close to the place
Sparkle had halted and then turned back.
It had taken the scout four times as long to get up there,
but coming back it was different.
He knew just where he was going then.
Cheyenne Charlie was one of the best and most experienced
woodsmen the West bad ever known.
In spit& of the fact that he had hurried considerably after
reaching the level below the ridge, he had been very careful·
to keep himself pretty well concealed from sight.
Now he sat crouching in the bushes, his eyes fixed on a
point opposite to him and across the brook.
He had not been in this position more than thirty seconds
when he saw two men and a horse come 01,1t of ·what seemed
to be the face of the cliff.
"Ab!" he muttered; "ther vines conceal ther entrance to
a cave, eh? Now I know somethin'. That's Sparkle, all right,
but I wonder who that other fellow is? He looks as though
be might be some sort of a sport. It's one of tber raider:•.
though; that I'm sure of. He's tellin' Sparkle somethin' iu
a very earnest way, an' Sparkle, he's noddln' as though he was
a soldier takin' orders from a captain. Ah! here comt'S
Sparkle! An' there goes ther other fellow back to ther vine,-:.
By jingo! he's gone, an' I',e got tber ,ery spot where he di~appeared in my eye. Now, then, Mr. Tom Sparkle, tber mnn
~·bat ,ot,e d himself to be ther captain of ther Vigilance Committee. I 'll tend to your case jest as soon as you git here'.
It don't make any difference if that man comes out ag·in·
you've got to stop when you git here!"
Sparkle had mounted, and he was now riding toward the
brook in order to cross it.
When he got within half a dozen feet of him the scout
arose.
"Gid down oft' that horse. Tom Sparkle!" be cried in a
voice that was full of meaning. "Don't utter a cry, on your
life!"
The surprised villain reined in his horse, and with a look
of amazement on his face, sat stock still in the saddle.
The muzzle of a revolver was aimed straight at his breast,
and the band that held the weapon was as steady as a rock.
"Git down off that horse!"
The command was repeated.
It was not necessary for Cheyenne Charlie to say it agalu.
Tom Sparkle was not the bravest man that ever lived,
and he did not feel like dying just then, either.
He threw his leg over and slid from the saddle with amaz·
ing quickness.
The scout now took the horse by the bridle.
"Come in here behind these bushes, Tom Sparkle," he st.1id.
"I want to talk to you."
"What do you want from me?" was the question that came
from the m'1n's lips in a voice that was nothing if not un
uneasy one.
"Sit down there."
Sparkle obeyed.
"Now. then. hold up your hand till I go through yon an'
t ake your shooters from you."
This command "l'l'"as obeyed, too.
Charlie took t"l'l'"o revolwrs and a knife from him, and then
in a cool and deliberate way began to question him
"Where is Young Wild West?"
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"I don't knon·." was the reply.
"Yes; ~·on do. Is he alive?"
"I don't knon·.''
"Tell me \Yhether he is alive or not!"
''Ye-f's," ani=:werHl ~parklP. for he saw the ~cout's finge1·
playing with the trigger of bis rernlver in a dangerous ruannet'.
"Are vou t 0 11in' me ther tn1th ?" went on Charlie, with a
bri.gh tenlng face.
"Yes: I'm tr,llin' tber truth.''
"Where is Young Wild ,Yest , th.e n?"
"I don't know."
"Look out. now! 13~· ther livin' jingo' I'll blow off ther top
of your bead if you don't ans,ver my questions in a truthful

"Then that bunch of trees o,er there kept us from seeili'
what took place." spoke up Jack.
"Well, I caught ltim, and I have got him bound to a tree
below there, an' gagged, too. An' he told me that both '\Yild
an' Arietta are alive."
"Is that all you could learn?" asked Jim.
"Yes; he sa id I could shoot if I wanted to, but he would
not tell me any more."
"Do you really think Wild is safe. then?"
Charlie was just about to make a reply t1·hen he stepped a
little too clo~e to the fissure; the ground ca,·ed and down
he went like a shot.

"Well , I'll say to ~·ou. then, that he is ali're, an' so is ther
gir!," replied $parkle:
"You <'an't say an:, more?"
":'.\ot if you kill me.' '
Charlie thought a moment.
The villnin ~eemed to he in great earnest. and it occurred
to him tbat it was just probable that he was telling the truth.
and that he meant to say nothing more than was the truth.
''\Yhere was you goin' when I stopped you, Tom $parkle?"
be asked.
"O,·er to Steuben."
''\\'hat for?''
"On an errand for ther capt;1i11."
"Who is ther captain?"
'':Hal,ern Knox."
"I don't know him."
''I guess you don't need to. He's a sharp one, lle is, an'
he'd take charge of you ther same as he did Young Wild
"·est.''
"An' t1·hat would he do with me, then?"
"'\Yell, he wouldn't do ther same with you as he did to
Young ".ild West. He'd kill you outright, I guess."
'·You think so, eh? Well, he might have a chance to do
sometbin' with me in a few minutes. Now, Tom Sparkle,
you jest stand ag'in that tree there, an' don't you move!"
The Yillain obeyed.
Then Chevenne Chnrlie took the lariat that hung over the
pommel of the saddle of the horse. and in a minute or two
he had Sparkle bound to the tree in such a fashion that it
was impossible for him to e cape.
"Are rou goin' to leave me here?'' said the scoundrel, looki11g at the scout uneasily.
"Yes; I'm goin' to leave you there for a while," was the
retort. "But I'm goin' to fix you so's you can't cry out first.
You might let out a yell, an' then T s'pose ther whole gang
would come out through them hangin' vines over there,
wouldn ·t they'!"
"I ain't goin' to say anything."
"'Yell. if you don't want to say an~·thing, I'll soon fix you
so you can·t," and then Charlie proceeded to gag him with his
hat and an end of the !aria t.
It was sunset when the scout gave the villaln's horse a
~mart blow on the flank and sent the animal off in the direc·
tion of ~teuben.
Then with a mocking smile to the man tied to the tree,
he Flarted back for the place where the llor~es had been
left.
Cheyenne Charlie felt that he bad been very successful in
his little srout to head off the horseman.
~le 11011· felt certain that the~· would be able to effecl thl'
releri ,,e of Y0ung \Yild West and his s,·veelheart, Arietta.
He knpt1· exactly where the entrance to the headquarters
of the raiders t1·as. and to make ~ure that lJe would know it
in tl1e darl,, be impressed it on his memory that there was
a dead tree standing between two big rocks just about ten
feet 1o the north of the place he had seen Tom Sparkle emerge
from .
Clrnrlie fomid the horses all rigbt, and then taking the
l~riat that ,Yas his 01v11, be made bis 1Yay back to where J1e
h~ d left .Jim and Jack.
He had been gone a full half hour, and it ,vas now thorouglll.v dark.
Tbe t11·0 were anxiously at1·aiting him.
·',That luck?'' a,;ked Jim.
"l'l'etty go,)d. I reckon.'' "·as tbe reply.
"Dill yon catch that feller, Sparkle?''
"Ye" l'oulrln't ~·ou ;;ee lllf' from here ?"
"~o. \Yp conldn't see eitl1ct· him or you 1 gue~o y0u didn't
go ns fa t· as the spot where 1ne >"aw hiru the first time."
"I i·cckon I clitln't g0 quite ns far as that."

CHAPTER VII.

wa~,:~

SAFELY BACK AT ROARING RANCH.

Wild and Arietta were thunderstruck when they saw the
feet of a man sticking through the hole in the ceiling.
But, as was his nature, our hero quickly recovered himself.
Then a look of joy came over bis face instantly.
He recognized the pair of boots he saw above him as belonglng to Cheyenne Charlie.
With an agile move he t1·as upon the stone slab.
"Charlie!" he whispered.
"Jumpin' bears!" came the muffled reply in a startled Yoice.
"Is that you, Wild?"
"Yes! Don't talk so loud. Are you fast in the hole'!"
"I reckon not. .All I have got to do is to let go, an' I'll
come down ther rest of ther way."
"Can you climb up?"
"I reckon not, but Jim an' Jack will haul me up with ther
lariat I left on ther ground up there. Where are you, anyhow, vVild ?"
"Right here below you. Let go your hold and come on down.
I'll ca tcb you."
That was enough for Charlie.
When Young Wild West told him to do a thing he always
did it. .
He never stopped to ask why or how.
Down he came, and Wild caught him and eased hi fall ~o
that he landed lightly upon his feet on the slab.
"Well, well, I didn't think n·hen I slipped into that crnvice
I was going to come down where you was!" and the scout
seized the boy about the neck and embraced him in a joy(ul
way.
Then he stepped down from the slab and seized Arietta·s
hand and gave it a grip.
"It is all right." he simply said. "We'll have yon both out
of this place in no time."
Arietta. who was standing at the door. revolver in hanu,
smiled through the tears that bad sprung to her eyes.
But they were tears of joy.
She felt that deliverance had come.
If the raiders had heard the noise made by the falling
dirt, they did not deem it advisable to open the door and run
the risk of getting shot in order to see what had caused it.
'l'he capain evidently felt certain that the prisoners could
not get out of the Yault-like place, so he paid not the least
attention to them.
Young Wild West took the lantern and swung it bnck and
forth across the opening is the ceiling.
Charlie had said .Jim and Jack were up there. ~ucl if' they
were looking down they must certai.nly see the light.
And this was so, for in le:'ls than balf a mi.nnle anoth·~r
lot of loosened earth and small stc,nes came tumbling down.
It kept falling at irregular intervals for tile next minute,
and then another pair of feet came through the hole.
"Come on down." said Wild. "It is all right."
'.rhere was a pause. and then down came Jim Dart.
As his feE>t stepped on the slab and he saw IYhO TI·ere b~fore
him, be gave a low cry of joy and al~o a pull on the ropE>.
"I am so glad, '\Yild! " he e..--cclaimed. "I thougbt you might
be dead."
"I came close to it. If it hnd not been for Et I "·ould
certainly be dead or badly mangled and dying no1Y,'' 1Yas the
reply. "But there is no time to talk now. Let us get out of
here. You go on up und then send the rope do"·n."
"All right." and Jim ga,·e tn·o shat-p tngs on the lariat.
The next in~tant he was heing- bauled slowly upward by
Jacl-.
.
It seemed quite a while to the three in tbe rnult before
the rope dropped down.
"Corne, Et," said ".ild; "you go first."
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The ~irl said not a word.
Sbe n·a,-; too overjoyed at the thougbl that they n·erc soon
to be free lo speak.
iYild put the loop beneath her arms and then gave lhe "ignal
to those above to pull her up.
Youni:s Wild West walked over to the door of the pri~OIJ,
After listening he came to the conclusion that there n·as
no one outside.
Drall'ing his reY0lYer, he stood before the door till he saw
tbr rope come down through the hole.
'l'hen · he sent two shots in quick ~uccession through the
door am! let out a yell as though he had been shot.
"The~· will think it is a case of suicide,'' he muttered, "anrl
after a while they nill Yenture to open the door and look in.
Then they will find that we have made our escape, and when
ther f<ee the hole they will know how. That will make
Captain Knox come out to look for us, and tllat is just what
I waut him to do."
"'ith a confident . mile on his face, Young Wild West put
the loop about his body under hi~ arm and gave the signal.
'l'J1e next instant he ,ms gliding upward from the vault-like
apartment.
He left the lantern hanging to the ceiling, so the raiders
would he able to note the di~appt>:::rance of the captives the
moment lbey peered in.
Let u;; see how Young iVild West's ruse worked en the
raider~.
r;aptain ~falveru Knox waf< seated at a table playing cards
with bis lteutenant when the two shots rang out in the vault.
,vhen be heard the yell, which really sounded like that of
a pE:rson dying, he sprang to his feet.
"There have been all sorts of noises in tha,t place," be said.
"But this strikes me as though something had happened. I
would not be surprised that, rather than stay there to starve,
Young Wild West bas shot the girl and himself. I am going
to run the risk of making an inve,-tigation."
"Better not, cap," said one of the men. "'l'hat boy is a
clangerous chap. He kin shoot too fast an' he'll Jay some of
u,-; out if he don't happen to be deaq. He might be puttin' up
a job jest to git you to open the door."
'·That i~ very true. But I am going to take the risk, anyholl'. In my opiuiou, those two shots put the girl and himself
out of the way. Come. you fellows, line up in front of that
door autl be ready to shoot the first one who attempts to come
out. lt matters not whether it is the girl or tile boy. I have
changed my mind about the girl, for it -is likely she would ki.ll
herself the first chance she got, anyway. Now, I am going to
oprn that door, and I want you to be ready for anything that
might happen. It 1vill never clo to let Young Wild West get
out of here. and you'll know that. Here goes!"
The captain of the raiders stepped up to unlock the door,
but hesitated.
J;;vidently the task was not to his liking, after all.
But Knox was a man with lots of nel'Ye. if nothing else,
and with a muttered oath he turned the key in the padlock.
Then he seized the door and pulled it open wide, stepping
back as he did so.
A deathly ~un1ce of a i-;econd followed, and then, reyolvcr
in band, he p€-ered into the room.
The bodies of the two villains who had been shot by the
girl captive lay there cold and silent.
Anrl there- wa~ no liYing perrnn in the room.
Then bis eJ r~ lighted upon tlle hole in the ceiling.
"Great fkot l !'' he exclaimed; "they are not here!"
"iYherc ha ,-e they gone. cap?" asked one of the men, his
face the picture of amazement.
"See that hole up there?"
The face of Malvern Knox turned pale with rage as he
pointed it out.
"Yes. Ger whiz! How could they ha,e got up through
there? I never knowed there was a bole there."
"J didn't, either. But there is one, you see. And some one
must have come down through it and let the boy and girl out.
That accounts for the noises we heard. By the li,ing jingo!
'.fbey shall not liYe to get away, though! They have not been
out of bere more than fin• minutes. Out wHh you all! We
must find them before they get too [ar !"
";)llebbe it is tiler Yi.gilance Committee what's got 'em out."
suggested one of tlie ,illaini:;, as he ran with the rest toward
the entrance of thr ra1·e.
"It matters not if there is a regiment of soldiers out there-that hoy 8.nd girl shall neYei· get away ali,e!''
The captain 1Ya$ def-perate now.
What he had hitherto regarded as a retreat that was in-
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vincible was new to become known to bis enemies-the honest
men of SteniJeu and Yicinity.
That ll'Ollld certainl.v bf' tlie c:ise. 1n·oyir1ing the boy anrl
girl and those "·ho had aided them got a,Yay.
In le,;s than a minute from the time that the captain gaYc
the command, the raiders we,·e ,;warming out of the m_outh of
the ca,·e.
The foremost of them had no ;.ooner got a dozen feet from
the mass of overhanging vines that concealed tlle hidden ,';ntrance when three ril1e shots rang- ont from somewhf'l'e aho,e.
Three of the raider;; fell, two dead and one wounclt-d.
Crack. crack, crack!
Three more shot· runt; out and an,)tlier .man bit the du;;t.
The ranks of the Raiders of Rawhide Ridge bad been thinned
out considerably that day.
The girl captive har1 shot two of them, and now three mon,
hnd fallen.
Captain Knox's rage knew no bounds whe;1 be renlized that
at last be had met a foe "·ho dared to make war on hiw right.
in bis own snug quarters.
But his impulses were not checked in the least.
Ile must down his foe,; or lose his hunting gromH.ls.
"To the top of the ridge!" lie cried. "I will lead the 1Ya:f !''
Being well acquainted with the place, he knew just how
to get there in quick time.
There were but five men to follow him up the ascent, aml
when they got there they began to act "·ith eantion.
They knew only too well that they had dangerous foes to
fight.
E-ren the nervy captain was slo1v to mo"<.' forward after the
top of the ridge was reached.
The villain had once served as a scout in the army, and
telling his men to stay where they were until they heard a
shot, he started to creep for the point the .·hot had beeu firer!
down on them from.
With no little skill be proceeded along thP rugged ,Ya,,·.
Nearer and nearer he came to the spot, keeping- a sharv
lookout, and ready to fire at the first moving tiling he ,;a,L
Pretty soon he was Tight on the spot that was almosl
directly above the hidden entrance to the ca,e.
But there was no one there.
"Duped again!" he exclaim"!d undei' his breath. "The,v have
outwitted me and got away.''
.
Then 1yi,;hing to call his men to join in the pursuit. he
first took the precaution to lie flat upon the ground and then
fired his revolver.
Up came the five villains in a mad rush.
'!'hey thought the fight n·as on, and they ,.,..ere resolYecl to
make a despernte shonring.
But when they got there they found only the captain rising
from the ground.
"What's ther matter, cap? Did they shoot at you?" ou•i
asked.
"No," was the reply. "l fired the shot. They haYe gone
down below, or else they are waiting in ambush for us."
But our friends were not lying in ambush.
· They had gone down below. as the captain put it.
Content with dropping some of the raiders with the t,,o
volleys they had fired, Young Wild " ·est had suggested that
they make for their horses and get a,Yay.
'·We will come back in the- morning and finish the scoundrels!" be said. ''In another twenty-four llours they must
all either be killed or captured.''
"That's ther way to talk," Cheyenne Charlie answered, and ·
they hastened below to the horses by the 'll'ay Jim Dart had
reached the top of the ridge.
This was directly opposite to the way the raider~ came up,
hence _their absence when the villains got there.
In less than five minutes from the time Wild had made
the suggestion they reached the four waiting horses.
'.'Spitfire will carry the pair of us, little one." said our
hero, as he assisted Arletta to get on the sorrel's back. "He
has done it before, and I guess he can do it now.''
"We will get your horse for you to-morro,Y when we come
back and put the finishing touches to the Raiders of Rawhide
Ridge."
"All right, Wild," n·as all she said in repl:,.
The;- non· rode off. letting their steeds walk, so they would
not make noise enough to attract the attention of the villains.
"-'ild would not have been opposed to staying there and
fighting it out n·ith them bad Arietta not been with them.
A chance shot might hit her.
~o they rode on. and crossing tlle stream. soon were on the
plain trail for St1;?uben.
Then tbey put off at a gallop, and Ran·hide Hidge was r:1pidly left behind them.
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"Well, there will be some lively work around here before
It was not late when they rode through the stockade gate
of Roaring Ranch, and a wild cheer of welcome greeted them long. Young Wild West and the girl have both made their
escape."
as they rode up to the veranda and dismounted.
"So Joe told me. Funny bow they done it, wasn't it?"
Anna, Eloise and Martha were almost overcome with joy
"Not so very funny, after you see how it was done. It was
at seeing Arit>tta safe and sound.
The story bad to be told, and then they sat down to the the girl who was responsible for it all."
"I thought it was a bad thing for you to do when you
supper that had been kept waiting for them.
brought her here, cap, but I didn't say anything."
"Yes; you did say something. You said enough to makl'l
me think that I was a fool for bringing her here after it was
too late. Well, to get down to business now. I want you to
CHAPTER VIII.
go and get as many of the eight men you said you could get
CAPTAIN KNOX: PREPARES FOR AN ATTACK FROM THE VIGILANTES. to join our band. I want them here before daylight. We have
lost a few men, and if we want to hold this place against the
Captain Knox's rage knew no bom1ds when he finally real- Vigilance Committee we have got to have more fighters . You
izt>d tliat our friends had so neatly tricked him and made their will go at once and get them. "
e,;cupe.
"I s'pose I kin eat some thin' afore I go?"
rt was not till he beard the hoof-beats of the animals they
"Certainly, No friend of mine shall ever go hungry. Eat,
rode recedh1g in the distance that be gave up all hopes of even if it does take longer for you to attend to your duty torl·captul'ing- Young Wild West.
night."
Tu.en he gave the word, and the five men followed him
·' I've got plenty of time to get the men, cap. I know jest
back to the ca,·e.
where to go to git them, so it won't take all night to db it. I
Tn a disturbed frame of mind the captain of the raiders kin have all of 'em here inside of four hours, an' that will be
went back to the vault which contained the ingenious device. quite a little while afore daylight, I reckon."
"Yes. Go ahead and eat, and don't lose any more time than
" Fool that I was to spare 1;he girl!" he exclaimed. "I had
hearll enough of Young Wild West to prove to me that he you can help. We are in a ticklish position, though I guess
,rn,; more than ordinary. The whole thing lies with my mak- the coyotes after us don't know where the entrance to our
ing t11e mistake of bothering the girl at all. 'l'om Sparkle cave is."
Tom Sparkle was not so sure of this, but he did not say
\Yas right "'hen he said that "·omen were all right to have
around a place of this kind so long as they were willing to stay. anything.
That girl certainly showed more nerve than some of my own
He knew that the man who had so neatly captured him had
men \Yould h,.l\'e shown when• she shot down the two. Well, seen him come out through the vines.
tbere is only one thing for me to do now, and that is to hunt
But he did not ,want to tell the captain this just then.
up half a dozen men to join in with us and hold the place
Sparkle ate a hurried meal, and then equipping himself with
against the Vigilantes when they come. Sparkle said he knew a brace of revolvers and a hunting-k nife, to take the place of
"·here he could get eight men. if I wanted them, and I guess those Cheyenne Charlie had relieved him of, he mounted bis
,Yben be comes back from Steuben I will let him get them horse and started on his journey.
right away. It. is too bad that we have lost so many."
"Don't forget the tobacco," said Knox. "But be sure and
IlaYing delivered himself of this string of thoughts, tit~ get as many of- the men to come as you can."
Yillain "·ent out of the vault, closing and locking the door
"I'll do ther business all right, unless I am caught like I
ju. t as carefully as though it contained the prisoners yet.
was ther other time," was the reply.
",Joe,., be called out to one of the men.
This set the captain of the raiders to thinking.
"Ye~. cap!'' and the fellow promptly f'tepped forward.
It might be that Young Wild West had some one "·atching
"Saddle your horse and ride over toward · Steuben till you
meet Sparkle. You take the tobacco I sent him after and the place, and in that case Sparkle would be sure to be seen.
He concluded to send the man Joe on behind him, and in
then te)l him to go and get the men be sairl be could get
to join our band. Tell him I want them here before day- case of anything happening he could assist the messenger, or
light, so we can give the Vigilance Committee all they want else ride back and report.
So about five minutes after Sparkle had gone Joe went on
when tlley come around this part of the country. You ride
right back here with the tobacco, and then we will rig some his trail.
Having done this much, Captain Malvern Knox turned his
kind of a trap to catch Young Wild West and his friends
attention to the hole in the ceiling of the vault the prisoners
when they come back, which they will surely do."
"All right, cap!" and away went the fellow to do the bidding had escaped from.
"I'm going to fix this up so no one will ever get in here
of his leader.
l!e had not been gone more than ten minutes when Captain alive through it," he observed to one of the villains, who was
eyeing the aperture with apparent uneasiness.
"Knox was surprised to see him enter the cave.
But he was not alone.
"How are you going to do it, cap?" came the question
"I am going to set a trap."
Tom Soarkle was with him.
"A trap?"·
"I was- ridin" along near the brook, cap, an' I heard ther
"Yes."
whinny of a horse," said Joe. I stoppea an' got off, an' then
I found Tom's horse near a tree. I was jest wonderin' what
"What kind of a trap'/"
in thunder it was doin' there, when I happened to hear a noise
"I will rig a plan to blow them into bits if they attempt to
close by. Then I seed tiler form of a man tied to a tree come down through that hole from the top of the ridge."
"That would be great!·· exclaimed the raider.
through ther darkness."
""'fes! Go on. ,. said the raider captain, as the fellow paused
"I can do it, I am sure!"
to take a quid of tobacco from his mouth.
"1'' hat you ran't do no one ran."
"Just you get one of those twenty-five pound kegs of coarse
"'Hello!' says I. There was no anerwer, so I draws my
shooter an' goes up close to ther tree. Then I leaned over an' powder that we have stored in the cave."
"Right away, cap?"
seen it was Tom. an· that Ile was gagged so he couldn't talk."
"Yes; I don't want to lose any time in this matter."
"Some of Young Wild West's work," interrupted Knox.
The man went out and soon brought the keg in.
"No; it wasn't Young Wild West what done it, cap; it was
"Now go out and get a long, stout pole," 1'esumed the Yiltber tall feller with ther beard what goes with him, though,"
lain.
spoke up Tom Sparkle.
"The one that's ]yin' near the log?" quPried the man.
"Well, as I was sayin'," Joe resumed, "I ripped out my
one
was
it
said
"Yes; the one that lies with the butt toward the mouth
knife an'· cut Tom loose in no time. Then he
of Young Wild West's gang what tied him there, an' that he of the cave. Fetch it in here. I guess I have got a scheme
had been there ever since you sent him out to go to Steuben that will blow some of them into eternity if they attempt to
get do wn hers by the way Young Wild West and the girl gcit
after ther tobacco.'"
"The dickens you say!" cried Captain Knox. "Sparkle, you out. ,.
The pole was soon brought to the vault.
did not give ther fellow any information, did you?"
The door being open, the captain ordered the smaller end to
"Not a word, cap. I told him he could go ahead and kill me,
be shoYed through.
but I wouldn't tell him anything."
Then all the men but the one. left guarding the enti·ancc Lo
This was not exactly the truth, but. pretty near to it.
the retreat gathered around to see what thc:i:· leader w:1s goin,,;
"You remembered yo1;r oatb, then?"
to do.
"Yes, cap; I always remember it."
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"Good enough!" was the reply, and the captain rubbed the
Knox took a rope and began binding the powder keg fast to
sleep from his eyes and got upon his feet.
the pole near the top,
Sparkle and Joe had come back, and they had six strangers
When he had it tied so it could not slip he stove in the head
·
.with them, sure enough.
of the keg and laid the black explosive bare.
They were mostly cowboys, who worked part of the time
Then he took one of the revolvers from his belt and tied
it to the end of the pole so the muzzle of the weapon was and hung around Bill Dill's mill and gambled and drank the
rest.
jammed right into the powder.
All were of a bad character, though.
The men now began to understand what he was up to.
Captain Knox sized up the men with a critical eye,
Next the captain produced a hank of twine from one of his
"Do you know what you were brought here for?" he :;tsked
pockets and tied one end to the trigger of the revolver.
A loop was attached to the extreme end of the pole and after a pause.
"Yes," was the .answer.
the twine passed through it.
"Then write your names down in this book, after which I
"Now I guess we are ready to push my infernal machine up
will administer the oaths to you."
the hole," observed the captain of the raiders.
Only four of them could write their names; the rest made
With the assistance of the men he soon did this.
It must have been more than half-way to the edge of the their mark while the captain wrote for them.
'!'hen he administered an oath that was horrible and bindfissure above when the foot of the pole rested on the slab of
ing.
stone.
They repeated it word for wo1·d, and seemed to be in great
The villain took the twine in his hand, and careful not to
pull it taut, went out of the vault, after first telling the men earnest as they did so.
It was not exactly the way the captain desired to take in
to precede him.
members, but he felt that be bad no time to go through
new
"if
triumph,
of
smile
a
witn
he,
"Now, then, boys," said
the regular initiation.
nd
he wanted the men for was to fight against the VigiWhat
and
arou
come
Vigilantes
the
of
Young Wild West, or any
try to come down that hole they will go up much faster than
th ey came.
when
!antes
rattling
they calculate on. The minute I hear any dirt come
They had been given to understand this by Tom Sparkle, so
down, I am going to give a jerk on this string. The explosion
knew what was expected of them, and they were perfectly
may injure the cave a little, but it will injure our enemies they
willing,
more, and effectually block up the hole. Then we will have
As all of them were not properly armed for a fight, Knox
· them, for if they attempt to get in by the entrance we can pick
supplied them with what they needed.
them off in a hurry. r guess r can't be ))eat at setting traps."
He had plenty of weapons and ammunition in the cave.
"I guess you can't, cap," cried one of the villains with a look
When he had them all equipped to his liking he ordered them
of admiration on his evil face.
to stand in a row behind him.
"You bet!" chimed in the remaining ones.
"Those of you who have killed a man or more, hold up
in
Knox smiled when he heard the men express themselves
~ -· - your right hand," he said.
· d th eir hands.
f th e scoun d re1s prompt1y raise
T
,
this
wo o
lilted to be praised.
He fashion.
guilty of stealing hold
been
have
who
you
of
those
"Now
will
you
"If it becomes uecessary for me to pull the string
hea.r a report and feel the old earth shake," he said, as he up your hands."
Every hand up!
walked toward the mouth of the cave and trailed the twine
"Well, that is a pretty fair sort of a recommendation ," and
behind him. "Don't any of you catch your toe in this acciKnox smiled to show his satisfaction.
At this the six new members appeared to be more than
dentally. If you do the explosion will be a premature one, and
will not injure any of our enemies."
"
pleased.
"You'll find us all right, cap," observed one, and then the
The fact that the hole through which Young Wild West had
made his escape was protected in such a way made the raiders others promptly echoed ,the sentiment.
"Well, if you do your level best when the fight takes place
forget the anxiety they had felt and they became lightthe ranchmen, and we come out victorious, I guarantee
with
hearted.
And when the captain ordered whisky to be passed around you that you will have no cause to regret joining the Raiders
of Rawhide Ridge. This ridge is our territory, and as long
they got in a better humor still.
as we can hold undisputed possession of it, the same as we
Then he called upon them to bury µie bodies of the dead.
This was done, but it was more than evident that none of have been doing until yesterday, we will be all right. Now,
then, a drink all around, and then my lieutenant will place
the villains liked the task.
After this the time began to hang rather heavily on the you on guard, or else send you to bed."
The liquor was served in liberal quantities, and then tlie
hands of the few raiders that remained.
They were given time to think of what had happened in a captain becoming convinced that everything was all right, and
that a vigilant watch was being kept, turned in to finish his
single day.
For several months they bad done about as they pleased night's sleep.
with the ranchmen in that vicinity.
They had raided every ranch, some of them twice.
CHAPTER IX.
And each time they brought away booty consisting of money,
OHl_!:YEN:NE CHARLIE FIRES THE FIRST SHOT.
clothing, eatables and cattle.
Young Wild West and bis companions were up bright ani;l
Up to this day no one had dared come to their lair, but this
early the next morning.
coming had proved most disastrous to them.
They had been to Steuben the night before, after coming
"If I had only let that girl go on about her business," Captain Knox muttered as he sat on a log in the glow of a smol- safely from the raiders' stronghold, and arrangements had
dering fire, his rifle lying across his knee. "If I had only not been made for the Vigilance Committee to take a ride over
bothered with the girl! Well, it is too late now, and it has to Rawhide Ridge that morning.
"I am sorry you are going back to that P.lace, Wild," said
got to come to a fight, for that Young Wild West will lead
the Vigilants here just as sure as the sun will rise to-morrow Arietta, as Wild was about to mount his horse ·after breakmorning! And it all lies in me to defeat them, for the keg fast, in order to keep the appointment he had made.
"Don't you worry, Et," he answered. "You know that such
of powder must do the business. None of the men could think
of a thing like that. By Jovel I believe I have got a good a gang of villains as Captain Knox has should not exist in
enough head on me to go to some big city and make a fine !iv- these parts."
"I know that, it is true. But why should you put yourself
ing. I guer.1s that will be the best thing for me to do, anyway,
if the Vigilance Committee makes it too hot for me around in danger? There are plenty besides you to do it."
"Well, I have been elected captain of the committee, and
here. I suppose if that keg of powder was to blow half a
dozen of them to bits, and we shot s6me of the rest, it would as I know all about the interior of the rendezvous, it is my
only be the worse for us. The consequence then would be that duty to lead the men there, is it not?"
"Yes, It is, I suppose. You know, Wild, I would not want
a regiment of soldiers would be sent after us, or something
·you to shirk your duty, but you are running into a great
of the kind."
danger by going back there. Captain Knox is a veritable
Knox mused along in this strain until he got to dozing.
Then he fell asleep, and did not awaken until he heard the fiend, and you know it as well as I do."
"And that makes me feel all the more like going there, Et.
!;!ouds of strange voices in the cave,
'
"Here we are, cap!" exclaimed the voice of Tom Sparkle. He has let the idea that he is invincible run away with him,
and it now falls to my lot to show him what a big mistal,{e he
•1 got six of 'em!"
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has made. Et, the Raiders of Rawhide Ridge have got to
come to grief, and this day will wind them up, or my name
ls not Young Wild West!,.
·· Go on! Go on! I have no more to say. I know you are
equal to a dozen such men as the captain of the raiders.
But--," and her face turned pale as she checked herself.
"But what, little one?''
··They c-ame very near finishing you wheu the villainous
captain let that block of stone fall."
.. Sure enough they did," was the laughing retort. "It was
a close call, but you were there to save me, so here I am,
alive and ready to get my revenge upon them."
'' And you will get it, too," exclaimed the girl, the expression
of her fac·e turning to one of pride. ·'Go on! And bring the
captain of the raiders to Steuben alive, if you can. I want
you to thoroughly impress it on his mind that he is no match
for you. I told him be was not, and he scoffed the idea!•·
"I am glad to hear you talk that way, Et. You can depend
upon it that I will make him realize that be made a big mistake in his estimate of me. You just wait'"
Waving his hand to his pretty sweetheart, Young Wild West
rode on'.
He was followed by Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and Jacll:
Robedee, all of whom were more than anxious to get to Rawhide Ridge and teach the raiders the lesson of their lives.
The sun had not come up with any degree of brightness
that morning, and before our friends got to Steuben the sky
was clouded and it looked very much like rain.
"If it begins to rain the men might want to put their trip
to the ridge off," observed Robedee.
.. I guess not," said Jim. "I don't believe they are the sort
who are afraid of a little dampness."
"Well, if there are any of them who do not care to go, they
can stay behind. We will go, anyway," spoke up Wild.
"That's what's tber matter!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
The ride to Steuben was soon made.
It was raining slightly when the four pulled up in front
of Bill Dill's Mill, where quite a crowd of ranchmen and
cowboys were gathered.
"Hello, Wild!" called out Merril, as the four came to a
halt.
"Hello!" replied the boy, as he dismounted. "I see you
people are on hand."
"Yes; we are ready for business, too. I hear you had quite
an experience with the raiders yesterday afternoon."
"Well, I rather guess I did. They came about as near to
making me step off as any white villains have yet. It was as
close a call as I ever recollect of having."
.. So I hear."
'·But I am glad it happened, for all that."
'"Glad you came near gittin' finished?'' queried Riveley,
stepping out of the door at that moment.
"Oh, no; I can't say that. But I am glad I was there, as I
now can take you all to the place."
"'Well, come inside a little while before we start. We've got
a fiddler here, an ' as soon as he gits done eatin' some grub
·we'll have some music, sich as we are not in ther habit of
bearin', so he says.''
Just then the sound of a bow being drawn across the strings
of a violin came to their ears.
'I'he fiddler had finished bis meal quicker than Riveley had
antieipated, and he was now making the usually preliminaries
to a tune.
Our hero pushed his way into the place and found a grizzled
old man of seventy seated on a box in a corner of the barroom.
The violin his chin was pressed against had seen better days,
but its tone was sweet, nevertheless.
He struck up a lively air as the crowd pushcili inside, and
some of· the more hilarious of them began to -dance.
Jack was one of these.
Jack al ways got very lively when the straini or music came
to his ears, -a nd he had a way of shaking it d...-wn pretty good.
As the liveliness of the tune increased it" soon fell to his lot
to find himself dancing against a raw-boned individual in a
buckskin suit and a gray feather protruding from a slouch hat
of the same material.
This Individual was a stranger to ·a ll hands, as was the musician.
But that made no difference.
Tne player was a good one, the music was lively, and the
raw-boned fellow knew how to dance a.~ well as Robedee did.
'·Git in there, Jack!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie. "I'll bet on
you every time."
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"Don't you do that, stranger,'' called out the dancing man.
"I kin beat tber world at this game, an' don't you forgit it."
"Let yourself go, then," retorted Jack, who was now deeply
interested in the dancing. "I reckon where I was born folks
know how to dance a jig, too.,.
Then they both began to lay it down, using all the fancy
steps that they knew, a.nd a great many that they had never
seen or heard of before.
Just when every man in the room was in the jolliest sort
of a mood the raw-boned stranger whipped out his revolver
and began shooting at the bottles behind the bar, keeping step
to the music as he did so.
He fired three shots, causing the man behind the bar to
durk down out of sight in no time, and then he let out a
whoop, and pointed his revolver at Young Wild West.
As be was in the act of pressing the trigger Jack let fly
with bis foot and kicked the weapon out of his hand.
Then he darted forward and hit the man a blow between
the eyes that staggered him.
'' So that is your game, is it?" he cried. '·Well, I guess such
business don't work-not with this <'l'owd, anyway. You ain't
soon enough, you la11ky coyote!"
The fellow did not offer to resent the treatment be had re.ceived at the hands of Robedee, but as soon as he could steady
himself he made a bolt for the door.
But Wild caught him by the collar of his coat and pulled
him back.
"You will stay right here, my friend," he said. "I have an
idea that you might be able to give us some valuable information."
"Lemme go!" was the retort. "I didn't know what I was
doin' when I fired them shots! "
"'That might be. But you can't go until I get through with
you. It seems rather odd that you should aim your shooter
at me, when I was nowhere in range while you was trying
to break the bottles behind the bar. I'll wager a silver halfdollar that you know Captain Malvern Knox."
"No; I don't. I never seen him in my life. Lemme go, will
yer?''
"As I said before-when I get through with you."
As Wild said this he gave the fellow a twist and swung him
into a chair with such force as to jar the room.
Then be whipped out his revolver, and pressing the muzzle
against the man's head, exclaimed: .
"Now, then, you answer the questions I put to you, or off
goes the top of your head!"
·· 1-1--·· sputtered the man, showing that he was a coward
and very much alarmed at the position in which be was placed .
"Never mind. now. I always do just as l say. You answer
me truthfully, now, to what I am going to ask you."
"Go abead. I won't tell you any lies."
"Do you know the captain of the Raiders of Rawhide
Ridge?''
"No.''
'·Do you know any of the gang?"
The rascal hesitated.
'·Answer!"
The muzzle of the revolver was pressed hard against his
temple.
"I-I knows Tom Sparkle," was the reply in a trembling
voice.
"Ah! I thought so! Now, what made you try to get tbe
drop on me just now?"
"I jest took a notion.''
"You did, eh?,.
"Yes; no one told me to."
·' If you had shot me, what was you going to do if you had
got out of this place alive?"
"I was going to head straight for Rawhide Ridge."
"And find Tom Sparkle?"
"Yes.''

"Well, I guess you have admitted enough to hang yourself, so I don't know as there is any use in asking you any
more questions."
"Don't kill me!" cried the wretch, in a pleading tone.' "Don't
kill me and I'll tell you anything you want to know."
"Well, you know about what I want to know; eo ahead and
tell me."
"Tom Sparkle was Jookin' for me last night to git me to
jine ther raiders, an' he couldn't find me."
"Yes."
"I heard about it this mornin, an' I knowed he had a grudge
ag'in you, so I thought I'd git to dancin' ·when that fiddle
struck up, an' put a ball inter you when you wasn't expectin'
it. Then I was gain' to light out for the ridge an' find Tom
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an' tell him about it. That would have made me solid with Cheyenne Charlie to the front, so he would be able to point
him, you know, an' I could have j'ined ther raiders without any out where tne entrance to the hidden cave was.
trouble."
In a very few minutes they came to the brook.
At this the fiddler got up and edged toward the door.
The rain now began to come down harder and the men were
Jim Dart stopped him.
about drenched to the skin .
"Don't be in a hurry, old man," he said.
The band of Vigilantes rode right along the bank of the
The fiddler reached for his revolver, whereupon Jim caught little stream, making no attempt to conceal themselves from
his wrist with one hand and grabbed him by the beard with view.
the other.
"We have got to let them know we are here, anyway," reThe beard was a false one and it came off, revealing the marked Wild; "so the sooner they see us the sooner they will
features of a man who had been seen hanging around the vil- make up their minds what they are going to do about it."
lage during t.he past few days.
"It might be that they made up their minds to light out last
"Another fellow anxious to join ther raiders, I guess," ob- night," remarked Charlie.
served Jim, as he led him up to Wild.
"I hardly think so," was our young hero's reply. "The fact
"Is that right?" asked Wild, looking hard at the raw-boned that Tom Sparkle was looking for men to join the band makes
man.
me think that they are here and mean to fight it out with us."
"That's right," nodded Jim. "You can bet that they are
"Yes, that's right," was the admission.
Then, after no little questioning, our friends gleaned from waiting for us. We have got to look out for a trap, too, I am
the two villains that they had been sought for by Tom Sparkle thinking. It may be that the wily captain of the raiders will
tile night before, and that hearing that he wanted them. to go work a big surprise on us. He told me that he was a man of
to Rawhide Tiidge with him, they had resolved to kill Y'lm1g great imagination, you know. The novel way he tried to kill
W!ld West that morning and then get there as soon as pos- you shows that he is not only a heartless villain, but an invensible aften, ard and join the raiders.
tive genius as well."
"Well, he has got to invent something great now if be wants
This was all that could be gleaned from them, but it was
to keep out of our hands. If Captain Malvern Knox is in that
sufficient to cause them to be placed under lock and key.
The majori'.y of the men were for lynching them, but Young cave, he is either going to fall in a fight or be captured. I
Wild West ~aid no.
say that because I believe it."
Young Wild West put great emphas is on the words, and
"Not yet,'' was the way he put it to them. "We' will wait
till we hav~ roµnded up the raiders. Then we will attend to his partner knew that he would not leave the vicinity till he
them all together."
had made good his words.
A few seconds later Cheyenne Charlie came to a halt.
Half an hour later the Vigilance Committee set out for Raw"There's where I seen Tom Sparkle come out," he said to
hide Ridge.
The incident in the bar of Bill Dill's Mill had whetted their Wild, pointing to the spot as nearly as he could judge.
"Dismount, men!" exclaimed Young Wild West.
appetites for excitement, and they were eager to find the raidThe order was promptly obeyed.
ers and mete out the fate they were deserving of.
"Now, then, get your horses under the cover of the rocks
There were forty-eight in the party, and they were all determined men.
over there."
True, some of them would not make much of a fight if it
This was done immediately.
"We must look out for a volley from that mass of vines,"
came to close quarters, but there were enough there who
he resumed. "Now, Charlie, just fire a shot at about the exact
would.
With Young Wild West riding at their head. they rode spot where you think the entrance is. If it hits one of the
raiders, well and good, and if it does not it will be the means
along at a smart clip.
The rain was falling steadily now, but it was warm, so they of stirring them up somewhat."
The scout raised his rifle to his shoulder, and wiping the
did not mind it much.
dripping water from his forehead, took careful aim and pressed
All they wanted to do was to keep their ammunition dry.
the trigger.
·vvild was determined to make short work of the raiders.
Crack!
He was going to give them a chance to surrender, and they
As the report rang out a muffled shriek' of nain came to tba
failing to accept the terms would have to take the conseears of the Vigilante;;
quences.
Cheyenne Charlie's bullet had found a human targ~t.
He hardly believed they would make much of a fight when
"I guess that will sorter stir 'em up," he chuckled. "How
tho2y saw the number arrayed against them.
"One thing," he said to Merrill, who was riding beside him, about another shot, Wild?"
"You would only be wasting it," was the reply. "They will
"if they put up a fight and try to hold it out, we can stay there
and starve them out. It is not likely they have got much surely keep out of range now."
"What's tber matter with some of us goin' over to ther top
provender in the cave."
"Ain't yer goin' to try an' git in ther place by ther hole you of ther ridge?" queried Jack. "Ther raiders might take it in
their heads to leave ther cave that way, since they see we
got out of?" asked the rancher.
". 1o.
That is the very thing they will be expecting us to have opened fire on their entrance."
'"I'ake a dozen men with you and go up there," said Wild.
do, and they will have a trap laid for us, as sure as two and
two are four. We must go In through lhe regular entrance, if ''.It is a good idea."
Robedee quickly found all the volunteers be wanted, and
we go in at all."
"I guess yon are right. They'd havP ther hole stopped up away they went for the top of the ridge.
if they did;1't have a trap rigged. They'll be expectin' us to
try to git in that way, sure."
CHAPTER X.
"I hope they don't Jet those two fellows get away before we
get back to Steuben," observed our hero a little later. "That
co::-.CLUSION.
disguise of the fiddler was a good one, and It strikes me that
Jack Robedee was delighted with the idea of his leading the
he might prove to be a very elusive customer, if be got out. men to the top of the ridge.
It would be hard to catch him. It may be that he is a full·
Merril was one of those with him, and he kept close to
fledged member of the band sent therP to spy upon us. If he Jack.
is he Yvill have to suffer with the res t, and If he Is nothing · "We kin take a look down the fissure, anyway, an' see i!
more th::m he s~ys he is, we will give him twenty minutes to ther raiders have closed up tber hole,'' the ranchman re·
marked.
get out of the, town."
"An' how about ther other one-ther feller what was goin'
"That's right," was the reply. "It ain't such a deep hole.
to drop you while he was dancin'?" queried !.\Ierril.
Yo.u can judge about how far it runs down. Wild says ther
"Oh, if he told the truth we will give him twenty minutes stone floor of the cave is about on ther level with ther ground
to make himself scarce, too."
at tber foot of ther cliff."
"\\That!"·
j The detachment under the lead of Jack took the nearest way
"That will be a square enough way, won't it?"
to get to the top of the cliff.
"Square enough way! I reckon It will be too square. I
In alJOut five mmutes they were there.
guess if I had anything to say, he would dance upon nothin',
Jack knew he had to be cautious, so he kept a sharp eye on
along with tiler rest of ther raiders, if we git any of 'em."
the fissure as they neared it.
·'\Ve will settle that question whtn the time comes," said
When they got to the point where Young Wild West and
Wild, nc,t wishing to argue the thing with him.
Arietta had been hauled from out of the vault Jack ordered a
'.!'hey were now rapidly nearing the ridge, and Wild called halt.
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horse.
other
the
meet
to
Spitfire
urged
West
the Vigilan tes.
he
of
He knew every touch of his master 's knees, and the way
The whole gang were pushin g their way around an angle
the slighte st pressur e was wonder ful.
obeyed
·
and
rock.
the
'l'he horses rush ed togethe r, reared · high in the air
Sudden ly Captain Knox led out a cry of defiance, and
comnecks.
he
crossed
skill,
ne:x:t momen t he went dashin g away from the villains
The du elists struck, counter ed and parried with great
mande d with the speed of the-win d.
other cool and
the
and
ined
determ
and
te
despera
one
was
he
the
Our hero made a leap for Spitfire and in a second
smiling .
the
on the back of the sorrel.
Though Captain Knox showed great skill with the knife,
am goip.g
"Go after them, Charlie and Jim!" he cried. "I e."
him.
for
match
no
was
be
that
·
saw
boy
not do it.
to take the captain of the raiders alive, if possibl
to
He could have !}truck a fatal blow twice, but he did that.
That was enough for the Vigilan tes, who were all eager
not intend to prolong the fight, for all
did
he
But
to his
begin the fight.
Stidden ly Wild called Spitfire to almost turn tail him he
had
Meanw hile our hero was headin g for the point where he
antago nist, and then as the captain ' made a lunge atwith the
seen Captain Knox disappe ar.
struck the hack of the villain 's hand a sharp blow
He was riding with the speed of the wind. ·
back of his blade.
horse,
ng
gallopi
the
sent
was
Wild
Along the side of the brook
'l'l;le knife fell to the ground with a ring and the fight
raiders
the
of
captain
the
where
and two second s later he saw
over.
move to
had turned.
The surpri-s ed captain of the raiders never made ahis hands
over a
tie
to
ed
proceed
ror
It was up a rather steep ascent that would take him
conque
young
his
as
away
get
small hill to the level country beyond .
a dash behind him.
d this task when he heard
Captain Knox was not in view when Spitfire madesaw
the - Young Wild West had just finishe
up the hill, but when the top was reached the boy
by.
close
shoutin g
came
fleeing villain about a hundre d yards ahead.
The next instant eheyen ne Charlie and Jim Dart
the captain
As Wild gallope d down the hill both he and
riding up the hill.
capwere out of sight of the others.
They joined in a cheer when they saw that Wild had
tured Knox.
Wild raised his rifle to his shoulde r.
in his horse.
"It is all over!" cried the scout, as he reined
Then in a loud voice he called out:
got four of 'mn!"
"Stop, Captain Kno:x:!"
"We've
then
"How about the rest?" asked our hero.
A derisiv e laugh was all that he receive d in r eply, and
are dead!" was the laconic reply.
"They
the raider urged his horse to a faster gait.
a
was the way it was.
That
Knox did not have a rifle with him, but he had drawn
ate fight
on him, in
The Raider s of Rawhid e Ridge had put up a desp-er
revolve r, and when he found his pursue r gaining fired
of the angle
a shot.
spite of the best efforts of his horse, he turned and of the boy. when they got cornere d a few yards the other side
in tn e cliff.
But the bullet did not come within a dozen feet
badly
Three of the 'Vigilan ce Commi ttee had been pretty
Young Wild West swung his rifle over his shoulde r.
ed.
mutter
he
,"
footing
even
an
on
wounde d, but none of them went under.
"I will meet him
to the
Shortly after noon that day Judge Lynch attende d
Then he again called on the villain to halt.
and cases
of the raiders .
"Never !" came the reply this time. "I am dead game,
cheers
When it was all over the crowd gave three rousingback to
jf you want me you have got to take me!"
Young Wild West, and then our friends w•mt
Wild laughe d tantaliz ingly.
for
asked.
"Why don't you turn around and fight it out?'' he only a Roarin g Ranch to take things easy for a few days.
was
"You said you would like to meet me, and that IsI the
best at
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
boy. Now is your chance to see which of us want to fight
you
If
ER; OR, THE NET THAT WOUL D NOT HOLD HIM."
you.
on
TRAPP
rifle
my
use
shootin g. I will not
make
and
down
you
run
will
I
ise
Otherw
it out, just say so.
a special
you a prisone r. The Vigilan ce Commi ttee have got
going
;rope with a noose just made to flt your neck, and I am
to turn you over to them."
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CURRENT NEWS
An imtance of a dog's devotion is reported by l\I. K.
In a battle in a wheat field a half-mile from Lakota,
reof Warren, Pa. )1r. Gleason and others noted
were
Gleason;·
N". Dak., Fred ·Hensey and Charles Travnicek
dog on the railroad bridge over the Alshepherd
big
ever
a
first
the
lynx,
female
turned victors over a vicious

seen in the lake region. A dray stake was used by Tra,·- legheny barking frantically. The animal ran to them and
nicek to kill the lynx, which was ready to spring at Hen- then back to one of the center piers, where it stopped
and looked clown. Finally the p.1en secured a ladder, and,
scy, who was unarmed.
going out on the bridge, clambered down and found a fox
The Aero Club of .America has sent to Secretary of the terrier that had fallen there. When the little dog was
NaYy Daniels a wa.rm indorsement of the plan to form an rescued the joy of the shepherd dog was unbounded, and
air fleet of '200 planes and flying-boats for the navy, and it manifested its gratitude by jumping up on the men
to conduct a new cour3e of training for officers at Pen- and licki1,g their hands.
sacola, Fla. There are already twelve naval flyers, the
letter points out, who hold "expert aviator" certificates.
A te\\· hundred feet away from the Port ;\Iurray EpiscoThe Aero Club's letter suggests to Mr. Daniels the de- pal Church in Washington, X. ,T., flo"·s the Morris Canal.
sirability of establishing other naval centers on the At- The Rev. Clarence Carman Jc.ft his home at dusk the
lantic, Pacific and Gulf coasts, which might also be used other night to conduct a prayer meeting in the church.
for the training of officers of the militia.
But he heard the cries of children in alarm coming from
the bank of the canal. He ran down to the water and the
Four girls who left Wenatchee, Wash., for a hunting children pointed to a ruffled spot just o,·er the bank and
and camping trip on Lake Chelan have returned. In the shouted to him that a little bo;17 was drowning. The
party were Miss Louise Wedell and Miss Clare Turner of clergyman plunged in and brought up his own son; Paul,
Wenatchee and ~Iiss Lucile Relans and Miss Edna Leon four years old. The littl'. fellow was soon revived. He
of Spokane. The;1· slept outdoors one night in a pine had been playing on the la,rn in front of the rectory and
bough house they made themse!Ycs. While on the trip wandered away unobserved to join the children playing
they caught several big trout, killed several rattlesnakes along the bank of the canal.
and also shot a lvnx. Miss ·wedell and Miss Turner arc
both g:ooc1 mark~~1en and haYe had similar exprriences in
The Scientific American quotes a letter to the American
the Michigan north woods and in the :Jfaine woods.
Botanid from a Brookline, )lass., correspondent stating
The Rn~sian GoYernm_cnt has ordered t''"? aeroplanes of that fishermen along parts of the Mas_sach~setts coast ~nd
unusual size. of the flymg-boat type. for iis mn-:r, to be a prompt cure for the efferts of poison ivy and poison
I
built at Buffalo. X. Y., by the Curtiss Aeroplane Com- ::mmac in the fireweed (Erechtites hieracifolia). The
pany. The new flying-boats "l"fill be ready for shipment poisoned parts are rubbed with the leaves of. this plant,
late in August. They are de~igned to carry a useful load which must be fresh each time, bruised and crushed so
cf 3,000 pounds. consisting of bombs. a machine gun and that the mp moistens the skin freely . An editorial note
fuel. They will each have two motors and a total horse- mentions the fact that a large number of other plants have
po,rnr of 320. The America, in which Lieut. John Cvril been recommended for ivy poisoning-nota bly touch-mePorte proposed to fly across tl1e Atlantic when his plans not and burdock-but that " it seems doubtful "l"fhether
were interrupted by the war. was of nearly equal size, but an_\' of these herbs can ao more than take the attention of
had a hnrsepower of only 1G8. The speed of the new ma- the patient from his troubles and cure him by mental sugchines will be about eight;r miles an hour. The speed of gestion."
the America was sixty-firn miles an hour.
The story of a race between an automobile and a big
11hile hnu1ing- grnwl from the Thore Glei1de farm cougar is related by S. P. l\fcGhie, who droYe the car in
nortlrn·e,:t of 11attle LRke. l\finn .. ,rnrkmen discovered a the um1sual sporting event the other day while returning
huge human sl;Pletnn. The jawbonrs were in good i;:tate from )fount Rainier, Wash .. with a party consisting of
of pre.,rn·atinn anrl \\·ere of mammoth size. The teeth )Ir. and :Hrs. S. ,T. Pritchard and Mr. and )Ir.5. 'J. H.
wne in tart and abo111 h·ice i he sir.e of the avera/!e ma11 ·~- Graws. Soon after leaving the Xational Park fon they
Soine of the t rih l0nkerl as though the? harl bc"n filled ~aw the animal coming up the road. As they 1.pproached
with rernent, hut in all proh:-ibility were rnuncl at ihe time it ~topped. The road at that point runs al-Jng a high
of dentb anr1 the enamel had dr>cayed, leaYing- tl1c darkrr lerlge. precipito~1s on each side, and the animal bad no
colorrd interior expo~ecl. The ;jaw "·as taken to St. Louis other chance to escape than to run do\\-n the road. So
b,· L. D. Johnson, who "·a· present when the Bkeldon was ;.\IcG-hie took up the chase, "stepping upon" his eightcli~coYercrl. anrl ro~"-hl" cxrerts there can throw· ,:ornr c~·linrler car for probably half a mile. ThE!' animal saw
light npon t11r rli,covcr_\. Thc~e who saw the rernnin:, that it wa, about to he CYertak~n, leaped to the roadside
e,:;,tima+ed thi;t when living the departed must have been and, rrouching close to the rocks, snarled as the machine
,·ushed on.
fully eight feet in height.
0
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SIN BA D TH E SECOND
-OR-

The Wond erful Adve nture s of a New Monte Cristo
By "PAWN EE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
"Claire! Claire'.'' cried Sinharl ~udclcnly, "1ylrnL are you
CHAP'I'ER YII (continued )
"Plead for us, Mi~s Claire,'' said Jacques. "How ran n doing: You'll upset the boat."
"I coulrln ·t help it. T sa 1v a bottle floating past, and I
poor Frenchman exist without his wine, and Con will die
hound to get it. Herc it is:'
wa~
without his whisky."
it's an empty one.'' said Con. sadly.
''Faith,
quite
is
Sinbacl
11r.
Lhiuk
l
you.
for
"Twill do nothing
bottles eYer float:'' a~ked Sinbarl, laua-hingly .
full
"Do
right."
I do with it?" cried Claire.
shall
t
Wha
"
Jacques bowed politely.
overboard."
it
throw
"Oh,
I
A Frenchman cannot di~pute with a lady. Mam'selle,
moment, maclemoi elle," said Jacques,
one
me!
"Pardon
hal'ing
at
grimace
horrible
a
making
drink to you." And
Allow me to open it.
to drink the unfamiliar liqnicl, Jacques swallowed a glass "Lhat is not an ordinary bottle.
inside."
paprr
a
i
'l'here
.
of water.
"A paper? Oli, let me see it! \\'hat cloes that mran ?"
Every day something OC(;UlTed to puz,1lc the ~trangers.
"lt has been thrown over b_v ome poor creature~ . ::ifadeplace
whole
the
Jacques had been startled br finding that
it is a mes~age from the c1eac1."
rnoi~elle,
second
the
on
ancl
light,
was illuminate d by the elrctric
··Take it away!'' cried Claire, putting her lrnnd,; before
clay Sinbad took him to a "·indow of the palace and howcd
,-o. ''Take it· away.
him in the distance a tremendou s cataract which diti- her r.ve~ a11Cl Rlrndclering aR ~he clid
a terrible clay.''
of
memory
the
me
1.o
hark
brings
it
for
water.
of
charged ince·s,rntly arr immen e Yolume
8inbad f'tart r1.
"Don't puzzle your scientific brain any more, .Jacque,:,''
"'l'akc i.lte tiller, Con,'' he ~aid. "Gire me the bottle.
be said. "That is the power with ll'hich I light the
to rcarl the paper."
wi~h
\
island."
As Jacques handed it to him, he aw with snrpri1:,e that
"Pardon, ma tcr. Curiosity is a vice, I kno,i·, but will
the neck of the bottle a small iial piece of wood was
io
you enlighten me?"
On thi- smooth surface some ,rorcls ha:d been \l"Tittied.
"Speak on."
other sharp imple"How did you lea,e the Avenger so mysteriously and ten with the point of a knife or some
the action of the
impressed,
thus
were
they
as
and
meni.,
1and on the island before us?"
bad scrutinized
Sin
them.
effacing
in
succeed
not
could
~ea
I
for
"Jacques, that is a secret. Do not ask me again,
him turn as
saw
Jacques
suddenly
and
clm,ely,
\'Cry
them
am
l
reacly.
yacht
the
get
shall not tell you. Ancl now
pale as death.
going to take Claire for a sail.''
" You are ill?'' exclaimed Ja cques, springing to1rards
It was a beautiful day, and after the party had sailed
~hont the inland sea in front of the palace, Claire wished him.
"It is nothing," answered Sinbad; ·'still we may as well
to go out on the open sea.
"That is," she said, "if you can Yenture there with this turn. Head her for port, Con."
And without another ,rnrd he slipped the bottle in his
bont."
''Yenturc !" laughed Sinbad, "this sailing vessel, small pocket.
as it is, has sailed many hundreds, ay, thoUBands of miles.
TruFt me. Claire, I will not lead you into any danger."
CHAPTE R VIII.
There was a fair wind, and before it the small Yacht
seemed literally to fly. The spray dashed up in great
A "\'\ARXL•G ME$SAGE- SIXBAD's VOYAGE TO AMOY .
oYer
splashed
water
the
of
some
and
clouds owr the bow,
Sinbad left Claire at the jetty ,vhere Minta, her maid,
Claire, who laughed merrily. She was looking at the
the palace
gigantic waws that leaped in fury agaimt the great rocks ,ms a,rniting her, ann. when they had started for
and
Jacques
by
followed
_A,·enger,
the
board
on
seawent
of
he
clouds
on their lee, and gazing ,rondering ly at the
theTe.
alrean.y
was
van
I
Cregan.
Con
head:;;.
their
o,er
numbers
countless
birds that flew in
"Xo"· we are alone," said Sinbad, "we can talk."
Sinbad looked at her thoughtful ly as he sat at the tiller.
''Faith' an' me throat's so dry I can ·t whisper. Shure,
"She seems quite happy,'' he murmured , ''as if she ncl"er
·s no harm in a drop of the craythur now; this isn't
of
there
y
had a father. I-Io"· drangc ! and I think unceRsingl
island."
the
my dead father."
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"What shall we talk about?" asked Jacques. "The finding out, but it's surely a warning to a man who wao
on the Swifi.~ure.''
prisoner?"
At full speed the ynrht was pushed along, so great was
from
it
" ro, this bottle," exclaimed Sinbacl, producing
impatience. EYcr~· day he calculated the number
Sinhacl's
his pocket.
of miles that lay between him and Amo~·, until at length
"~ ot a ,ery interesting subject, mon ami."
''You think not? Jacques, it's a great disco,ery. Let land ahead was reported, and Sin bad knew it ,rns the coast
me read you the writing on the piece of wood tied to the of Cliina.
Suddenly the vessel slower! clown.
neck of the bottle."
Sinbad clashed up on deck, and as he did so he met the
"Do so."
"Here it is: 'Take this bottle to the Mandarin Hung ch.ief engineer.
"1'i11at is it?"
Lu, Amoy, China.'"
"An accident to the engine."
next
the
'round
just
was
Amoy
if
"Begorra ! he talks as
"But you can grt along- slowl:v."
block "
"ImposRible. The engine~ lia,c stopped.''
"Master," said ,Tacques, not noticing Con's remark,
"Ifs Hong Kong a,rny there," mid Con. "Faith! we'fl
"whst ~'OU ~ay tells me nothing.''
there under sail. an' there ·s an English dockyard where
get
do
but
Jacques;
either,
nothing,
me
"The address tells
the damage can be repaired.''
you know where this bottle comes from?"
"A lii.tle delny, Jacques;' said Sinbad, ''but no rnat"A sinking ship probably."
we're approarhing 0ur prey all the same."
ter:
his
"'I'here you're wrong. This bottle was thrown from
had the same look in his eyes as before he paid
Sinbad
himself.''
calls
cave hy Don Ricardo, as the villain
his vii:;it at Coquimbo to Don Ricardo, and Jacques realized
"What?"
"It's the truth. I recognize the bottle as one in which how little mercy he would haYe for his enemies.
Whilst the Ave11ger wa under repairs at Hong Kong,
drink was taken to him.''
was eonstantlv on shore. He occupied himself in
Sinbac1
"Tben you think?''
"That the don is trying to communicate with his friencls. making inquiries about tho mandarin, and Jacques did the
But wait. Let us open the bottle and see what is inside." same.
"~o m~' report agree. with yours. Jacques?"
Tltere wtts evidently a paper in the bottle, and after
"Yes. I am told that the mandarin came to Amoy a
wa
everybody
by
what Sinbad had aid the interest taken
years ago from the interior of China . He governs a
frw
waR
what
read
to
him
for
anxiously
waited
They
intense,
large territory, and ii' sain to be rich, powerful and cn1el.''
written.
"A typical Cl1inaman. Well, it's plain this is a harder
"T'll not keep you in suspense. Lis'tcn,'' said Sinbac1.
than the one at Co·quimbo, for first of all we have to
job
loo.
"These arc the won1~, and in the don's handwriting,
the man the bottle iR meant to warn.''
discoYer
Be,vare
Swiflsure.
the
from
life
to
'The dead have come
"Parbleu ! but that won ·t be hard."
of a steam yacht, the Avenger. R. Q.'"
"Why not?"
"The initials of Ri,·hard Quince.''
"Because whoever it is it's s11re to be a white man.
"Exactly.''
were no Chinamen on the Swiftsure.'
There
Lu?"
Hung
Mandarin
"But who's the
''Right, JacqneB. Yes, there'll be very few white men
"That's exactly what I'm going 1.o see."
in the mandarin's employ, so we ought to do the business.
"niurt)1er ! but it's not 1.o Amoy we're going?"
"You'Ye said it, Con, and at once. In one hour we The rest won't be easy, though.''
"Pooh! it's just one stroke with a dagger like this, and
start. You and Jacques will go along. Ivan!"
a dead man."
he's
''Ye,;;, master."
"I kill nobody. He must be taken to the island to join
"I leaYe you in charge of the island, and especially of
Don Ricardo.''
the prisoner.·,
"Yery different thr.t. Still. if you say it has to be done,
"I will an swer for him with my life."
cmirse it must be," answered Jacques carelessly, as he
of
we
after
departure
our
of
Claire
"Good. You may tell
ha,e sailed. Collect your crew, Con. I don't want to be shrugged his shoulders. "Depend upon it we shall find
the wav."
dela~·ed."
From Hong Kong to Amoy is not a long journe~·, and
Every oue of Sinbacl's orders "·ere obeyed with alacrity.
and Jacques occupied the time in forming their
Sinbad
paradise
the
leave
to
However reluctant the rre,r might be
The first thing to do was to become acquainted
plans,
hesitaany
showed
one
no
brought,
been
had
they
which
to
with the mandarin, and then to observe every one in the
tion in getting to work on board of the yacht.
Eldorado TJTOYir1erl the .\Yenger with all the roal that palare so as to discover the man for whom D~n Ricardo's
was nceclerl, and as steam "·as always kept up \\'ith a view warning was intended.
E,erything seemed to go well now. Scarcel~· had the
to a suclclen departure. it was easy for C~n Cregan to leaYe
A,euger come to an anchor than a Chinese boat ran out
.
the islaTJ(l within the hour.
Alone Sinhad walkrcl to anc1 fro on the deck, his brain from tl1e port and drew up alongside her. A Chinaman,
busy with the new disro,er~· that had been made. Eldo- richly dre~sed, came aboard, and with great professions
raclo. Claire, Don Ricardo "·ere all forgotten in the im- of humility. bowing low at every word, he imited Sin.bad
1
to the palac·e of the mandarin, and Sin.bad instantly acportance of "·hat harl juBt 1ranspirecl._
"The }Iandarin Hung Lu,'' he muttered, ''a friend of cepted the invitation.
(To be continued)
one of the villains. Of which, though? Ah, that wants
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'ITEMS OF INTEREST
HOW MAHOGAN Y IS FOUND.
Mahogany trees do not grow in clusters, but are scattered throughout the forest and hidden in a dense growth
of underbrush, vines and creepers, and require a skilful
and experienced woodsman to :find them. He seeks the
highest ground in a forest, climbs to the top of the tallest
tree, and surveys the surrounding country. The mahogany has a peculiar foliage, and his .practised eye soon
'
·
detects the trees within sight.
rrhe axmen follow the hunter, and then come the sawyers
and hewers, a large mahogany taking two men full day
to .fell it. The tree has· large spurs which project from
the trunk at its base, and scaffolds must be erected so that
the tree can be cut off above the spurs. Thi.s leaves· a
stump ten to fifteen feet hi.gh, which is sheer waEte, as the
~tump really contui.ns the best lumber.
rrhe hunter has nothing to do with the 11·ork of cutting
or removing the tree, his duty being simply to locate it.
If ]le is clever and energetic, his remuneration may
amount to five hundred or one thousand dollars a month;
but he may travel weeks at a time without detecting a
tree, and as he is generally paid by results his earmngs
ue rather precarious.

a

McCowan, an i11spector in the Bronx Bureau of Sewers;
A. L. Hartman, a~sistant engineer in the same bureau, and
some Italian laborers armccl with crowbars. The attack
la ·ted for more than t!tirty minuics, during which time
the shark put 'JP a stiff fight. It was :finally killed and
dragged on shore.
A short distance from where the shark was caught is
Pennyfield Beach, where several children were bathing.
11 liis beach is med by members of the United States Coast
Artillery stationed at Fort Schuyler.
McCowan and Hartman were at work on a large sewer
near the creek when their attention was attracted by the
screams of children. 'l'hey ran to the edge of the creek,
and about twenty feet out saw a whirlpool of mud. The
water was about six inchc deep, the tide ha.ving gone out,
and both men were about to wade in, thinking one of the
smaUer children had fallen in, when they discovered that
the mud-rai er was a shark. The shark had evidently
drifted in wiih the tide and became stranded when the
t id e went out. 11 he :-bark was mrnble to move from his
position, being half-submerged in tlfo mud.

GIRL WORKS OLD ZINC MIKE.
:N"1mwrous nre tho stories, more or less true, of men
who harr acqnirerl richC's from the mines of the MissouriGREATEST SI GI J'G CA~ARTES .
J,ansns-Oklalioma zinr arn1 lead cliEtric>t. but, ,:o far as
the
about
Bird dealers seldom give any information
II err is 011 ly one girl who, unajrlrrl, through sheer
'k1101rn,
lllU('h
too
was
tl1ere
if
for
canaries,
breeding and raising of
force of will, haR canwl a fortune from the
and
pluck
..
affected
be
woulc1
doubt,
no
business,
their
competition'
The bird stores buy the imported stock, f'Ommonly known gloo1n:,- dcp1 h;; of a nnrP r1el"eried mine.
Whrn l\fo,s :Hattie 1rhiiP,rarye r was mneteen her father
as "jobbers," for $12 a dozen and sell them at an averarye
killed iu a m·ining accident, leaYi11g his ,1·ife and
was
Yellow
beautiful
a
such
of
of $2.50 each. The birds are
in straitenerl rircumstances. John Whitescarv-er
child
onlY
think
uninitiated'
the
that
times
at
sweetly
so
warble
and
they are getting a bargain. To the connoisseur, howeYer, l1ac1 been "prosper-ting"' in an old caYe which had long ago
the "chip, chip, chip," which the birds use as a :finale to been given up. as all the ore was suppo3ed to have been
their warbJing, would con,ince him in an instant of their taken out. John belieYec1 a cleposit of rich ore yet remained-m1d lost his life hunting for it.
mediocrity.
1\s the mine could be entered by means of the ca.Ye, ·
German
of
grades
better
many
handle
dealers
Some
singers, but they always are kept in a separate room from l\Iis.• 1'i"hitesran-er had spent all lier spare ·time 1Yith her
the common stock, for it is a well-known fact that birds father . and had bceome a genui11e miner, proficient in the
are great imitators, and a poor bird can spoil a good use of c ·plosirn,. a~ v.-ell as a pick and sho,el. Sharing
singer in a short time if both are kept in the same room. her fath=>r·s belief in the existence of a body of rich ore,
The high-grade birdR bring as much as $15 or $20. but as slie did. after his death she rontinuec1 to work alone.
Day afteT da~' she toiled in tl1e dark depths underfew are sold in the city, the preference of most people godrilling holes and blasting out the solid rock by
ground.
ing to the common jobber.
dynamite.
of
means
by
bred
are
world
the
in
canaries
The greatest singing
a year this girl miner stuck to her task,
11early
For
Andresburg
an
crossed
who
,
Philadelphia
of
an American
canary with that of another breed, which breed, howerer, barely finding enough ore to make a living £or herself and
no one ever has been able to ascertain. The secret has wir:l.m,-ed mother. 'l'hen, _one day, after firing a blast and
brought hundreds of dollars into the hands of the Pennsyl- returning to note the result, this plucky girl, who had
withst9od all the hardships of the past year without a
vania man. Some of his birds have sold for $75.
murmur, broke down, and great tears ran down her cheeks.
And no wonder. 'rl1e longed-for body of rich ore had at
KILL SHARK IN REW YORK CITY.
last been uncoYered. A .fortm;ie lay before her.
A company was organized, and to-day the "Plucky
A 200-pound shark, seYen and a half feet long, wa~
killed the other day in ,reir Creek, an inlet of Long Girl" Mine is the 1Yonder of the district-it has pw,en
Island Sound, near Throgs Neck, the Bronx, by David wonderfully rich.
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BR OT HE R X
-OR-

THE GOB BLE RS OF TUR KEY NECK
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTE R VI (continue d)
ready, Brother A walked up to the prisoner
was
al]
When
and cut the cord which secured his hands.
. to t urn ble why you
"B u.rt on," l18 sa1"d, "d o you begrn
are here? Do you begin to und erst and what all this
means?"
"I don't know anything about it," growled the superintendent. "I am waiting patiently for somebody to explain."
"Then let me explain now," continued Ran. "It means
that Windhav en has had enougl1 of you; it means that the
cutlery works have had enough of you; it means that the
hands have bad enough of you; it means that you are the
meanest, the crankiest , the most. dishonest scoundrel that
we ever ran up against; it means that we are on to your
game, that we know that you put that hundred a11d eight
dollars into Jack Asbmore's pocket; it meaus that you
have got to sign this paper that I hold here in my hand .
After you have signed, you can go. Listen while I
.
reacl."
Then Ran, shaking out the paper which be l1ad taken
from his pocket, read as follows:
"I, Bartholom ew Burton, of vVindhaven, Mass., do hereby acknowledge that I put up a job on Jack Ashmore for
the sole purpose of getting him into trouble, aud causing
his arrest."
"Hold on ! I shall sign nothing of that sort!" broke in
Burton, "for it is a lie !"
"Uold on, yon, and bear me out!" crie4 Ran, and he resumed his reacl.i.ng:
''I furtl1 er acknowledge that I put the hundred and
eight dollars in to Jack Ashmore 's pocket, and that I did
it from pure spite and to get him into trouble, and still
furth er ae;kn owledge tlwt in spite of the fa ct that tl1is confes;,ion has been fo rce cl fro m me, that it is eYery word

CHAPTE R VII.
THE FLIGHT OF THE GOBBLERS.

The announcement of t he guard tht ew the Gobblers
into immediat e confusion.
"We had better light out I" exclaimed Fred Farley. "It
will never do for us t o be seen here."
"Let him sign first I" cried "Brot her A," thrusting the
pen into Burton's hand. "Quick, boss I It will only take
a minute! You sign, or you die I"
~~t Mr. Bur t_on seemed suddenly to have plucked up a
spmt, and he displayed a degree of courage which he had
not shown before.
"I won't sign I I'll never put my name to t hat lying
paper!" he exclaimed, suddenJy, and then he threw t he
pen · on the floor and tramped on it, folded h.is arms, and
waited for the next move of the Gobblers with defiance
written all over. his face .
"Let up on him, br others !" cried J ack. "!t's no use I
They are coming. We have got to look out for ourselvesit will never do to be discoveted here."
And truth told, every one of the Gobblers was horribly
afraid of that very thing.
They had broken the law and co~itte d what would
certainly be termed an outrage, for which each one well
knew that he could be severely punished .
K ow none of these boys were cowards, but the thought
of all this certainly did not giYe them coura!)'e and made
them all the more ready to take to their h~els .
"Look out the door, Brother X, and see how near they
are," said Brother A.
Ja ck stepped to the door and peered out .
")Tear! 'Why. they are right here!" he cried, springing
ba ck, for a dozen or more tramps were close to the mill.
'J'l1ey saw Brother X, and a shower of stones came flying
true."
in at the cloonr:w.
Ran stopped reading, ancl, taking up a smooth piece of
" Drop it, feilcrws !" cried J ack. "It's time for us to
sl:ip."
board, reached it oLi t to Burton.
"Here's your desk ancl here's your pen," he said, -solA panic seemed to seize them all as Brother X uttered
You1·
m1
si
you
Now
too.
fession,
con
tl1e
"
0
,
emnly·. "Here'R
tli ese 11·ords, and there was a general rush for the door in
name at the Lottom of it, or--"
the rear.
of
two
and
·
open
burst
1Ir. Burton did not attempt to follow them.
c1oor
he
t
jundure
Jud at this
On the contrary, as Jack and his fellow Gobblers had
th e gobblers 1,ho had hce"u on the watch outside ran into
occasi~n to. remembe r afterward , he never · moved a step,
the room.
cried
'
but with his arms folded, remained just as he was when
'· Hey. feller:;'. A big gang of toughs coming!'
the tramps came bursting into t he mill.
mill!"
the
for
right
one. '·'J.'hey are heading
~
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But the Gobblers "lfcre in full retreat, now that the
panic had seized them, and they plunged into the woods
and ran on until they came out upon the shore at a point
away below where they had left their boats.
If any one had run into them then, they would have
been pretty well surprised, not to say startled, to see the
crowd of boys with turkeys' heads.
'I'!1e first thing they did was to pull off their masks,
and then all hands stood looking at each other in a foolish sort of way.
"\Yell! Well ! Well!" exclaimed Fred Farley, "we
have made regular idiots of ourselves. We are a great
lot of Gobblers,. we are, and that's right."
"11,7 e certainly haYen't shown very much courage," replied Jack, "hut. say, it never ·would have clone for us to
have been caught. It was fool business all around."
"Don't say that, Jack," rephed Run Morgan . "We clicl
it for your sake, old man ."
"Yes, I know, but can't you see that you have got me
into a hole?" replied Jack. "What um I to do now, may
I ask? It's all right for the rest 9f you, for . all you have
got to do is to _go home ancl stay there; but what about
! le?"
"Ship across the "X eek, take the early train, and light
out to wherever you were going when you were arrested,"
suggested Fred Farley.
"I was going to Shelburne Falls to look fo1· work, but I
cnn·t go there now, that's a sure thing. I'd be arrested
anc1 broL1ght hack in no time. No, fellows . There's only
one thing .for me to do, anrl that's to go back to the lockup and take my chances with whatever eornes."
There was a general gobbling among the Gobbler. then,
if "!.he pow-wow which followed can be so called.
Some suggested one thing and some another, but Jack
took the sensible view of it ancl was determined to face
the music, so ::ifter a long time his friends yielded, ancl
permitted him to have his way .
"After all," said Freel Farley, "this organization was
only brought together for the purpose of helping you , so·
w}iatewir. :mu say goes, Brother X, and as it ,vill soon be
morning, T think we _ma.· ns well be going, too."
"Ili'ght you are," said Han Morgan. "We'll get our grip
on olcl Burton la~r, and I'll bet you five dollars that next
time he gets into tlie clutches of the Gobblers be won't
escape so easy. I'm downright ashamed to think that I allowed myseif to be scare,l off by a lot of tramps."
This ended the discussion.
If Jack expected to get back to the lock-up before his
escape was discovered there was certainly no t ime to be
lost, so it was decided to walk back along t he shore to the
place where they had left their boats, and make the best
of their wav over 1._o Wind haven .
Before starting the turkey-head masks were hidden in
the attic of an old mansion house which stood near the
place where they had halted.
T here were several of these houses here on Turkey N eek,
being the remains of the little settlement around the abandoned mill.
They had long been the resort for tramps of the worst
kind, and it was a fact that the Gobblers could not h ave
picked out a worse meeting-place t han here on Turke3:

Neck.

1,-EEYLY.

It 1Yas rather n dismal procession ,vhich filed back t o
the caYr. ,rnd they werr not in the least liYcned up by the
discovery ~hey made when the~· got there.
"Gee I Where are the boats?'·' exclaimed Fred Farley,
when they passed around the point and came in sight of
the caw. ,
'rhey were gone, every one of them.
Further investigation led to the discO\·ery that the mill
was deserted .
The tramps had disappeared, and so had lvlr. Burton,
and here were the Gobblers several miles from vVindhaven
with no possible way of getting there unless they walked.
Looking off on the bay, Jack thought he could distinguish the boats making for 1Vindhuven, but he cou ld n ot
be sure, for the moon had no,v gone do,l'n and it was
pretty dark.
"We ha Ye got to hustle buck, bo_-s !" he exclaimed . " By
gracious. theTe isn't a minute to be Jost. I'm bound to
face this thing brnvely . I wiil do it-there's 110 other
way, an1l I don't want one of you to be mixed up in my
affairs ."
A £tart was made then nnd there. and with all possible
sµeed ihe Gobblers hurried along the shore.
Now, brfore they could get into ·winc1ha1'e11 it was
necessary to pa s the cutlery works, which extended down
to the water's edge, j1ist this side of the town.
As they drew near the big brick building Jack was sud(len"lv sturt!cd by seeing a column of Rmoke rising between
the office ,mcl the grinding l'Oom, whi.ch was in the main
1
building o.f the works .
"Fi re'" he exclaimed . "Fire! Great heavens ! L ook
thcwl !"
At the same instant a little tongt1e of flame shot up
aLove the 1-oof of the office.
"Run ! Hun !" cried Jack. "Just think of the suffering that will come to Windhaven if the cutlery works burn
down !"
CH APTER VIII.
'l'HE FIRB AT TUE '-.ORKS.

It was to be an e·, ·entful night for Jack Ashmore and no
·
mi take.
Being a splendid runner, Jack outstripped his companions and arrived firsi at the gate of the high fence
whicb $Urrounded the millyard.
It was locked, as it always was day and night, but there
was the bell to ring, and the watchman should have been
inside to answer ·it. In fact, Jack could not understan d
why he had not given the alarm of fire long before.
"We shall haYe to break in!" cried Fred Farley.
"Where's Mr. Bent, T wonder? \'iThy doesn' t he ring the
fire bell ?"
1Vhy, sure enough!
There was something Yery strange in all this.
The smoke was rising above the fence now in a pretty
good volume, and the boys as they listened could hear the
crackling of the fl ames .
. _(To be continued;
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TIMFLY TOPICS
A recent contribution to -the old· question of using
prickly pear as food for cattle takes the form of a bulletin
o'f the Department of A<rriculturc of Bombay. 'l'he author describes expenments at the Government dair~· at
Kirdee, in which six bullocks were fed with a mixture
of 100 parts of prickly pear to 6 parts of cotton seed at
the rate of 72 pounds per 1,000 pounds live weight per
day during six months. The spines, which form the wellknown danger in feeding prickly pear, were burned off
over a stove, after which the fodder was cut into small
pieces by means of a chaff cutter or a chopper. This experiment ancl others proved that a mixture of prickly
pear and cotton will not only support life, but will restore
half-starved animals to a good condition.
A novel type of armored motor car Jias been designed
by a resident of Lowell, Mass., which contains some very
original ideas as to protection from rifle and gun fire.
The car is shaped exactly like a turtle, the upper and lower
shell being joined at a distance of about sixteen inches
above the ground. The wheels are almost entirely covered by the armor. The latter is composed of steel shells,
curved to represent a turtleback, the inventor claiming
that such a construction renders the persons in the car
immune from rifle and niachine gun fire, as the bullets
are deflected into the air. Loopholes for firing, a periscope for steering-, emergency doors in the rear and on
both sides, a powerful motor under the driver's seat, and a
quick-firing gur-. mounted on a rernlving base-these are
all parts of the design.
After A11g. J automobile,: operated for pleasure only
were admitted to the Yellowstone X ational Park. Motorcycles will 11ot be permitted to enter the pa.rk. :Fees rangfor nrnabori.ts to $10 for seven-passen ger cars
ing from
will he charged. Regnlati.ons for the operation of motor
cars in the p::nk have been approYcd and promulgated by
Stephen T. ~Iather. assistant to the Secretary of the Interior. On goocl ro1-1cls with loug stretches speed may be increa5ecl to twenty miles an hour, the maximum approved.
Every motor car must run on a schedule of arrival at certain points, and fines will be imposed if a car reaches any
of these points ahead of the ~checlule. The fines range
from 30 cenh, for each minute of the fir~t fiye minutes to
$1 per minute for earh of the Dext twenty minutes. It is
proYirled that a fine 0£ $25 or ejection from the park or
both may be irn posed "for being more than twenty-five
minutes early."

*5

The remains of an extinrt ground-sloth , found in a
cave in Patagonia and pre,entecl by the director of the
La Plata Museum to l\Ir, RooseYelt, liave been deposited
by the latter in 1.lte American 1\fnsemn of N'atural History
in New York. 'l'hese remains possess extraordinar y in~
tere~t becauce the suTrounrling s in ,d1i·ch they 11·ere found
seem to proYe that the a11imHl was living only a few re11turies ago, and "as not only contemporar y with primitiv~

man but was to some extent domesticated by him. Previously to this discovery it had been believed that all the
great ground-sloth s of South America, of which many
fossil remains have been found, became extinct thousand9
of years ago. The remains recently found were in a dry
cave, in company with tools or weapons of stone and bone,
together with bundles of grass spread as though intended
for fodder. There were other indications that the animal<f
had been stabled or imprisoned in the cave and fed by
their captors.
The giant hydro-aeropl ane Clare, the largest heavierthan-air machine ever constructed in America, lies a complete wreck in front of the Old Pioneer Mills near Alexandria, Va. It was destroyed almost beyond repair by
the storm of July 20. A large force of men began trying
to land the big machine, but little hopes were maintained
by the owners that they would be able to repair the damage so that the trial trips could be continued. The Clara
was anchored when it was st111ck by the squall. The machine was lifted several feet and thrown against some old
piles. All of its lifting planes were crushed, the front
and rear planes tom from their place and one pontoon
broken off. The engines were submerged, the gasoline
tanks bent and the propellers damaged. Several of the
ribs sustaining the planes were broken. The Clare was
constructed in Alexandria by A. S. Richardson, of Lowell,
Mass., and is owned by F. T. Richardson, of New Orleans.
Its cost was $30,000, and it was expected to revolutionize
the hydro-aeropl ane science.
Albert Payson Weston's New York to Buffalo walking
record will be attacked by three amateur pedestrians, represer.ting the American Walkers' Association, an organization formed after internal trouble in the WalkeTs' Club
of America. Frank Gage, pathfinder of the Walkers' As·
sociation; Gilbert M. Swartz, assistant pathfinder, and
William Probst, intend making the 444-mile journey,
starting on Sunday, August 8, and expe t to arrtve in Buffalo in less than nine clays after they leave New York.
Gage has mapped out a course that will take the walkers
through most of the leading cities on the way to Buffalo,
where the:v will be rl1eckef1, and means taken to have their
rerords verified so that they will be acrepted by the Amateur Athletic Uuion On the first clay the men plan to go
from Times Rquare to Fishkill, 61.5 miles; the second
from Wappingers Fa 11s to Saugerties, 45.8 miles; on the
third day from EYesport to Schenectaclv, 50 .8 miles: from
msterdam to St. Johnsville, 46.9 miles on the fourth
day: on the .fifth day out they will walk fr0m Little Falls
to Yel'mont, f;l.2 miles; on the sixth from Oneida Castle
to Sennett, 153.6 miles. For the seventh clay Gage has
planned a forty-seven-m ile journey from Auburn to ·cana11c1aigua, and on the eighth from East BToomfield to
Ra1.aYia, .J-8.4 miles. The last leg on the ninth day will
take the men from East Pembroke to Buffalo, a distance of
38½ miles.
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perts" are correct Germany is now making increased use
of machine guns. The idea is that infantry thus armed
and prni.eded by concrete works and wire entanglemeni.s
can hold off forces far superior to them in numbers.
At the opening of the war Germany is credited wii.h
possessing 50,000 machine guns and now, makino- due
allowances for the wastage and the captures of war, she
is said to ha \'e fully 100,000, owing to the factories working day and night. A German expert is quoted as ,;uying
that a man who could carry and -fire the kicking he:ny
old gun of 1815 could carry and fire the present-day Lewis
with less effort, and that the rifle ha ri en to the dignity
of a f~tich among the British, who believe they will
triumph beeau,;e the, shoot a bit straighter than the Germans, \Yl1ercas the latter are being instructed not in the
use of tlie rifle, but in the handling of the Maxim, which
is merely an improved automatic rifle with a water jacket.

Goon CUltREN11 NKWS AH TICLES

GRINS AND CHUCKLES
One of the few blind ne1rspaper reporters is Charles
you suppo e she manages 10 make h'er husband
dp
"How
as
Barnes, of Fairview, Kan. Barnes worked at the case
"Wh:v, she won't let him draw on her
her?"'
lo,e
still
behe
when
ago,
years
fifteen
until
life
his
compositor all
came blind. Failing to rdain aD}' oi.her newspaper con- principal, and that of course, keeps up the interest."
nection, he took up corresponding for nearby papers. He
",ronld you marry a Chinaman?" he asked. "Ob,
writes the news himself anr1 his copy i ahrnys legible.
dear."' the girl who is sarcastic replied, "this is so ud.A. Raymond Morehouse, a mail carrier, of Kenosha, den ! Bnt I ahrays snpposed you merely looked like one."
Wis., has received word from San Leandro, Cal.. that he
"Dey tell~ me Br 'er Johnson is suin' de preacher in
was one of the two residuary heirs to the e~tai.e of i.hc late
court.'' "Dat ~o ?"' "Ye~. Lost his razor while
jesiice
The
Jied.
,rho
man.
kenosha
old
an
Morehouse,
Louis
old man, the uncle of 1\Iorchon~e, was known as the father c1ey "·nz a-baptizin' of him, en coulcln"t get ter de waterof San Leandro, and wag president o! i.he [air~t Xatio11al melon party.·'
"Sank t here and owner of ,to('k in man:v imtitutions. ll
'''\Yombat u8ec.1 io he a great outdoor man and all-around
ls said that the Kenosha man ancl hi8 cou~in, who re~idcs
~port. h lie reconciled i.o married life?" ''I think so. 1
it San Leandro, will diYiclc $300,000.
cnllecl on him recently ancl found him :;iiting ashes with an
Joe Kanaka, a Jap, wn, in pnrrnit of large game re- olLl tcnu is 1·:1c·l-l'l .. ,
cently in the vicinity of 1-;: 11 ik, Alaska. 1 n~tcat1 of bei1Jg
Girl (reading ll'i.i.cr from brother at the front)-John
armed with a thirty-thirty or a11y firearm, he carried on ly
a coil of rope. Seeing a blac·k bear frcding ncn r a pros- say,: a 1ntll l'1 ,rent righl through his Lat without touching
pector's trail, he sprang upon tbe hear·s back nm1 quickly him. Olcl Latly-'\Yliat n blessing he had hi hat on, dear!
harl a noose of the rope around Brnin's ncek. The Jap
Bhe-I see bv the papers 1.hat there is a 000-pound dog
held to one end of the rope and succecclcd in ta11gli ng the
bear in its coils, but the hear tore Kan aka 's clot.bing to on exhibili011 in an En~foh show. He-Some dog. Are
shreds. Wben the hear was U10roughh- tanglecl i. lie J ap ynn smc• tliis i,1i"t a bullclog? She-It's true all right,
Uwfs what 1.l1e o,rner paicl for him.
beat him into submission ancl !eel him iuto Knik.
T h population of N'ew York Siai.e 011 .Tnly 1, 19L"i, as
disclosed by the State census just completed, was approximately 10,25 0,00 0, according to a si.aiement given out
at Albany by Secretary of Srate Francis M. Hugo, who
had charge of t he enumeration. This is an increase of
about 1,135,000 on the 9,113,614 people found in the commonwealth by the Federal census taken in 1910. 'l'he
f:Xact total may be more than 10,2/50,000, 1\1r. Hugo
added, but will not in any event r each 11.000,000. 'l'he
tabu,lation will not be :finished before September.
T he latest radical change foreseen, a,- a result of this
war or e,en taking place during the existing confiicL, is
the substitution of the machine gun for the infantryma.n's rifle. If the quotations from German army "ex-

An ad appeared in n mctroj1olitan paper reading as
follo,rs: "\\':mlccl. .\. collaborator, by a young playwright.
The plar i already .finis heel ; collaborator to furnish board
and lotl0;ino- 1rntil play is produced ."
11rs Xuritch-I wa11t 10 get her a pair of swell white
glare to wear to a ball. Clerk-Y es'm. How long do you
want them? Mrs . Nur itch-See here, young man, I ain't
talkin' about rcntin' 'em. I want to buy 'em.''
: Hrs. Albee-Of course, you married 1\Ir. Bebee fo r love ?
Mrs . Bebee-Well, yes, I suppose you 11·ould call it that. I
married him to protect him from no less than three widows
in our stree't. If I hadn ·t snapped him up, one of them
would ha,e been sure to get him.
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Just as they were emerging from obscurity into fame
and fortune. we find Johnnie, the oldest of the Collins
brothers, on the Hudson in this darkness, almost distracted. as we have seen.
By Col. Ralph Fenton
"Oh, mercy. grant that we may be in time to save him
from the fiends!"
The night was intensely dark.
"\Yho, what are they?" asked the old boatman, whose
The old Rudi-on was f~aming with waves.
The vessels ~nchored in the Xew York harbor were name was Jack Xoel.
"Pull, pull!" cried Johnnie Collins, without paying any
plunging and tossing, threatening at every lunge to break
away from their moorings, and either run ashore or be attention to the question of the boatman.
The boatmen bent to their oars, and the boat fairly flew
swept out to Rea .
Intense darkness settled over the water, save where now among the dark waves that beat and plunged about it.
"This is dark sailin'," said Jack Noel to his companion
and then a vivid flash of lightning played upon the scene,
at the oar. "I am sure, Joe, it is the darkest night I ever
lighting them up with a lurid glare.
Three men were in a boat pulling directly across from dipped an oar in my life."
"I believe you, Jack," said his companion, Joe Johnson.
the Battery, inclining their boat just a littl~ up the river.
The. beautiful Hudson seemed on this particular night· "One can't see an oar's length, and we are liable to run
to be m a rage. The waves leaped high about the prow into some ship's riggin' an' be dashed to pieces at any
of the small boat, threatening each moment i.o engulf its moment."
. d to ma li::e th e
. d anger h ere, b u t we pronnse
"Tl 1cre is
occupants.
Those dork, _mysterious waters that have concealed so search--" began Jack.
"But we didn't promise to lose our lives."
much of the. cnmes of the great city seemed now to hiss
"Come, Joe, don't prove yourself a coward an' disgrace
and dance with fury as the boat leaped successfully from
tl1e name o• a salt"
waYe to ware.
.
Joe was silenced.
Two men were at tl_ie oars and another sat in the stern.
The oarsmen were th1rty-five and forty-five years of age.
The insinuation doubting his courage had effectually
Both were experienced boatmen and had evidently made stopped his murmurs.
the river their occupation for years.
The boat dashed on amid the roaring waves.
The man in the stern of the boat was not 0Yer twentyThe eyes of John Collins were wildly staring over the
two or three years of age. He liad a boat cloak fastened
dark water~ waiting to take in all that the vivid flash of
about his neck, which fell off at the shoulder ~, leaYing the
lightning might reveal.
arms free.
Rea I y peals of thunder rolled along the horizon and
His l1at hau blown off, anrl he was bareheaded.
the earth.
shook
His eyes were glaring wildly into the dark waters, which
'l'he lightning leaped from wave to wave along the wahissed and foamed about them.
"Pull, men, pull!" he almost shrieked in order to be ters or danced on the shore.
'rhere was one sharp peal more heavy than any that had
heard abo,e the roaring storm.
THE HAXD OF DEATH.

"Aye, aye, my hearties!" responded the elder of the boat- preceded it.
At !he same moment the lurid glare of live sheets of
men in a voice of thunder thal had long grown accustamed to the roar of the ocean. " But I Lell ye, my friend, flame encompassed a noble brig that stood at anchor near.
• fast, sh roud and rigging were one living blaze of fire.
I don't thillk it's wortli while."
'l'be boat sheered off from the burning ship and soon
"It is worth while!" shrieked the hatless ~·oung man in
the stern of the lJoaL '·,Ye musl fin<l them before the pa.,-cc1 beyond the circle of its light into the impenetrable
darlrness.
fiencli:;11 <leetl is accomplished.''
'·Pull, for goodness' sake, pull!" cried the excited actor,
A fl.ash of liglitning HO\\ :;howetl how strangely wild the
face of the ,1 ouug man \Ii!~ in the buat. His hair was now stantliug up in the stern of the boat, and wildly mgblown uac:k frurn 11 i" forel1eacl, a1Ju his eyes were wildly ing the men onward,
1Ii5 eyes had caught sight of a J:>oat half a mile in the
searching Lhe da rknes".
His face, oni;e lhe priL1e of thousan<ls, bad in one brief cliRtance, pulling toward the pier.
'l'h e men redouble<l their strokes, and the boat skimmed
hour of honor g ro11 n appalling.
'l'hat voice, lhat ou the stuge only the night before had 0Yer the water like a storm-bird.
"Oh, that we may be in time! The accursed villains!
won thuutlers of :1pplause, was no~' Jt,1,usc nntl tenible.
""\i' e ']] go "l,erc·n·r ye say,'' replil'Ll the elder of the I ha Ye watched them for a week, and feared that they
boatm en , '·lrnL it ~eenB to Ille as tltouQ'h we're on the would yet overcome my poor brother. Oh, I felt it, and I
feel it now, that when they induced him to go off with
~
wrong tack.''
"- o, no, we nnd lie ri~ht; \l·e shall be right, '' cried the thein to-day his destruction would be the result.
young man in the ~tern, \\'ho ,1 a~ none other than J olmnie \\'h e1, I found that he bad to-day given a check for all we
Collin.:. once the pride of ,;011g an<l dance rnen of .\merica. both haYc rnade, I knew that be was mined. When the deH _ an,] his brotl1er, Jimmie C'0llins, ,rere, a few vears t~diYe iol<l me that he had traced them to the boathouse on the riYer, I had my fears realized."
·
ago , the moat promising stars of the ~tage.
Tl1e above soliloquy was loud enough for the keen ears
It 1rn~ ju,t at the time that their fame ,~·as b2coming
. of the boatmen to hear it.
known.
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"Revenge-reve nge!" shrieked the young actor, dropOld Jack Noel was so inquisitive that he again ventured
ping the body . of his rlead brother and drawing his reto ask:
volver. "Pull, pull after that boat!''
"Do you think the sharks has got some one?"
They could yet hear the measured dip of oars, and the
appromore
no
find
could
You
have!
"They have, they
boatmen started in pursuit.
priate . l~ame fOT thern than sharks."
A flash of lightning revealed 'the boat with only three
"Who is it, sbipmatc ?"
in it not more than a dozen cable lengths away.
men
"J\.'Iy brother.''
!
Crack
"An' they've robbed him?"
A pistol shot whizzecl above the boat.
"Yes, yes."
"Let me in the bow." said J-ohnnie in a cool, determined
"An' goin' to drown him?"
"Yes, yes, unless we get to them in time," cried John- voice.
Clutching his heavy revolver, he took his position. He
nie, wild with fen,rs. "Pull, men, pull, as you nlue your
his pistol ancl awaited the next friendly blaze of
c-orked
lives."
that was to reYeal to him the murderers of his
lightning
yet
will
we
lad;
"We will. Heave away there, Joe, my
.come across their larboard bows, an' bring 'em all up brother .
'l1he flash of lightning came.
stanclin'," cried the old boatman, laying to his oar manCrack-crack! went two revolver shots.
fully.
bullet grazed the head of the young actor, and one of
A
Collins,
Johnnie
Another vivid fl.ash of lightning, and
lay struggling in the botwho had again seated himself at the stern, started up with the oarsmen of the flying boat
body.
his
through
bullet
a
tom,
a cry.
"Forward, faster !" cried Johnnie. "One of the devils
"Sit down, shipmate; sit down," yelled Jack Noel at
met a just retribution."
has
ef
the top of his stentorian voice. You'll fall overboard
oarsmen in both boats now rowed for life.
The
you don't keep yer seat."
~ oel and Joe Johnson had never found their
Jack
Old
"But I see them; I see them," cried the young actor,
not to be outdone on this night.
were
and
equal,
excitedly. "Pull, pull; for mercy's sake, pull, as you
over the waters, and as the next
bounded
boat
Their
rnlue your lives! I will pay any price you may ask, and
flash of lightning came, they were fairly against the stern
grant -we ma.y be in time."
of the boat of the murderers.
The vivid flash of lightning had revealed a boat in. the
Johnnie Colline, like an avenging ~emesis, sprang from
distance with thrne or four occupants.
his own boat into the one occupied by the murderers of his
"Sit down, young man, as you Yalue yer life-sit down !" brother.
cried old Jack.
Crack ! crack ! crack ! Bang! bang! bang ! rang out the
· Thus admonished, Johnnie Collins took his seat.
rapid report of firearms, sharp and clear, above the :i:oar"Help, ·h elp!" came the gurgling cry, borne on the ing of the storm.
·
stormy winds to their ears.
Bullets flew thick and fast.
The yourig actor, regardless of the shots that struck his
young actor.
tbe
cried
"It is his voice; it is Jimmie!''
":S:eep yer seat, young man!" cried the olc1 boatman. body, pressed forward on his antagonists anc1 shot down
first one and then the other.
"We'll get there much sooner by yer remainin' still."
All ·three of the murderers lay dead in the bottom nf
time
Another gurgling cry came in the darlmess this
boat just as old Jack and Joe Johnson, armed with
their
not a dozen oar;;' lengths a,-ra\'.
The plunge of a, hea-vy bocly in the waters immediately their oars. sprang into the boat to aid the young avenger.
A vi\icl fl.ash of lightning reYealed the result of the
followed.
'l1he rain had been falling in perfect torrents for the last battle.
"By the powers o' the deep, but, shipmate, ye've brought
five minutes.
all up standin', hain't ye?" cried old Jack.
'em
to
came
boat
the
as
Collins,
"Hold, hold!" cried Johnnie
Johnnie made no reply, but sank slowly into the boat
_the spot where the last gurgling cry and plunge had been
heard. . ''He has been thrown overboard here somewhere. seat.
"Are ye hurt?"
_Look, l~ok, for the lo Ye of goodness !-look now with all
"Killed!" was the answer.
face
the
reYeals
lightning
of
your eyes wnen the next flash
"Goodness, it's so," cried the kind-hearted old sailor.
waters_,,
of the
"We must get these two boats in to shore at once, Joe,"
· It came.
he added.
Johnnie Collins uttered a cry of horror.
J olrnnie Collins lived long enough after the shore was
''Back, back on your oars!" he shrieked.
to give a full account of the murder at t.b.e police
reached
hand-a
a
was
wake
their
in
length
Not half a cable's
station.
single _human liand-protrucli ng above the dark waters.
The money taken from his brother was found in the
·Pushing back on their oars, the boat glided stern foreboat.
murderers'
most toward the fearful object.
to nearly four thousand dollars. Having
amounted
It
it.
The young actor, bending forward, grasped
willed it to the two faithful boatmen .
he
relatives,
no
the
dragged
they
and
assistance,
his
to
came
Jack
Old
it," said old Jack, after the two brothearned
well
"We
boat.
the
into
body
.ghastly
- A single glance told Johnnie Collins that it was his ers were buried in one grave. "I wouldn't again look on
• that 'Hand o' Death' for twice that much money'."
brother, and that h~ had been slain for his money.
r;-~ f:
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fi cates-three $1,000 bills, eig.ht $500 bills and thirty $10 0
bills. An anonymous note, accompanying the contribution, said: "While the sender has paid double to the
United States the amount he stole, yet conscience is not
satisfied and here is another payment." The money was
turned over to the general fund of the Treasury, which
has a total of $'1:53,922 .03 contributed by. those who have
clcfraudecl the Gorernment in one way or another. On
Xov. 23, 1901, the Collector of Customs at Xew York forwarded to the T reasury D epartment a contribution of
$18,669 Rs a "rouscience fund ." The .fund was started
dnring the trrrn of Presid ent Madison, when $5 was receiwcl. Th e lo,vest amom1t placed _to the rred it of the
flmd was two cents; the yearly average is $2,300.
The
turtleR.
do
so
and
roost,
to
home
Chickens come
other day there were eight turtles in the basin around the
fountain in the center of Commercial Park, Columbus,
Xo accurate statistics are available as to the number of
IIlll . A big snapping-turtl e declared war on the fish in foxeR caphuecl in l\Iaine in a year, but some time ago
the basin. The turtle killed a three-pouncl bass and the
Charles E. Oak, of Caribou, then land agent, said at a
littl e turtles "chewed up" several sunfish. Then Preston
rommittee hearing that more t han 50,000 fox !!kins were
Shaw, park rustodiau, fished out the turtlE>S, gave each of
sold out of Aroostook County alone erery year. Outside
them a swift kick and told tl1em uever to return. Intenal
of Aroo took County, where screral men make a _business
of seYeral days to change reels. Theu ra me one of the exof fox-hunting, pPrhap. 25,000 pelts are taken in a year,
iled turtles, snoopin§.!" around the wa.ll that surrounds foe
making the total output of the State 75,000. The price
ba sin and saw no welcome sign. - Bl1t that made no differof good fox skins rea ched tbe highest notch last winter,
ence to tbe turtle. It finally Rcaled the wall, dropped into
eYen rrd pelts rommanclin g $-!.50 to $5 each, as against
the water wii.h a contented. "plunk" and was home again.
$3 .50 two :ve:irs ago, and $2.25 five .'·ears ago . One fox
However, the custodian found the turtle before it had time
skin in '200 is from a "cross" fox, and is valued at $30;
to take a nap. He yanked it out, gave it t"·o swi_ft kirk'
one in 10,000 is a sih;;r gray, and is worth from $200 to
thi s time and threatened to use harsh words if it comes
$300 . ancl perhaps one in 500,000 is a pure and radiant
bark again.
bl:ick, "'hirh ma.'· bring $800 or ewn lpl.500, thus making
the coat of the bl::.ck fox tbc most raluable garment worn
An experiment was conducted at Incli.an Head Jul? 20 by any animal on top of the earth.
·
bv the Bureau,c of Ordnance ancl Constructio11 and Repair
~ith a large $25,000 caisson repre ..enting an entire new
de~.ign of hull, which it is believed will inrrease tl1e deThe mortality of wateTfowl near Gre~t Salt Lake has
fense of b,:tilcship~ against attflck from RnbmarineR. One :1ttractecl wic1espreacl interest in recent years, and the re
of the largest type torpedoe<, was discharg cl against the l1aYe been many speculations as to its cause. Thousands
rai ~,;011 to test the strength of the new clesig11 for tbP upon thousands of wild ducks, snipe, sandpipers and other
uuder-water construction of warships. Of rour~e . the re- birds l1nYe perished. and the situation is of more than
sultR of tl1e test lrnve 110t been rnacl e public, and probably local importance, as immense numbers of birds stop in
will not be. Tf the new design is UH'rl in the building of this region while migrating and many of them succumb
battlesl1ips its clrnrac-ter will be carefully guarded by the to the prera iling malady. A similar mortality has been
authorities. E,entual]y it ma-v berorne known, lrnt not reported at Tula1;e ancl Owens lakes in Califomia, and
until aft er the new sh i1;s are b11ilt. rt'his is tl1e third time prob::ibly occurs at many othe1· points in the \Yest. This
orcll1ance e,peri.menb, nf this · character have been rnacle rn::ttter has recently been imestiga ted by the United States ·
by the rn1val anthorities. AR a result bf the pre,ious ex- H iologir:tl Surve:v, which find~ that in all probability the
perimento there h::ire been important r·hanges in battle- trouble is due to an alkalint poi3on. The birds probably
ship ro11Struction. and it is not thought that this experi- sic·kcn in the shallow w:1ter b(wc]cring the mud flats . As
ment will proYe to be an exception. This is on]~- one of these flab cln a l'ter higi1 watrr, salts aml alkalie., crystalthe plans that the :::\favy Department is working on to lize 011 the snrfare of the ~rounrl. Later peals from rain,
sohe the submariue defense prohlem.
or a Ftcarl_v winJ blows the '>Ynter o'Yer the flats; the

.Under. an anti-tipping law of Iowa, which went into
effed July 3, a fine of $25, or thirty days in jail, is the
penalty for one who gives or receives a tip, be it only a
nickel. The State Attorney~General has served notice
tlrnt the law must be observed to the letter, and responsibility for its enforrement has been placed on the county
officials. Among other laws passed by the last L egislature, which became effective a,t the same time, are: Ten
anti-liquor measures aimed against bootleggers and at the
protection of parts of the State now "dry :" a law permitting absent voters to ballot by mail, and a law permitting
cities to adopt tlrn city manager plan of ·goYernment.

The largest rontribution to the "Conscience Fund" ever
rereiwrl dirert by the Treasu rv Department rarne in a
special deliwry le.Her recently. ·Tbe ~1welope, postmarked
N"ew York City, contained $10,000, mostly in gold certi-

highly soluble P:alt~ are taken 11p b_v the w~ter: and birds
fro-Jing 'in tl1e water thm diaJ'§tNl are poisoned. Concentratiou of the salts bY ernporation in pooTl:+ clrain€d pools
leads to the Rame resn lt. :Mea sure:, for keeping the water
fresh are the only i:emedy thus .far indicated.
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INTERESTING ARTICI-ES
At the Onondaga Rese rvation 4,266 acres out of 7,300
are under cultivation; St. Regis, 10,638 out of 14,030;
Cattaraugus, 4,447 out of 21,680; Allegany, 3,858 out of
30,4.69; Shinnecock, 71 out of 400 acres; Tonawandas,
2,527 out of 7,548 ; Tuscaroras, 4,740 out of G,249.
In the 1905 enumeration the Poospatuck Indians were
not conntcd separately. The recent census revealed 18 in
Suffolk Count_\'. Little land on this reservation is under
cultivation. Tbe enumerator found it alma, t impossible
to determine whether the inhabitants are citizens. They
themselves claim they do not know. It is generally accepted, ho,rever, in political circles that they are not
citizens, although mo:st of them are more negro than Indian . It i.s understood that the resenation is not State
or Government property, except possibly by virtue of a
A':-r EXTINCT TRADE.
The leeches, like hairless black caterpillars, clung to slim very old lease. 'l'he Oneidas were enumerated in the 1905
census, hut not in this year's, the reservation having been
reeds that protruded above the water in the aquarium.
They were torpid, a8 though hypnotized, but when the abolished.
dealer put one on his finger it fell to work as busily as a
Barataria mosquito. It could be seen swelling and flushE:VIERGE::fOY DRUGS FOR FIGHTI::fG J\1E~.
ing.
"That'll do, you little rascal." And the dealer remo-red
Dr. Hiram H . Seelye, of Atlantic Beach, Fla., urges
the leech hurriedly, then sighed.
that the Medical DepaJ·tment of the Go,iernment supply
'"Mine is an extinct trade," he said, "like that of the each soldier and sailor on active service with an emergency
armorer or the sundial mr:ker, and I can't make a liYing anaesthetic in the form of a tablet that he himself can
out of it any more. But in the past-why, great Scott, in take when wounded. In the Rew York Medical Journal
the past leeches were so much used by do_ctors that a doc- Dr. Seelye describes the agonies of tbe wounded man before the ambulance surgeons reach him, and points out
tor used to l:ie called a leech.
"I used to sell to one hospital in this town 50,000 that if he had such tabl-eh in his first aid packet all this
leeches a year. That hospital now takes fifty or sixty suffering would be a voided.
yearly. I had on my books 200 doctors, each of whom
The tablet he suggests would be made of acetanilid, 6
I supplied regularly every morning with a dozen leecl1es. grains; morphine, oue-:::ixth grain; oil of wintergreen,
T hey carried them about in little pocket cases, as they one-eighth gruin, and saccharin, one -eighth grain. Six or
now carry hypodermic syringes.
eight of these would l.>e in his kit, with brief, plain in.shuc-tions
as to their use.
"My father had a leech farm for some ?ear3 . . He rai3ed
the Hungarian speckled leech-that's the best-in a Sew
"'The wounded soldier," he writes, "would at once open
Jersey pond out Matawan way. He did fair. He got an his emergency kit, cleanse the dirt from the wound as inannual c"rop of 25,000.
·
structe(l, and either e:oyer the exposed bullet holes with
"Leeches are no longer used because bleeding is no au unbroken tablet, or insert one, whole or crushed to a
longer believed in."
powder, into a gapiug, lacerated wound, and biud it up as
usual. At the ~nme time be would chew up or swal)ow
one of the tablets, to coml.Jat the pain that has already, or
4,45] I NDIANS IN NEW YORK.
will soon, set in. If the pain was endurable he would
On New York's eight Indian reservations there were wait an hour or so be.fore deciding whether an additional
609 fewer tribesmen now than there were a decade ago. tablet was necessary, but i_f the di~trrss was intense he
This is shown in the official enumeration figures maJe would take a second tablet at once, or after a shorter pepublic by Secretary of State Francis H. Hugo. rrhree of riod of waiting. Rarely would more than two or tl1ree
the tribes, the Onondagas, Tonawanc1as and Tuscaroras, doses be required temporarily to subdue the }Jain t6 a bearshow same gain in population. Of the total of 4,-!51 Iu- able lim it. Then, if no outside aid should ha-Ye arriYed
dians as compared witb 5,000 in 1905, 762 are pagam after four or six honrs, as the suffering increased, the
and only 748 speak English.
I dose coulcl be repeated."
In the eight· reservations there are 87,676 acres, of which
And, he adds, "ibe soldier with a headache, toothache,
the Indians are cultivati11g this summer 30,556. The cen- neuralgia, rheumatic twinges, colic, diarrhoea, cold, tonsus figures reYeal that the St. Regis, Onondagas and the silitis, fe-Yer, threatened pneumonia or other seemingly
Tuscaroras are the greatest tillers of the soil; the Alleg,rny triYial affection_. may often abort it or get -sufficient tern~ the_O!4ttaraugus Indians the smallest.
porary relief by a resort to his emergency kit."
NATIONAL FLOvVERS.
The fleur-cle-lis is the emblem of gay France.
The ,iolet is the national flower of Athens.
The sugar maple is the national emblem of Canada.
The Rhamrock is emblematic of the Emerald Isle.
'rhe linden is the national emblem of Prussia.
England's national :Aower is the rose.
Italy's emblem is the lily.
Germanv's emblem is the corn flower.
The leek is the emblem of Wales, and the thistle of Scothp1cl.
The United States has no national flower.
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FLY-APART Pl<,NCILS

who
party
The
The Improved Hu• I ~
this
with
monkeys
~
manatone. This flute
pencil suddenl,Y fi nd •
,
will be found to be , ..I lt fallmg to p.eces In
,.
the most enjoyable 1
You can
his haotls.
article ever offered; I ~
scare the wits out of
• 1
_
nickel plated, finely ,:i1,JtI!.J
him by s aying he wlll
polished . each put I
up in a box with full have to pay tor it. But it is easy to assemble
instru tton how to the pencil again in readiness for a~other vietim. You can have 60 yards of JOY to the
Price
~hem
use
, I minute
tsc., postp~id.
: C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
FRAJ.v.K SMITH,
383 Lenox Aye,, N. Y.
'!.'RICK PUltSE
One of the most lp.nocent - looking llttle
THE TOM-TOM DRUM.
you ev~r
pocketbooks
hand
E:old the drum In one
saw. Hand it to your
tnd with t'he thumb ot the other
friend, and tell him to
resting against the side ot the
help himself. As he
drum man1pulate the drumstick
unfastens the buttqn
with the fingers of the aarr._e
a :spl'ing il1Slde causes
cut).
the
In
Indicated
hand (as
purse to fly open,
With practice It Is po,i,s!ble to sending several coins upthe
tn the air before his
Lttain as great skill as with a. real drum. The
real fun maker.
a
is
This
gaze.
astonished
mov&ble sounding boarcl can be adjusted !or
afford to be wJthout one.
either heavy or l!ght playing. They are used You cannot Price,
each, by mail, postpaid.
25c.
marching.
for
schools
in
extensively
City.
Price, 10c. each, delivered tree. C. B EHR . 150 W. 62d St .. New York
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City,

f

GREENBA CKS

Pack oUI,000 Siage Bills, lOc; a packs, l5o. SenQ tor
a pack and sbow the boys what a W.&.D 7ouoarry.
C. A. NICtaOLS, JR., Box 90, Chlll, N. Y.

w1thP;tj!, ir;t.c:~~~~~~~il{t1;o~f;1f~:

I

Old Coins -:!:~!~~- ot'1cor:. '~ter~~r~~;

l89i. Send 10c for our illust ra.ted oo1n Tnl ue book,
W i e-et posted, Clarke & Co., Bo:z:16, Le Ror, Ne f

Boys! $2.00 per Day

TBl!l PEG JUMPER,
v er y
A

ettectlv&
pocket trick, easily
to be performed by
any one. A minia.,ture
pad<lle Is shown. Central holes are drlfled through It. A wooden
p eg 1s ln•ide of the upp~r hole. Showing now
both aides o! the padd•le, the performer causes,
by simply breathing u,pon It, t)1c peg to leave
the upper hole, and appear in the middle one.
Then tt · jumps to the lower hole, back t o the
1
:1d~~°;! ::: p~"a_"J}l a~~ r!~!at~~r;rah~~;:: '
Price by man. 150.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

~!~:

'\'ANISH;ING COINS.-A cot,;,. held In the
palm of the hand Is made to va.nlsh ;ivhen
th e hand is .c losed. Only one hand used. No
practice required. Wonderful effect. Price. Uc.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N . Y.

APPEARING BILLIARD BALL.-A sol!d
bl!Uard ball, b~autlfuily made, can be made
to apJ>ear In the hare hands with the sleeves
V:ery flne and easy
rolled back to elbows
Price, S5e,
·
to do.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. l'..

This Js a

THE JOKER'S CIGAR.
The biggest sell of th<t eea.A real cigar made of
eon.
~,tc..,. tobacco, but secreted in the
V16i2l.T:'-' center of cigar about one-ha!!
~;?:~ inch from end is a tounta.in
The moment
~:-~~· ot spark.lets.
the fi-ra reachel this founta.ln
hundreds or sparks ot fl.re
• ... • "
bu,r at forth in every dkectton,
tg the astonishment of the smoker. The 1\re
ia a~age 11.re. &nd will not burn the skin or
!tl&thing. After the fl.reworks the victim Cafll.
~onttnue smoking the cigar to the end. Ptice,
l!)c.; 3 for 25c; 1 dozen, 90c., ma!led, po1tpal4.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

Price, 15c. each by mail, postpaid.

HOT A.IR CARDS
There are 8 card~ In a
pack. They are nicely

SNAP BACK MATCH SAFE.
Just out! A trick match •ate.
It is a beautifully nicke11ed box,
of the size to hold matches. But
when your friend presses the
spI'ing to take 6ut a match, the
lid fljes back, and pinches his

finger just hard enough to startle

without hurting him.
dandy!

~AGIC CARD BOX.-A very cleverly made
b ox of exchanging or vanishing cards. In fact.
any number or tricks of this character can be
performed by it. A very necessary magical
Price, 15c,
accessory.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New Yo1·k City.
POCKET SA ,"'.INGS BANK.
A perfect Jlttle bank, handsomely
nickel plated. :t{olda just five dolIt cannot bo
Jars (60 dimes).
opened until the ba-.nk is fulJ, when
It can be read!ly empt!ecl and relocked, ready to be again refilled.

Every parent should !:ee tbat their
children have a small savings bank,
as the early ha.bit of saving their
dimes is o.f the greatest importance.

Habits formed In early life are seldom forgotten in later yea ri::;. Price
of this little ba.nk, 10c.; S for 25c.,
ma!led postpaid.
H. 1;". LA...~G, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N . Y.

NORWEGIAN MOUSE.
A very
1neasuring
ot nose to
body of

larg~ gray mouse,
8 incilets from tip
The
end of tail.
mouse is hollow.

Place your ftrst finger in his

~~~~~ ~npd :~da~i~~~~n~~~~!

appears to be running up your
Enter a room where
sleeve.
there are ladies, with the
mouse runfl'· ~1g up your sleeYe,

and you will see a rapid scatMany
tering of the fair sex.

I

LIGHT?.'ING '.tRICK BOX,
A

slon !

pleasing iliu•
"The ways of the world a.r•
says :Matthew .Arnold,,
o;ro~eerJyLl;ah~~:::

startling and

devious,"

~~ic1ct~oxw!r1~n

are adn1itted to be puzzling and
You take ott the Ud
uncertain.
and show your friends tbat it. ia
Replace the
full of nice candy.
]jd, when you can solen1nly as:suro
your friends that you can instantly empty the
box in t heir presence wlthout opening it; and
t ak1ng o ff. the lid again, sure enough the cane;~
Or vou can change the
has disappeared.
candy into a pie ce ot rnOney by followin8' the
This is the
di rections $ent with each box..
Ilea.test and best cheap trick ever inventeA.
P rtco, only lOc.; 3 for i5e., mai!"~ , poatp&.1d.
H. :a,·, LANG, 1815 Cen,re St., B ' ltl;yn, .N. Y.

i
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printed on good br!stolboard, and contain the
11
~~!n;~:!d,
rHE l\lAGJ/1 CIGAR CASE.
fessor Huggem, hugA beautiful an,! perfect ctgar ca.s~. made gi.ttg and kisslns done in the very latest
·
ot irn1tat1on alligator , style," a Liar's License, a membership card
1
and sealskin leather ; 1 for the Down and Out Club, and other coma quarter as a ical poetry and prose. Every card guaranworth
,
It . teed to make the girls giggle, the boys to
c!gar caoe a.lone.
can be shown full of / laugh, and the old folks to roar. It you are
cigars a _n d tn,tantly looking for fun, get a pack.
Price 10 cents a pack, by mall, p ost-paid
handed to a per!!on,
0
0
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,
;a~~'. u~h':, ifc,';_,nlh~s !ta. ~~i:et ~1.tri:;
double case, and can be operated only by one
Full printed instructJons sent
in the ~ecret.
with each case. Every s1noker should have
one. Price, 20c . ; 2 for Sac. by ma11, postpaid;
nne dozen by express. Sl.50.
WOLJ,'l• NOVI,;L1'Y CO ., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

H

:

F. LANG, 1815 Cenfre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

!~~~t!~e "P;6:

~

I

:::irr

SURPRISE MOVL.'<G-PICTURE MACHINE.
It consists of a small nl ckeled
metal tube, 41h inches long, with
a lens eye-view, which shows
a pretty ballet girl or any other
scene. Hand lt to a friend '\'\'ho
will be dcJtghted with the first
thteuri~st;~~
t~Ne
men t • to change the views, when
1
fa~;~e~z::;c~f
1~r 5~~~
instrument can be refilled with

!1~~ 01°

~~~;~eon

t~r9£

fl1fit~~

practical jokes can be perpe-

trated with this small rodent.
:t·uiisr!~~· lOc.; 3 for 20c. mailed. postpaid.
S;IIl'l'H , 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

~~:[i':i~~'f:/1 1:~1f£

•t~
to pa.y postage, eto., on complete working outfit.
Ho"Ward 1'l.fg. Co., Dept. A., Kokomo, In•.

Learn to swim

;/s~.in /~! · leern to swim or ftont.

~illa~u~~!anf~r arotr

o~~

hy· one b-.ial

, Price. 26 ceata, PoatJt_..
i'lleae water.wings take tip DO IJJ,01'9 rooaa. tbaaa
pocket--ba•llieroblef. They wel~ 3 ounoes Nd sup.
por~ jrom 60 to 250 pou:mds. Wi:tb. a J>11.h•aorone oan

::.~~~;

For nee, yo11 ha-ye onlr io

~j: ~~8 ~!it~~!1· ~aetller
9

we&

Mlfl!I kVO

\VOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

tVve Yictims.

Price, 30c. each 1.,y mail, postpaid; 4 for !Jl.00,
C . BEHR, l ,30 " ' · 62d St. , New York City.
THE HIDEOUS SPIDER.
· ~~

~

0

~

Fun

tor

e,.,.ery•

body with one of
t hes e hands6me

r.:-utes.incr~: ?oondi
beautiruuy ename1ed green, with
white ridges, yel~
low speckles. bulging eyes, ar_d a big red
mouth. He is armed with si.x legs and 1:wo
u pright feelero, rnade of flexible ~piral springs.
A dark, invisible thread attached to hill body
lets you shake him in the air before your
most
I friends' eyes, when the legs wiggle intoa make
natural, Hfelike manner. Guaranteed
any lady howl and to scare the bravest hero
J on earth out of his boots.
Price by ma11, 10c, each,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 2~ W. 26th St., N. '!'.
/'

-~·

KANGAROO l' ADLOCK.
A handsome padlock stamped
out of polished steel. It locke itself when the hasp is pressed
down into the lock, but the .puzzle
is to unlock it. You can instantly
unlock it wtth the key, but no
one not in the seer-et can unlock
tt. You can slip0 the hasp th rough
j
y6~d ref~~~:
~1
I
· It, although he may have the key to the lock;
nr a boy and girl can be locked together by
EJIJpping the hasp through a buttonhole ot.
Many other innocent and
theh· clothing.
amusing jokes can be perpetrated v.ilth it
upon your friends and acquaintances. 'It ts
not only a strong, useful padlock, but one ot
the best puzzles ever invented. Full printed
instructions s2nt with each lock. They are a
bonanza for agents, as they can be re3idlly
sold for 25 cents each. Our price, 15c.; 2 for
25c ,; one dozen, $1.20, sent by mail, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CCI •• 29 W, 26th St,. N. Y.

~ri:id;ea~uti ~~flie

GOOD LUCK PUZZLE.
It conslstl3 ot three t111rsc•

CQ:)
-~-

·

..hoes

to,;ethr~·.

Yery c1eYer pc rco.1
off •he clol'l)d
take

Only a
ca n

fastc::1ed

the two
horseahoe from
But It
linked hors~shoes.
•
ca .1 be done In a inoment when the scci.·pt is
k n.,)wn. .Price, by mail, l0c. each .
WOl,FI:" :-o,·t~LTY co .. ~u \Y. t6tli SL, N. Y.

CO~HC".'.L :rc.·::-,iy .F..l.ClsS.
This i;e:.n"Jin~ laugh producer is
n1 alle of nic•."1~' <.;olored cardboard.
A sharp, bl"nt hoolc is at thE"! back
to attach It to th<' lap,:,. I oC your
Hide one hund u:Hlcr the
laoP~ and twitch the ~mall, black
thr C'arl. rt wJII c<:n·~e a red tongue

FIFFI.

Alao known as a
Japanese butterfly. A
pleasing novelty enclosed In nn envelope.
When the envelope is
opened Fiffl will fly
out through the air
for s e v e 1· a 1 yards.
l\'Iade of colored pape:to represent a butterPrice, lOc:.
11y six inches wide.
W.
L:;O
(;, UlsHli,
62d St., 1·cw York City.

TRICK PUZZL!'I
PURSI;. - The first attempt usually made to

coat.

to Jart in Rnd out of the mouth in
the n1ost comical mann e, irna.;-:-l~1,:..blf" at the
word of command. Jt is ve r Y mj·s~ifytng, and
neYcr falls to pro,-,uce n he!!riy l::n1.:;-h.
f':·i ~·"."', 1i,• "'"' · 11:.· in.ail
WOLl'F NDYELTY CO., 29 W. 2Hth St .. N. 1'.
·

GET f- LOCllST.
Click• like a tele,
The
grnph sounde1
best rooter mac.le, for
Ga tn es.
Ba~C'hall
l\1cetin;;s, and Sporting E,·ents. Just tho
thin g to mnlco a. big
So small you
noise.
can carry 1t In your vest po c ket, but it i.!I aa
,g-ood a:1 a. brass band, m.::i.do o! lacque red
:netal, 3.nd stamped to Joolc exactly like a
It ts as ornamental as it. h; use!ul.
lo cu.sl.
Suitable t:or young and old. Price. 12c. each,
by mall.
c. sg11u. 150 w. G2d St., New :fork City.

open it, is to•press down
the llttle knob In tho
centre o( purse, when a
small needle run a eut
and stabs them in the
Unger, but does not open
You can open it beit.
fore their eyes and still
th ey will be unable to open it. Price b)' ma.ii,
postpaid, 25c. each.
WOLFF XOYl:LT Y CO .• 20 W. 26th St., X. Y.

THE INK lBLOT ,JOKER.
Fool Your Frlentlllr

-'l'he greate:,t no"Velty 11f the age! Have
a joke which makel

e v erybody
More

tun

1 au

i;

than

b.

ij hi;1~!

PENCIL.

P:~for~i~n::;
pencil and shows it
top and bottom. The
pencil is laid on the
palm, the performer
calling attention to
his hypnotic po,Yc r
over innate objects.
'T'he pen cil is seen
3lowly to rise, Colmovethe
lowing
ments or the oth('r
hnnd. The witnesses are asked to pass thC'ir
h and around it to assure themselves no
Price, 25c.
thread or hair is used.
WOLl•'l, NO\"ELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St.. }. .

-,
r

1'HE J\IYSTJC RL.'\'G.
A Brand- New Trick,
Oul.-Puzzling,
Just
....

~Iys~i!ying and Perplexing. A metal ring
1s handed around !or
examination, and is round to be solid, unbroke n
japanned tron. A cane, a pencil or a string
Is held tightly at each end by a spectator.
The performer lightly taps the cane with the
ring,. and the ring suddenly is seen to be en~
circ ling the cane. How did the ring pass the
apectator's two hands and get on the cane?
The most mystifying trick ever invented.
Others. charge 75 cents for this trlck: t,·•t our
price, including instruction, is 12c., t'0Stpaid.

H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn. N. ):'.

any

NEW SURPRISE NOVELT'li'.

that
novelty
other
has been shown tn :rears. Place it on a desk ,
tabl ecloth, 01 an}' l)lece of furniture, as shown
!n the above cut, near some valuable papers.
Watch th~ re•
or on fine wear 4··1g apparel.
11ult ! Ob, Gee! Price, 15c. each, postpaid.
C. BKKR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

Foxy Grandpa, i1r. Peewee
a.nd other co1n!cal !aces artlstlcally colored, to which
long rubber
ia attached a
tube, connected with a rubber ba1t, which can be filled
with water, the rubber ball
being carried ln the pocket,
a. alight pre1Jsure on the bul b
causes e. Ion~ !tream, tho re~
eult can easily be .!laen.
Price. 15c.,
Poatpaid.
0
WOLFl NOVELTY CO .• 29 W. 2Gtb St .. N. Y.

BASJ,;BALL PUZZLE
It
Here is a tough one.
Inside
looks lil<e a watch.
the glass Js a diagram or a
At each base
baseball field.
• here Is a small depression.
Rolling around a.re c1. number
The trick
of tiny birdwshot.
Js to get a sin,;le shot Jn each
of the depressions on the
It can be done, I! )'OU know how; but
basc-s.
tr yo,l don't, the taslc soems impossible.
PricP.. 12r. each. by mall. postpaid.
U. F. LANG, 1815 Centro St .. B'kl;rn, N. Y.

®

l1!SD.G

)

MUSICAL SEAT
The best
You

can

out.

j.olce
have

mor&

circus,
a
than
with one of t h e s e
y o u
All
novelties..
have to do is to place
one o n a chair seat
(hidden under a cushion, l t possible). Then
tell you r friend to sit
An unearthly
down.
chrlck trom the little round drum will send
your victim up in tho air, the most puzzled
and a~tonfshed mor ta l on earth. Don't miss
getting one o! these genuine laugh producers.
Pcr!ectly hannless, and never misses doing ita
work.
Price 20 cents eac h, by mall. post-paid
fun

WOT I,'li' NOVELTY CO., 211 W, Z6tlD ot., N. Y,

WE WANT YOU
TO READ

Stories''
"Moving Picture
..

AWeekly Magazlfle devoted to Photoplays and Players

..

Absolutely the finest little publication on the news-stands

.-PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY~
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS

New portraits of actors and actresses every week

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIECES

Get a copy of this weekiy magazine and see what It Is

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories, based on the latest and best films, each profusely illustrated with fine half-tones of scenes in the
plays.
Photographs and Biographies o! the most celebrated PhotQplay actors and aC'tresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest autho1ities in the film business.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of evei'yt-ody of prominence connected with the Photo"plays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you .write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to lnterest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or sen<l us 5 cent!! in money or postage stamps, and we wm ma11
you the latest numher issued,

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 2 3d Street

New York

~EST
652 Young Wild West and , the Detective: or, The Red Riden of the
Range.
630 Young Wild W est' s Three Shot•; or, Arletta and the Rattlesnakes
Wild 'I\ est at the Stake; or, The Jealousy of Arletta.
631 Young Wild W est and the "Sky Pilot;:" or, The Roper• of RouJl'b· 653 Young Wild
Young
West's Kerve: o r. The Kine Golden Bullets.
654
and-Ready Hunch .
Wild
West and the Tenderfoot; or, A New Yorker In tho,
Young
655
632 Young Wild W est' s Lucky Drop; or, Arletta and the Outiawa.
West.
633 Yoina~. Wild West's Wild W est Sbo,v ; or, Caught In the European
656 Young Wild West' s Triumph: or, Winning Against Great Odds.
657 YoR~fd.Wlld West's Strategy: or, The Comanche Ch ief's Last
634 Young Wild West and the Ka iser; or, The Big Show In Berlin.
635 Yo~:ogn ti:'.ld West Under Fire; or, Skirmish ing on tbe Frencb
658 Young Wild West·s Grit: or, The Ghost ot Guantlet Guieb.
Young Wild W est's Big Day: or. The Double Wedding at Weston.
636 YoG~fu~J~~ West H e l·p lng the Red CroB1; or, Tbe Crown Prince'•
Young Wild West's Great Sc•heme: or. The Building of a Railro ad
or, The Bunt for th~
637 Young Wild Weat and the Servlan; or, The Shot That Saved a 661 Young Wild West and the Train R obbers:

-LATEST ISSUES-

i~g

General.

Stolen Treasure.
Young Wild West on His Mettle: o r, Four Against Twenty.
Young Wild West·s Ran ch : or, The Ren egades ot Riley's Run.
Young Wild West on the Trail: or, Outwlttl:ig the Redskins.
Young Wild West's Bargain; or, A R ed Man With a Whi te Heart.
Young Wild West's Vacation: o r, A Lively Time at Roaring Ranch.
Young Wild West on His JIIUscle: or, Fighting With Nature',
Weapons.
Yonnr Wild West's M istake : or. Losing a Hundred Thousand.
West Along the Yser : or, Arletta's Wonderful Shot.
Young Wild West In Deadwood ; or, The Terror of Taper Top.
West and General Von Kluck: or. The Treaaure ot 670 Younc Wild West'• Close Call ; or, The Raiders of Rawhide Ridge.
671 Younr Wild West Trapped ; o r, 'l'be Net That Would Not Hold
Him.
Weat' A Luck; or, Striking It Rich at the Hills.
West's Victory; or, Tb• Road Agents' Last H o ld Up. 672 Younr Wild West's Election; or , A Mayor at Twenty.
West's Pluck: or, Bound to Beat the "Bad" Men,
West's Best Shot: or, The Rescue of Arletta.
West at Devil Creek: or. Helping to Boom a New

662
663
66-l
Weet at the Forts : or, Outwitting a Ru .. tan Captain 6611
West and the Sh arpshooter• ; or, Arletta and the 666
667
West at the Flooded Trenchea ; or, Savine a Belgian

638 Young Wild West's Neutrahty; or, Accuse d by Germani and Allles
639 Young Wild West and the French Spy; or, The Honor ot
American.
140 Young Wild
641 Young Wild
Hlndoos.
642 Young Wild
Town.
6-43 Young Wild
644 Young Wild
the Ruins
645 Young Wild
646 Young Wild
64,7 Young Wild
648 Young Wild
649 Young Wild
Town.
650 Young Wild West's Surprise: o r, The Indian Chief's Legacy.
651 Young Wild West lifts-sing: or, Saved By an Ind ian Prlnce88

an

ggg

P'or sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be sent to any address on recelpt

or prlce, 5 cents per copy, tn

money or postage stamps, DY

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT .ANY 'BACK NUM'BERS

of our weelclles and cannot procur.e them from newsdealers. they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and
fill In your Order and send It to us with the price of the week lies you want and we w!ll send 1hem to you by return mall
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

• ._ 168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 46. HOW TO l\lAKE AND USE ELEC-

RAPHER.-<::ontalnlng uaefu l Information re-

gardtng the Camera and how to work It ; also

with llgures and the -magic of numbers.

BJ'

A. Anderson. Fully fllustrated.
LETTERS
WRITE
TO
No. 74. HOW
lnstructlona
full
CORRECTLY.-Contalnln g
t~r wrtfing t letters on a lm ost any subject;
~~ eec~m~~ 1:ft~;~~at 1on and composition.

TRICITY.-A des cripti o n ot the wonderful
uses of electricity and electro magnetism; together with full Instructions !or making ElecBy G eorge yrebe1.
trlc Toys, Batteries, etc.
11
u11Jtra·
Containing over nft y
M. . M. D .

SUdea and other T ransp arencies. Handsomely
~. HOW TO BECOI\IE A \lTEST
2
POINT l\DLITARY CADET.-Explalns how

HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
HORSE.- A complete treatise on

to gain admittance, course of Stud y. Ex am lnatlons. Duties. StatT of Officers, Post Guard. Po-

No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.
- Containing tricks with Dominoes. Dice,

also valuable recipes ror disease• peculiar to
the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL

ens.
No. 68. HOW TO BECOIIIE A NA \'AL
CADET.-Complete Instruction• or h ow t o gai n

THE HAND.-Contalnlng rules ror telling fortunes by the aid or lines or the hand. or

Fully llluatrated.
No. •o. HOW TO DEBATE,-Glvlng rule•

sketch, and eYer y thlng a boy shou ld kn ow to
become an officer In the United States Navy.

ti·

N~·. 47.
DRIVE A
0

the horse. Describing the moat useful horses
for buslne11a. the best horses t or the r oad;

how

to make Photographic Magi c Lantern

ill~:'i.ra~e

lice Regulations, Fire Department, and all a
boy sh oul d know to be a c adet. By Lu Senar-

~t~t

Cupa and Balle, Hats. etc, Embracing thirtyBy A. Ande rson.
alx tlluatrati ons.
No. 76. HOW TO TEI.L FORTUN•: s BY

Fully
By R. A. R . Bennet.
by electricity.
IJlu !lt rated.
No. 65 • MULDOON'S JOKES.- Th e m oat
origi nal Joke book ever published, and It la
It con tains a
brimful o! 9.-" it and humor.
large coJlectlon o f s o ngs, jokes, con undrums,
etc .. ot Terren ce Muldoon, the great w it, humorlst, and practical joker o! the day.

Also the secret · ot
the s ecre t ot palmistry.
telling !uture events by aid of molea. murks.
s cars, etc. l 11ust rat ed.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS
WITH CARDS.-<::ontalnlng deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and
Arranged tor h ome amusement.
magicians.
Fully Illustrat ed.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACR ART.
-Containing a complete description of th•
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of-Hand. together with many wond erful experiments. By
Illustrate d.
A. Anderson.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOlllE AN ACTOR.
-Containing complete Instructions how to
make up for va rt oua c harac ters on the stage,
together with the duties or the Stage Managd r,
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property Man.

66
talnlng o ver three hundred lntere•ting puzzle•
A comand conu ndrum s , with key to aame.
plete book. Fully Illustrated.

Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes anc2
1
~~~evd i:;,~ rte5i~iy~~i~rw~~ : ;;fn~;~~~o~:r~!1~
ored cover, containing a halt-tone photo ot

HO\\' TO \\' RITE LETTERS.-A

and highly am usi ng electrical tricks.
t ogett,e r wit h tllua t ratlona. By A. Anderson.

Ing the moat approved methods ot mesmer•
1am; animal magnetism, or, magnetic heal-

to your aweetheart, your father, mother, al1-

-Containing ove r one hundred highly a.mus-

CANOES.-A handy book tor boya, containtng full directions for co nstru cti ng canoes and
the moat popular manher o! sailing them.

for condllctlng debates, outllnes for de bat ~a.
questions fo r dlscu1111on, and the beat sources
tor procuring lnformatton on the question

~lven

No.' 50. HO\V TO STUFF BIRDS AND A:SJJ[Al.8.-A valuable book. giving lnstructto na
In collecting, preparing, mounting and pre1ervlng birds. animals and Insects .
No. ~l. HOW TO I>O TRICKS WITH
CARDS.-Co nta..ining explanatio ns o f the general principle• o f sleight-of-hand appJl c able
t o card trick•·. of card trJcka with o r Jtna ry
card s . and not requiring sleight-of-hand : o!

tricks Involving alelght-of-hand,

or the u1e

of specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
2
0
th~ ·rufe •· r!!~'vtu~P f1~!~o~f8;~~ -~r1;:~:
Eu c hre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-Five, Roun ce,

Pedro San cho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch,
All Fouro, and many other popular game• of

carda.
No.

58.

w onderful little book, telling you how to write
t er. brother, employer; and, In ract, every-

b od y and anybody you wlah to write to.

No.

64.

HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE

PETS,-Glvlng complete info rma tion as to the
manner and method o! raising, ke eping, tamIng breeding, and managlnB all kinds o! peta;

Rdmlsslon to th e Annapolis Naval A cadem y.
Also co ntaining th e cou rse o f ins t r uction. de s crlpt lon of g r ounds and buildings, historical
Dy Lu Senarens.
No. 84. HO\V TO l\lAKE
IUACHINES.-Contalnlng full

ELECTRICAL
directions f o r

Indu c tion coil s,
d.vnamos, and many novel toys to be worked
making electrical

No.

.

HOW

machine•,

TO

DO

PUZZLES.-Con-

ELCCTRICAL
DO
TO
No. 67. HOW
TRlCKS.-Contalnl ng a large collection of In8 tru ctlve

No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.

lng and lnatru ctlve tricks with chemlcnlo. By
A. Anderso n .

Handsomely Illu st rated.

No. 09. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.

-Co ntaining over fffty o! the latest and beat
tr ick• used by magi ci ans. Alao containing the
aecret o f ·s econd atght. Fully Illustrated.

No. 70. HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TO\:S.aloo givi ng full Instru ction• !or making cages,
Containing full <llrectlons ror making Maartc
etc. Fully explained by twenty-e ight llluoToy1 and device• of many kinda. Fully 1Hu•·
tratlon.1.
trated.
No. 66. HOW TO COLLECT STA~IPS
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHA.o.~JCAL
AND COINS.-Contalnlng v alua ble lnformainstructions
complete
TRICKS.-Contalning
Uon regarding the collecting and arrang ing
for pert'o rmlng ove r sixty Mec hanical T ri cks.
of stamps and cot na. Handsome ly lllu11trated.
Fully lllustrated.
No. 66. HOW TO BECOI\IE AN ENNo. 72. HOW TO DO SIX'rY TRICKS
GINEER.-Contal nlng full lnstru c.tlona how t o
\VJ'l'H CARDS.-Embracing all o! the lateat
become a locomotive engineer; also direction•
moat de ceptive card trick•. with illuaand
tocether
locomotive;
model
a
building
for
HO\V TO
tratl ona.
with a full d ~s c rlptlon o! everythtnc an en0
xlA1'uiis.-Sh owlng i!:.y T1!~~1! :. 'fr~~i:!
BECOIIIE A PHOTOGarlr;:.~.r ~~ul~o\v
For sale by Ju newsdealers, or will be sent to any addreaa oo receipt of price, 10 eta. per copy, ur

'i-'o

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No.

80.

GUS WILLIAlllS' JOKE BOOK.-

the author.
No. 81. HOW TO lllESMERIZE.-<::ontalnIng.

By P r of. Leo Hugo Koch. A.C.S. author

o! "How to Hypnotize. " etc.

HOW TO DO PALMJS'rRY.-Contatntng the most appro ved methods ot readon the hand. together with a !ult
lines
e
Ing th
No.

82 .

Also explainexpla nation of their meaning.
ing phrenology. and the key for telltng char•
By Leo,
a c ter by the bumps on the head.

Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illust rated.
No. RS. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contatn-

Ing valuable and Instructi ve in fo rmation re-

gardlng the •clence of hypnotism. Also explaini ng the m ost approved methods whlc ~
ot

are employed by the leading hypnotlsu
By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C. S.
the world.

No. 8t. HOW TO BECOIIIE AN AUTHOR.
-Contain ing Information regarding c h oice or

aub jects, the uee o! words and th·e manner of'
Aleo,
preparing and submitting manuscript
containing valuable Information as to th•

nd
general compoaltlon,
~ia~:~~-c~!:!~lllt y a
8 for 215 cts .. in money or p ostage stamps. by

168 West 23d St., New York.

t -~

